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ABSTRACT 

 

PARTICIPANT REFERENCE IN EDOLO, 

A TRANS-NEW GUINEA LANGUAGE 

 

Steven Miller 

Master of Arts 

with major in 

Applied Linguistics 

Dallas International University, June 2019 

 

Supervising Professor: Ervin Starwalt 

 

This thesis describes three “variable factors” or facets of the participant reference system 

of Edolo narrative discourse. The first factor is the inventory of resources used to refer to 

participants, such as noun phrases, pronouns, and names. In Edolo, a focus marker also 

figures prominently in the inventory. The second factor influencing which reference 

might be used are discourse operations, such as the first mention of the participant in a 

narrative, or the boundary between two episodes. The third factor is the ranking of 

participants of a given narrative. Participants might be major, minor, or trivial 

participants. The three factors are summarized in a matrix. In addition to the three 

variable factors of participant reference, word order and word selection can influence 

participant reference. 
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are taken from the Wikipedia List of Glossing Abbreviations (Wikipedia 2019). In a few 

cases, such as the gloss for one of the evidentials, I use my own abbreviations. 

 

- Affix Boundary 

= Clitic Boundary 

1 1st Person 

2 2nd Person 

3 3rd person 

ABL Ablative Case 

ALL Allative Case 

ATT1 Focus Attention 

                                                 

1 The abbreviation FOC has been used to describe various senses in literature. ATT is 

used here instead to distinguish between ‘focus attention’ and NEW, ‘new information.’ 

(Section 4.1.1; Appendix B, Section B.3.4.) 
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1 Introduction 

People need good stories just as they need home-cooked meals, clean 

water, spiritual peace, and love. A good story is part of that process. It 

affirms divine order in the universe and justice in human affairs—and 

it makes people better than they were before they read it. 

John R. Erickson6 

A life without stories would be a dull existence. Stories are told about the barking 

dog that woke someone up in the morning, the touchdown at the game, and a 

grandmother’s long fight against cancer. They are told by news reporters and the gossip 

down the street. Stories have been set to music for millennia. At one time people 

consumed thousands of stories fed to them by television; today people can find millions 

of stories on the internet. Around the world, myths, folktales, and legends are told to offer 

explanation of natural phenomena. Fairy tales, children’s stories, and parables are told to 

encourage proper behavior and a better way of life. 

How are these stories told? How does language affect how stories are told? 

                                                 

6 Erickson, John R. 2009. Story Craft. In Mullins, Jessie. Something Solid. John R. 

Erickson: Story crafter. http://jessemullins.com/john-r-erickson-story-crafter/ (Accessed 

5 March 2019). 
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In the domain of literary criticism, STORY is the what of a narrative; how a story 

is told is the DISCOURSE of a narrative (Chatman 1980, 9).7 More specifically, “Story 

indicates the content of narrative, including events, characters, and settings, and their 

interaction as the plot. Discourse indicates the rhetoric of the narrative, how the story is 

told” (Malbon 1992:26-27). In the domain of linguistics, the analysis of discourse is 

called both DISCOURSE ANALYSIS and TEXT-LINGUISTICS.8 More properly, discourse 

analysis is the analysis of units of speech or text larger than the sentence. 

As a literary critic, Chatman is concerned primarily with the structure and theory 

of narrative, but he is aware of the work of linguists, and he is interested in how a 

narrator might “manipulate his sentence structures” in a narrative for different purposes 

(Chatman 1980, 197). Linguists such as Dooley or Levinsohn are similarly interested in 

structure, but focus more in how the structures are used, the functions they serve, and 

what factors condition their use. Their approach is known as a FUNCTIONALIST approach 

of discourse analysis. As Levinsohn puts itː 

                                                 

7 Longacre uses the terms DISCOURSE, STORY and NARRATIVE in a different but equally 

important sense. In his view, narrative is one of the four subtypes of discourse. Narrative 

in turn has four subtypes, two of which are story and prophecy. (Longacre & Hwang 

2012: 37, Longacre 1996: 10). Given that prophecies are seldom told, the terms “story” 

and “narrative” are often used interchangeably following his approach. Dooley and 

Levinsohn also use the terms “narrative” and “story” nearly synonymously (Dooley and 

Levinsohn 2000: 8, Levinsohn 2015: 8). 
8 Levinsohn prefers the term text-linguistics and says discourse analysis is the term that 

tends to be used in SIL circles (Levinsohn 2015: 5). However, Hwang says that 

TEXTLINGUISTICS is the term that Europeans tend to use for studying the whole of the 

text, while American linguists tend to use the term discourse analysis (Hwang 2010: xi). 

Longacre also uses the term textlinguistics (Longacre 1996: 5). 
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Our text-linguistic goal is to discover WHY a particular constituent 

sometimes begins a clause and at other times does not. It is to discover 

WHY a connective such as Then or After that sometimes opens a 

sentence and sometimes does not. It is to discover WHY successive 

sentences with the same subject sometimes refer to the subject only 

with a person marker in the verb and at other times with a pronoun 

such as he or a noun phrase as the boy, etc., etc. (Levinsohn 2015, 2). 

Answering the question of why language works the way it does unlocks the riddle 

of how the story is told, opening the way for a person to understand the story. 

Characters or PARTICIPANTS are a core element of narrative. Numerous definitions 

of participant exist, but here it is taken simply as “an animate, sentient entity that 

participates in the events of a narrative” (James 2018, 19). This definition allows animals 

to appear in a story as partipants, but not inanimate entities, which are considered to be 

props. More will be said about participants and props in Chapter 5. 

How a storyteller refers to a given participant of the story is termed PARTICIPANT 

REFERENCE.9 For instance, a little girl, a wolf, and a grandmother are participants in a 

story that is most commonly known in the United States as “Little Red Riding Hood”. 

                                                 

9 “Philosophers have found it hard to agree on a precise definition for reference, but 

intuitively we are talking about the speaker’s use of words to ‘point to’ something in the 

world; that is to direct the hearer’s attention to something, or to enable the hearer to 

identify something” (Kroeger 2018, 17). 
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Consider the following brief section of the story in which the norms of participant 

reference (in English) have been purposely violated for the sake of illustration. In this 

version of the story, Little Red Riding Hood is called “Little Red-Cap.” 

(1) Little Red-Cap raised Little Red-Cap’s eyes, and Little Red-Cap saw pretty 

flowers everywhere…and so Little Red-Cap ran from the path into the wood 

to look for flowers. And whenever Little Red-Cap had picked one, Little Red-

Cap fancied that Little Red-Cap saw a still prettier one still farther on, and 

Little Red-Cap ran after it, and so Little Red-Cap got deeper and deeper into 

the wood. 

 

This section has nine different instances of the reference “Little Red-Cap,” which 

has proven to be quite annoying to English speakers. The first instance of “Little Red-

Cap” in the paragraph is deemed good and acceptable, but an English-speaking audience 

expects pronouns such as “she” or “her” to be used in subsequent references to the 

character. Dropping the reference altogether, when the referent is understood from the 

context, is also considered good English usage. Examples of pronouns or dropping the 

reference altogether—called ZERO ANAPHORA—can be found from the actual passage of 

the story from Grimm’s Fairy Tales.10 The single noun phrase has been both bolded and 

italicized, the pronouns have been bolded without italics, and an underline has been 

placed in the gaps where reference to the participant has been dropped. 

                                                 

10 Grimm, Jacob & Wilhelm. 2004. Grimm’s Fairy Tales, p.96. Public Domain Books 

Kindle Edition. 
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(2) …Little Red-Cap raised her eyes, and she saw pretty flowers growing 

everywhere…and so she ran from the path into the wood to look for flowers. 

And whenever she had picked one, she fancied that she saw a still prettier one 

still farther on, and _ ran after it, and so _ got deeper and deeper into the 

wood. 

 

Proper nouns, pronouns, and zero anaphora are participant reference RESOURCES. 

The resources available in the Edolo language are given Chapters 3 and 4. Participants 

are also ranked, a discussion of which is given in Chapter 5. The OPERATIONS of a 

narrative on participant reference in Edolo is discussed in Chapter 6. Participant 

resources, ranking, and operations together form a rubric given by Longacre (1995, 697). 

He is also interested in ways variation in word order affect participant reference, and 

Chapter 8 looks at that. 

1.1 Motivations for Research 

Discourse analysis of any kind should not be an end unto itself. It should have 

some relevance and application. Halliday (1994, xxix-xxx) listed numerous useful 

purposes for linguistics, some of which have been adapted for this study as it relates to 

the Edolo language: 

• To help expatriates learn the language. 

• To better understand what a narrative in Edolo means.  

• Ideally, it will help Edolo speakers appreciate reading and writing stories, 

which will improve and promote literacy among the Edolo population. 
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• It is hoped that the knowledge gained will help ongoing efforts to translate 

materials into the Edolo language, especially narratives. Perhaps it will 

also help translate Edolo stories into English or Tok Pisin11 for the benefit 

of the nation of Papua New Guinea. 

Longacre and Hwang (2012, x) had similar interests for their book, and they are 

worth repeating here: “Discourse analysis may be applied in several areas, such as 

translation, preparation of literacy material, code switching in sociolinguistics, and ESL12 

composition, to name a few.” 

Gossner devoted five pages of his 1994 M.A. thesis on Edolo grammar to 

discourse. He noted that “discourse grammar has proven to be very helpful in 

understanding sentence level grammar.” In particular, it helped him understand “the high 

frequency of null subjects and null objects in sentences” (1994:116). In other words, 

Gossner’s focus was on the sentence, not on discourse. Nothing more has been done to 

understand Edolo discourse since Gossner published his thesis. In addition, the field of 

discourse analysis has changed dramatically since he published his thesis in 1994. A gap 

exists in understanding of the language, a gap that Gossner himself has recognized. He 

enthusiastically encouraged me to do this study. 

                                                 

11 Tok Pisin is an English-based creole spoken widely in Papua New Guinea, including 

many Edolo speakers. 
12 ESL is an acronym for ‘English as a Second Language.’ 
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It is worthwhile to document findings for others interested in the Edolo language. 

It is the first known work of its kind among the Bosavi family of languages, of which 

Edolo is a member. Moreover, very few languages in the broader family of Trans-New 

Guinea languages have had any discourse analysis done at all. To date, only Farr, 

McEvoy, Årsjö, and Sarvasy have been found to have done substantial discourse work in 

a Trans-New Guinea language in recent decades (Farr 1999; McEvoy 2008; Årsjö 2016; 

Sarvasy 2017).13 This study could be helpful to others interested in Trans-New Guinea 

languages. 

1.2 The Edolo 

The Edolo people live at the intersection of the borders of Hela, Western and 

Southern Highlands provinces of Papua New Guinea. They number about 1,600, 

according to the 2000 census,14 and claim approximately 80 square miles of the Papuan 

Plateau on the southern slopes of Mount Haliago, otherwise known as Mt. Sissa or the 

O’Malley Peaks on government maps. The elevation ranges from 300 to 2,700 meters 

(1,000 to 9,000 feet). Their villages are situated at elevations from 300 to 1,200 meters 

(1,000 to 4,000 feet). The area is a quintessential example of a rain forest ecosystem, 

                                                 

13 Longacre studied several languages in 1970, which he later published (Longacre 1972). 

Discourse analysis has changed considerably in the fifty years since then. 
14 Approximately 1,400 people gathered in the village of Huya following the 2018 

earthquakes, and more gathered at the village of Dodomona, indicating that the Edolo 

probably number many more than 1,600 today. SIL-PNG estimates a population of 3,500 

(2019 pc). 
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receiving about 20 mm (0.8 in.) of rain per day, or 7,300 mm (292 in.) per year. (Gossner 

2004). 

The Edolo language is an SOV, Trans-New Guinea language of the Bosavi 

language family (Simons 2018). The Bosavi languages are found nearly in the center of 

the island of New Guinea, southwest of the Engan languages (Map 1).  

 

Map 1: Trans-New Guinea Language Families15 

                                                 

15 Gray scale map derived from Kwamikagami (2008), which is based on (Ross 2005). 
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1.3 Literature Review 

The initial work on Edolo phonology was done by Rule and Rule (1989). Jan 

Gossner wrote a grammar of Edolo for his M.A. thesis in 1994. He went on to produce a 

work of phonology (1998), followed by another work in phonology (2004b) and a dialect 

survey (2004a). He has been compiling a lexicon over the years; it now consists of more 

than 2,500 entries. He also collected numerous texts in the early 1990s. In addition, John 

Hatton video-recorded numerous stories and dialogues while he was developing language 

documentation software. Among the Edolo storytellers are Duluba, Hewa, and Pastor 

Hamaga. 

In addition to the linguistic work done on Edolo, published works and 

manuscripts done in related Bosavi languages are available. These include Grosh and 

Grosh (2004) in the Kaluli language, Stoppels-Dondorp (n.d.) in the Onobasulu language, 

and Logan (2007) in Kasua. These have been helpful in showing that Edolo is not alone 

in certain unusual language structures. It is uncertain whether Kamula is related to Edolo, 

but Routamaa’s manuscript on Kamula discourse (2008) has been helpful nevertheless.16 

                                                 

16 The Summer Institute of Linguistics in Papua New Guinea has a long tradition of 

publishing grammar papers, many of which are Trans-New Guinea languages, and I have 

access to these as well. 
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1.4 Theoretical Underpinnings 

Rather than following one theoretical framework or the other, this work draws 

from several approaches to show patterns of participant reference in Edolo.17 Two 

sources provide the theoretical underpinning for this study. First is Longacre’s seminal 

work in Language Research (1995). This article is updated and summarized by Hwang 

(2009). The second, more comprehensive source is Longacre and Hwang’s Holistic 

Discourse Analysis (2012), which is based on Longacre’s larger work on discourse 

(1996). 

The methodology for this work, however, draws more from Levinsohn’s various 

works than Longacre’s, in particular Levinsohn (2015) and Dooley and Levinsohn 

(2000). 

A variety of other works are considered as well, including Givón and Schaefer. 

1.4.1 Longacre and Hwang 

The most succinct summary found to date of approaches to the study of 

participant reference is given by Longacre and Hwang (2012, 81; cf. Hwang 2009): 

                                                 

17 At least three other works have taken this approach: First, McEvoy’s M.A. thesis 

(2008) combined the work of Givón’s referential distance (1983), an older version of 

Longacre and Hwang’s discourse operations, and Dooley and Levinsohn’s continuity of 

participants (2000). Second, James’ M.A. thesis (2018), following Kibrik (2011), 

combined Longacre and Hwang’s “heirarchical approach” with Dooley and Levinsohn’s 

“linear emphasis”. Third, Cline’s M.A. thesis (2018) combined Givón’s Topic Continuity 

approach, Levinsohn’s continuity of participants (1994), and Gundel, Hedberg, and 

Zacharski’s Givenness Hierarchy (1993). 
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Following Staley (2007) and Huang (2000), we may group 

[approaches to participant reference] into three models. First, the topic 

continuity or recency model is used by Givón and others with good 

statistical results showing the iconicity principle...Second is the 

hierarchy or episode model, which finds evidence for heavier coding 

material across structural boundaries (Hinds and Hinds 1979, Fox 

1987, and Tomlin 1987b). Third, the cognitive or memorial-activation 

model is concerned with cognitive factors such as memory and 

attention (Prince 1981, Tomlin 1987b, Chafe 1994, and Gundel, 

Hedberg, and Zacharski 1993). 

Longacre and Hwang further state that the first two models are both linear and 

hierarchical, and are closely related to the issue of cognition, and all three are based on 

the primary focus of the researchers. While these approaches have proved to be of value 

in certain areas, they do not fully take into account discourse operations or participant 

ranking. For this reason, Longacre and Hwang’s approach is used here (Longacre and 

Hwang 2012, 81-82; cf. Schaefer 2009, 35). 

Longacre’s work has been called HIERARCHICAL (James 2018, 3, 28), and it is 

that; Longacre is concerned with structuring the discourse in paragraphs, sentences, 

clauses, and phrases. However, the word that he repeatedly uses for his own work is 

HOLISTIC. That is, he is concerned with discourses structures as “wholes with 

characteristic shapes and textures” (Longacre 1996, 3). Following Aristotle, he looks at 
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the setting of the stage,18 the first inciting incident, the rising conflict and especially the 

climax, then the resolution. He is concerned with dialogue relations, the ways of 

predicate coupling, temporal succession and overlap, and role relations such as agent, 

patient, and experiencer. 

The word “holistic” also appears later in Longacre’s work with Hwang, such as in 

the title of their book Holistic Discourse Analysis (Longacre and Hwang, 2012). They 

further used the related term WHOLE to describe as one of the basic assumptions of their 

work, that is, both the whole of the discourse and its parts are in living interplay with 

each other. The thrust or outline of the whole, as the hearer/reader begins to grasp it, 

affects the understanding of the parts. But just as surely, it is the information gleaned 

from each successive part of the discourse that facilitates the understanding of the whole 

(Longacre and Hwang 2012, 15-16). 

In regards to participant reference, Longacre and Hwang set out three variables or 

factors (Longacre 1995; Hwang 2009; Longacre and Hwang 2012, 82-85)ː  

• The resources available to a given language to reference participants, such as 

noun phrases, pronouns, names, etc. The Edolo participant reference resources 

will be listed in more detail in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 

                                                 

18 Longacre and Hwang use the term “setting” loosely, and it is interchangeable with the 

term “stage”, which is borrowed from theater (Longacre & Hwang 2012: 223). 
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• The ranking of participants into MAJOR, MINOR, and TRIVIAL. These will be 

covered in Chapter 5. 

• The operations that take place on participants over the course of a narrative. 

These will be explored in more detail in Chapter 6.  

Longacre says these variables are “interlocking”, and indeed they are so in Edolo. 

In addition to the three variables, Longacre is concerned with variation in word order. 

This will be explored more in Chapter 8. 

1.4.2 Levinsohn and Dooley 

Levinsohn’s method of tracking active participants involves identifying the 

CONTEXT of each participant. The method has some overlap with Longacre’s concept of 

participant reference operations, but relying on subjects and nominals as he does, 

Levinsohn’s approach relies more on clause and sentence constructs. It is also much more 

linear. That is, the approach asks question such as, “Is this subject the same subject as the 

previous sentence?” It is described in more detail in Chapter 7. 

In addition, Levinsohn and Dooley’s step-by-step approach to discourse analysis 

is quite practical and has been of help in this present study (Levinsohn 2015, Dooley and 

Levinsohn 2000). 
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While Levinsohn’s approach is sometimes seen as being a competitor to 

Longacre’s approach, and visa versa,19 the two approaches can instead be seen as 

complementary (L. James 2018; Niggli 2014; Starwalt p.c., 2019). 

1.4.3 Givón 

Givón was one of the first and most important people to systematially describe 

participant reference. Levinsohn found that Givón’s Iconicity Principle (1983, 18) was 

useful to a point. This will be further discussed in Chapter 3. However, Clark found that 

Givón’s referential distance to be non-productive in analyzing a text from Sio, a Papua 

New Guinean language. Givón’s approach, according to Clark, made no attempt to 

explain certain aspects of participant refernce. For instance, it makes no attempt to 

account for the internal structure of the text, so relating participant reference to episodes 

and higher “chunks” of discourse is ignored (Clark 2000, 72-73). Some of those 

objections will be answered in Chapter 8. 

Givón’s concepts of thematic continuity and discontinuites is the basis of 

Levinsohn’s segmentation process, (further discussed in Section 2.1), and that has been 

found to be quite useful in this study (Givón 1984, 245-246). 

1.4.4 Schaeffer 

Schaefer’s Ph.D. dissertation (2009) has been helpful in that he also used 

Longacre’s theoretical framework as a basis to describe a language, even if the language 

                                                 

19 For instance, a colleague has commented that “Levinsohn won” over Longacre in the 

area of Africa where he works. 
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he decribes is in Africa, and the one I describe is in Papua New Guinea.  His reasoning 

for following Longacre’s approach is that: 

The rank of participants is not based simply on the nature and 

frequency of invocations of a particular refererent, but a more 

qualitative assessment of the relative ranking of the referents in the 

narrative…Likewise, the assessment of the degree of coding used to 

invoke a particular referent is considered not only with respect to the 

distance between and the fact of two particular invocations, but on the 

story-related motivation for each invocation (Schaefer 2009, 219). 

In addition, Schaefer’s work on focus proved to be invaluable, both for insights to 

the various theoretical approaches to focus and how they have been applied to other 

languages. 

1.5 Methodology 

The primary corpus is a set of texts that Gossner collected between 1991 and 

1994. Some were written by Edolo authors, but many others were oral recordings 

transcribed by Gossner. I imported this corpus and his lexicon into a software application 

called FLEx or Fieldworks.20 I then interlinearized all the texts, morpheme by morpheme, 

in FLEx. Unknown to me, the texts were originally transcribed using the original 

                                                 

20 For more information on FLEx, see the SIL website. At the time of this writing, 

information can be found at www.software.sil.org/fieldworks.  
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orthography. Gossner updated them with the current Edolo orthography for me to match 

the lexicon. He also made numerous updates to the lexicon at that time. The 

interlinearization of the texts has unexpectedly probed into a number of areas of the 

language that Gossner had not considered before. Gossner and I together have reviewed 

my interlinearization for many of the narratives, and this has been good for both of us to 

better understand the language.  

I have used spreadsheets for charting. When I did not find a chart I wanted or 

expected to have, I created charts of my own design, based on the work of Longacre, 

Hwang, and Levinsohn. They include segmentation charts, notional and surface structure 

charts, and participant reference charts. For more information on the charting, see 

Chapter 2. 
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2 Segmentation and Charting Texts 

To properly evaluate the intersection between participant reference and the 

discourse structure, the structure of the discourse must be known. The process of 

discovering the structure is called SEGMENTATION (Levinsohn 2015, 30) or 

MACROSEGMENTATION (Longacre and Hwang 2012, 45). Charts are typically the tool of 

choice for the analysis. 

2.1 Segmentation 

Longacre and Hwang give an analysis of a story entitled “Little Hans”, but they 

do not explain in any detail about how they arrived at their analysis. They write simply 

that they base their analysis on surface structure features, such as boundary markers and 

continuity or discontinuity expressions. (Longacre and Hwang 2012, 53-60; cf. Hwang 

2009) 

In a study of intonation units, Chafe (1987, 42-43) notes that a significant change 

in scene, time, character configuration, and event structure are the points of “fumbling 

and disfluency”. He says that this is because such changes are costly in cognitive effort. 

Similarly, drawing from Greek playwrights, Givón (1984, 245-246) finds four elements 

of thematic continuity, which he described as UNITIES: a) unity of time, b) unity of place, 
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c) unity of action, and d) unity of participants. Building on Givón’s work, Levinsohn 

described Givón’s unities as dimensions (Levinsohn 2015:31).21 

 

Table 1: Dimensions of Contnuity and Discontinuity  

Givón maintains that these elements are more likely to be maintained within units 

of discourse rather than across boundaries of units of discourse. He describes unities that 

are not maintained as DISCONTINUITIES. Givón further posited that continuities and 

discontinuities were the heuristics by which thematicity may be tracked. An expanded list 

of elements includes those that could span coherent discourse. Those easiest to track are: 

a) referents or participants, b) location, c) temporality, d) aspectuality, e) modality, f) 

perspective (‘narrative voice’), and g) action/events (Givón 2001, 329). This list keeps 

the thematic elements of the original list but mixed in syntactic elements such as aspect 

and modality. 

                                                 

21 I find these dimensions are easiest to remember as the who, what, where, and when of a 

story. 
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Both Levinsohn and Dooley focus more on the thematic continuities of Givón’s 

earlier work in 1984, calling them “dimensions of thematic continuity/discontinuity in 

narrative” (Levinsohn 2015, 31, Dooley and Levinsohn 2000, 37). Levinsohn posits that 

in a narrative, “the speaker typically begins a new thematic grouping when there is a 

significant discontinuity in at least one of these four dimensions, and usually in more than 

one”. The presence of one discontinuity does not necessarily imply a new thematic 

grouping.  

When segmenting, Levinsohn looks for changes or DIMENSIONS OF 

DISCONTINUITY in participants, action, place, or time, to separate one group of sentences 

and another. In other words, discontinuities can be used to identify different parts of the 

plot. As an example, Levinsohn cited Acts 9:43-10:1 in the Bible. In chapter 9 verse 43, 

Peter stayed in Joppa with Simon, a tanner. The next sentence, chapter 10 verse 1, tells of 

a man named Cornelius in Caesarea. A discontinuity of characters occurs between the 

two verses—the author switches from Peter to Cornelius. A discontinuity of place also 

occurs—the author switches location from Joppa to Caesarea. 

Discontinuities in time are “large forward gaps”, such as the clause a few days 

later. Another discontinuity of time occurs when events are out of order, which is often 

called a FLASHBACK. Discontinuities in action include: a shift of description of events to 

non-events; a shift from speaking to doing or vice versa; or when an event fails to move 

the narrative forward, either because simultaneous events are involved, or a restatement is 

involved. 
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2.2 Charting 

Charting has been a mainstay of discourse analysis at least since 1964, when 

Henry A. Gleason, Jr. used them to teach Hebrew (Hwang 2010, ix), but with the 

exception of constituent charts, discourse charting is still done largely on an ad hoc basis. 

As a result, one of the challenges of participant reference, and discourse analysis in 

general, is the design of appropriate charts. Three charts evolved during this study to 

address that situation: 1) a Segmentation Chart, 2) a Notional and Surface Structure 

Chart—which is virtually identical to a chart Longacre and Hwang produced—and 3) a 

Participant Reference Chart. These three charts, done in succession, were helpful in 

streamlining the workflow of analyzing partipant references in the texts. 

2.2.1 Segmentation Chart 

The Segmentation Chart is based on Levinsohn’s thematic continuity groupings 

and his segmentation methodology. The chart has sentence numbers running down the 

left side and has a column header “S#”. Clause numbers could also be included for a 

chaining language such as Edolo, but I have not found it necessary to date. Across the top 

are the column headers Participants, Action, Place, and Time for the unities or 

dimensions. For example, the first few rows of the segmentation chart for the story of 

The Leeches is given below. The full chart can be found in Appendix A, Section A.1.2.1. 
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S# Participants Action Place Time 

1 Narrator Narration None Present 

2 Men Sitting Longhouse Past 

3 

4 

5 A man, men Dialogue 

 

Figure 1: Partial example of segmentation chart 

This chart proved to be useful in quickly assessing most of the boundaries of 

setting, episodes, peak, and closure of a narrative.22 

2.2.2 Notional and Surface Structure Chart 

With the Segmentation Chart in hand, the narrative structure, both notional and 

surface level structures (Longacre and Hwang 2012, x-xi), can be more easily 

determined. The resulting chart is very similar to Longacre and Hwang’s Surface and 

Notional Structures Chart (Longacre and Hwang 2012, 86-87), as seen in Figure 2: 

  

                                                 

22 Lydia James takes the same approach of using thematic continuities or dimensions of 

time, place, action, and participants: “Using these dimensions as guidelines, I 

hypothesized the location of unit boundaries. Certain patterns of linguistic signals 

emerged at these boundaries…The presence or absence of such signals led either to 

confirmation of the hypothesized boundaries, or rejection and re-hypothesising” (L. 

James 2018, 38). 
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SS Slot NS Slot Sentences Content 

Stage Exposition S1-6 Coldness and Hans outside the 

cathedral 

Prepeak Ep Inciting 

incident 

S7-13 Girl giving apple to Hans 

Peak Ep Climax S14-25 Hans agonizing at collection time 

Postpeak Ep Denouement S26-29 Apple given and taken to altar 

Closure Conclusion S30-32 Apple turning to gold 

Figure 2: Longacre and Hwang’s Notional and Surface Structure Chart  

I found it more helpful to have the sentence numbers run down the left side of the 

chart. In addition, I did not add the Content column, because I struggled with how to 

show both the content of a non-English story and its gloss. The column can certainly be 

added if desired, but I added a similar column for content in a different chart. 

An example of my version of the Notional and Surface Structure Chart is from the 

story of The Leeches (Appendix A, Section A.1.2.2). 

Sentence 

# 

Notional 

Structure 

Surface 

Structure 

1 Exposition Title 

2-4 Stage 

5-10 Inciting Event Prepeak Episode 

11-15 Developing 

Conflict 

Prepeak Episode 

16-17 Climax Peak 

18-19 Denouement Closure 

20-21 Finis 

Figure 3: Example of Notional and Surface Structure Chart 
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All information in this chart is in the participant reference chart (below), so this 

chart is not necessary, strictly speaking. However, I find it a useful tool for segmentation, 

and it is helpful to have a smaller snapshot of the structure of the story than the 

participant reference chart provides. 

2.2.3 Participant Reference Chart 

Once the Notional and Surface Structure Chart has been created, the Participant 

Reference Chart can be used for a text. Of the three charts developed, it consumes the 

most time, but it also reveals more information than the other two charts. 

The Participant Reference Chart is a synthesis of three different charts, the first of 

which is a matrix of Longacre and Hwang’s discourse operations (discussed in Chapter 6) 

and the participants of the narrative. In this chart, the discourse operations are listed down 

the left side of the chart and the participants across the top. An example is a selection of 

the top-left cells of their example chart (Longacre and Hwang 2012, 86-87). 

Discourse Operation Hans Girl 

First Mention (F) Little Hans a little girl 

Tracking (T) he/his/him; 

Ø (in non-initial clause 

or with non-finite 

verb); 

she/her; Ø 

Figure 4: Partial Example of Longacre and Hwang’s Discourse Operations 

Matrix 
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The result of this chart is an inventory of participant encoding for each discourse 

operation, but no more than that, and so it is of somewhat limited use at this point of 

analysis. A further difficulty is the lack of correlation between the discourse operations 

and the structure of the text. 

Dooley and Levinsohn’s (2000, 128-130) participant encoding chart, in contrast, 

does correlate subjects and non-subjects with the linear structure of the text. It also uses a 

free translation. However, the bracketed numbers, such as [1] and [2], refer to different 

participants, and I find them hard to follow. An example of the first four lines of their 

chart is below.  

 

Ref Conn Subject Non-subject Free translation 

1  stranger [1]  3s-be 

2a  wife the [2]  3s-not finding 

something; 

2b  PN [1]  3s-not finding 

something; 

3 next hunger (suffix) [1] 3s-strike-3s 

Figure 5: Partial example of Participant Encoding Chart 

Finally, a spreadsheet I have in my possession was once given at a discourse 

analysis workshop in Papua New Guinea in 2005. The author is not known for certain. 

The chart has sentence, clause numbers, and source conjunctions running down the left-
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hand side of the chart. A summary of the clause, such as “became angry” is given in the 

right-hand column. Participants run along the top. The chart has a significant amount of 

other information, with numerous codes that must be looked up, but it lacks Longacre and 

Hwang’s discourse operations. It does have the source for the conjunction, but not the 

source for the participant reference itself.  

I revamped the chart in an attempt to both simplify it and add the lacking 

information, considering the other charts just described. Full participant reference charts 

can be found in Appendix A. 
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3 Resources: Nouns, Pronouns, and Affixes 

The words, particles, affixes, and clitics available to a language to refer to a 

participant are its particpant reference RESOURCES. 

Givón’s Iconicity Principle generally predicts how participants will be referred to 

at a given point: 

(3) The more disruptive surprising, discontinuous or hard to process a 

topic is, the more coding material must be assigned to it. (Givón 

1983, 18) 

This is turn provides the principle: 

(4) Expend only as much energy on a task as is required for its 

performance.23 (Givón 1983, 18) 

As will be seen, the Edolo language excels at expending as little energy as 

possible referencing participants. 

The scale Givón (1983, 18) built on the Iconicity Principle is: 

                                                 

23 This principle is echoed by the Comprehension Procedure of Relevance Theory: “(a) 

Follow a path of least effort in computing cognitive effects. In particular, test interpretive 

hypotheses (disambiguations, reference resolutions, implicatures, etc.) in order of 

accessibility. (b) Stop when expectations of relevance are satisfied” (Wilson and Sperber 

2012, 276). 
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(5) more continuous/accessible topics 

 zero anaphora 

 unstressed/bound pronouns (“agreement”) 

 stressed/independent pronouns 

 full NPs 

 more discontinuous/inaccessible  

Levinsohn finds that the Iconicity Principle works up to a point. For instance, it is 

normal to use a full noun phrase when there is a discontinuity, or when a sentence is 

highlighted because an event is disruptive or surprising. However, sentences may be 

highlighted with a full noun phrase when the information is important but not disruptive 

or surprising. Levinsohn further states that the Iconicity Principle does not cover the 

status of the participant, the salience of the participant, nor when the reference to a 

participant follows the reporting of a speech (Levinsohn 2015, 124). 

Longacre (1995, 698-699) sets out a similar hierarchy of resources as Givón, but 

he bases his set on explicitness of reference: 

• Nouns, including proper names, accompanied by qualifiers of any type 

• Nouns without qualifiers except the definite article 

• Surrogate nouns, especially kinship, occupation, and role, whether as 

substitutes for nouns, or at the highest level of reference within a narrative 

• Pronouns, both pronouns proper and deictic 

• Affixal elements, whether they are subject affixes, object affixes, switch 

reference affixes or possessor affixes on verbs 

• Null reference or zero anaphora 
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Longacre notes that this lists only tendencies, and considerable variation occurs 

within languages lower in the list. 

The resources available in Edolo are now given, starting at the top of Longacre’s 

list and working down. Other resources not included in the list will also be noted.  

3.1 Nouns, Including Proper Nouns and Any Qualifiers 

Gossner postulates the following rule for noun phrases (Gossner 1994, 93):24 

(6) NP → ( Gen ) N ( qual ) ( color ) ( size ) ( quant ) ( PP ) ( Det ) 

  

 

Gossner also notes that it is quite rare for a noun phrase to have more than three 

constituents, and he postulated a simplified rule for most noun phrases: 

(7) NP → ( Gen ) N ( Adj ) ( Det )  

 

 

Noun phrases of various complexities are used for participant reference. In the 

following example, the participant is referenced by a noun phrase consisting of a noun 

dolö ‘man’ and äudä 'two', together with the ergative marker -ea. This is a typical 

example of usage in the language.  

                                                 

24 In (6) and (7), the noun phrase is abbreviated “NP”. The arrow may be interpreted as 

“consists of”. Items in parentheses are optional elements of the noun phrase. So (6) may 

be read as: “A noun phrase consists of an optional genitive, a noun, an optional qualifier, 

an optional color, an optional size, an optional quantifier, an optional prepositional 

phrase, and an optional determiner." 
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(8)    Somoda-la   gau-la   dolö25 äudä-ea su     gau-la   idi-a  

collect-SIM  hold-SIM man two-ERG payment  hold-SIM path-ALL 

didi-a  awä-i    wabu. 

ITER-lie go-PAST REP 

‘They gathered the collection. The two men carried it and slept repeatedly 

on the way as they went.’ (Leech S1126)    

One of the more intricate and unusual noun phrases found in the texts introduces a 

group of men in the story of The Leeches. 

(9)    Siiba  fii   ili=da    dolö boboga  hü   fi-i     wabu 

before clan 3PL=ATT man large   meat sit-PAST REP 

‘Really fat clansmen once sat around, it's been said.’ (Leech S2) 

Proper nouns often appear in Edolo narratives, but not always.27 For instance, 

none of the participants in the story of Gugubalebe Bluff are named, even though the 

bluff itself is. Proper nouns do nevertheless appear, as in (10)-(12). 

(10) Nogobe e  hï-e-do        segebi    Gabalä  bi-a  

Nogobe 3S EMPH-3S-EXCL  mountain Gabalä  mountain-ALL 

fada   mosö  uli-molö-ïe   ëfë  dusuga-la awä -i  wabu. 

pastor house  build-FUT-PURP vine pull-SIM  go-past  REP 

‘Nogobe went to Mt. Gabalä by himself, pulling vines along, to build the 

pastor's house, it's been said.’ (Cassowary, S1) 

                                                 

25 The diaeresis or umlaut is placed over vowels to indicate nasality. 
26 “Leech” here refers to the Leeches narrative in Appendix A. ‘S(11)’ refers to Sentence 

11 of the narrative. 
27 Names of people in Papua New Guinea often contain far more cultural information 

than they do for most English speakers. A proper look at Edolo names might become a 

study in its own right. 
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(11) Bau-si-la        sa-lea   elefi       Busa-ea   gomalä  

mortuate28-BEN-SIM be-PROG opp.sex.sibling Busa-ERG like.this 

dïi-i    wabu. 

cry-PAST REP 

‘As they were putting her on the burial platform, her brother Busa cried out 

like this:’ (Payback S22) 

(12) …Bedamilï      dolö afädë  Sewale-ea   sä-halea 

   …Bedamilï.tribeman man one   Sewale-ERG say-PROG 

‘…a Bedamilï man named Sewale saying...’ (Leech S8) 

3.2 Nouns without Qualifiers, Except Determiners 

3.2.1 Bare Noun 

Referring to a participant with only a bare noun is unusual. In (13), one of the few 

examples found, the udia ‘woman’ is the object of the sentence. 

(13) Udia   nufuda nege-si-la    walio  made  awä-i-bua… 

woman kill   put-CAUS-SIM today  NEG  go-PAST-WHEN 

‘(They) killed the woman more than a day after… (Payback S16) 

A proper name may also occur as a bare noun: 

(14) … Sifino i   gobaeo  amo-gi   feda-sio    amo gaalu 

   Sifino tree tulip.tree that-LOC ascend-EVID that while 

 ‘…while Sifinio climbed the tulip tree… 

 

                                                 

28 “Mortuate” is a term Gossner coined for putting a corpse on a platform, where it is left 

to decay. 
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3.2.2 Determiner amo 

The one Edolo determiner is amo. Its meaning is both vague and polysemous. It 

can be generally glossed as ‘that’, but the meaning overlaps with the determiner ‘the’. For 

instance, in (15), one of the last sentences of the Gugubalebe Bluff narrative, amo can be 

taken to mean ‘that kid who has had focus throughout this story’, but in the English free 

translation it is more akin to ‘the’. 

(15) Malö  amo=da  bagala hamo-i. 

kid   that=ATT bluff  do-PAST 

‘The kid became a bluff.’ (Bluff S33). 

Example (16) has two instances of amo, one with malö ‘kid’ and one with feda-i 

‘ascend-NMLZ’.  

(16) …malö amo feda-i      amo  däeo hïgimi-a  

    kid  that ascend-NMLZ  that  cliff valley-ALL  

asomo-i. 

yonder-PAST 

‘...the kid that went up to the cliff of that valley over there (Bluff 18). 

Gossner analyzes amo first as a determiner in his thesis. Then a page later, he 

writes that amo functions as a relative pronoun (Gossner 1994, 71-73), an analysis that 

finds support from the texts. In (17), for instance, eedo eme-le ‘parents-3DU’ is the 

compound head noun. The modifying clause is wahalo aba awä-i ‘sago chop go-PAST’, 

and amo is the relativizer ‘that’ or ‘who’: 
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(17) …eedo eme-le  wahalo  aba  awä-i    amo  mosö-a 

  parents-3DU sago   chop go-PAST who  house-ALL 

 obëgëla   bea-ha-melebe. 

 return-SIM look.at-UNDESI 

‘…the parents, who went chopping sago, returned to the house. They looked 

around and were not happy.’ (Python S18) 

Another example calls attention to a woman left behind to beat sago: 

(18) Hï-e-do      wahalo  däila-ha  nee-be  amo-gi, 

EMPH-3S-EXCL sago   beat-IPFV be-IPFV that-LOC 

‘That (woman) herself was beating sago there…’ (Payback S15) 

Whether amo is used as a determiner ‘that’, or as a relativizer ‘who’, it is deictic, 

pointing to the referent: ‘that kid’ (15), (16); ‘those parents’ (17); or ‘that woman’ (18). 

3.2.3 Indefinite afädë 

Edolo does not have an indefinite article. The language instead uses the numeral 

afädë ‘one’ to serve in that capacity. 

(19) Eedo eme-lea  nuba  fayedilo    afädë  nea-i     

parents-PROG  snake black.python  one   get-PAST  

galö-wabeo. 

narrate-HSY 

‘The parents got a black python.’ (Python, S5) 

(20) Ama-la=mu   se-fola-lea   dolö afädë-ea sä-halea… 

do-SIM=ONLY sit-PL-CONT man one-ERG say-PROG 

‘Just sitting there, one man said…’ (Leech S5) 
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3.3 Surrogate Nouns 

Participants are often referenced by familial roles rather than by name, just as the 

Edolo people are commonly referred to by a familial role in everyday life. 

(21) E-eedo     amo-ea  auau-lahilä  nulo    habe-sa  ne-lo 

GEN-father  that-ERG ignore-SEQ firewood  split-IPFV be-PAST 

wabu. 

REP 

‘His father ignored him and was splitting the firewood.’ (Bluff, S16) 

Two participants form the subject of (22), eedo ‘father’ and ele ‘son’. The dual 

pronoun -le provides number agreement between the two nouns. The two nouns are then 

followed by the pronoun copy29 ele ‘3DU’. The emphatic prefix h- and the exclusive 

suffix marker -do attached to the pronoun copy provide thematic focus30. 

(22) …e-eedo-le       e-efege-le     h-ele-do         

…3GEN-father-3DU  3GEN-son-3DU  EMPH-3DU-EXCL  

ilua      sege-a    awä-i    wabu 

wilderness  place-ALL  go-PAST REP 

‘…the father and the son went alone to the wilderness... (Bluff S5) 

3.4 Pronouns 

Edolo pronouns indicate first, second, or third person, as well as singular, dual, 

and plural in number. These “basic” pronouns can then be affixed to show: ergativity, 

                                                 

29 See Section 3.5 regarding pronoun copies. 
30 See Section 4.2 for more information about focus. 
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genitive, emphatic, exclusive and comitative case (Gossner 1994, 66-73). Examples are 

(23) and (24). 

(23) Ele-ea    hebe amo gau-la   idi-a    di-dia       

3DU-ERG  leech that hold-SIM path-ALL ITER -sleep  

obëgë-i    wabu 

return-PAST  REP 

‘Carrying those leeches, the two men slept repeatedly on the way back.’ 

(Leech, S15). 

(24) Ama-lebe   e=da    nulo    gobe-si-lahilä,... 

do-CTREXP  3S=ATT  firewood  burn-BENFL-SEQ 

‘He had the firewood burning... (Bluff, S21) 

The determiner amo works together with a pronoun to refer back to a participant. 

For instance, in (25), amo ili-le ‘that 3PL-GEN’ refers back to malö ohodoa ‘child(ren) 

three’. 

(25) Udia    dolö ele-le    malö ohodoa  sogoba-i. 

woman  man 3DU-3DU kid  three   bear.child-PAST 

Amo  ili-le    ëi=da,    Legedama, Saubasilo, Mauanali. 

that  3PL-GEN name=ATT Legedama, Saubasilo, Mauanali 

‘‘A man and a woman had three children. Their names were Legedama, 

Saubasilo, and Mauanali.’ (Python, S2-3) 

3.5 Pronoun Copies 

A pronoun copy is a pronoun that follows a noun phrase (cf. Årsjö 2016, 273-275; 

van Urk 2016). In (26), ili ‘3PL’ is a pronoun copy of malësä Legedama, Saubasilo, 

Mauanali 'kids Legedama Saubasilo, Mauanali 3PL.’ In addition, e-ea ‘3S-ERG’ is a 

pronoun copy of the proper name Saubasilo. 
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(26) 1. Awä-si-bua     

  go-PAST-WHEN  

2. malësä  Legedama, Saubasilo, Mauanali ili   

  kids   Legedama  Saubasilo, Mauanali 3PL 

  nuba   amo sigi      sa-lea   nea-la… 

  snake that watch.over  be-PROG get-SIM 

3. sa-lea   Saubasilo e-ea   sä-halea… 

  be-PROG Saubasilo 3S-ERG say-PROG 

 ‘When they had gone, the kids Legedama, Saubasilo, and Mauanali were 

looking after the snake. Saubasilo was saying…’ (Python S9) 

In (27), e ‘3S’ is a pronoun copy of the proper name Nogobe, which in turn is 

followed by hï-e-do ‘EMPH-3S-EXCL’. 

(27) Nogobe e  hï-e-do       segebi    Gabalä  bi-a  

Nogobe 3S EMPH-3S-EXCL mountain Gabalä  mountain-ALL 

uli-molö-ïe    ëfë  dusuga-la awä -i  wabu. 

build-FUT-PURP vine pull-SIM  go-past  REP 

‘Nogobe went to Mt. Gabalä by himself, pulling vines along, to build the 

pastor's house, it's been said.’ (Cassowary, S1) 

3.6 Affixes 

It is striking that Edolo verbs do not carry obligatory subject agreement as many 

other Papuan languages do, but subject agreement is not found in the related language of 

Kasua, either (Logan 2007). This lack of subject agreement may be a distinctive of 

Bosavi languages among Papuan languages. Edolo does carry a variety of tense, aspect, 

and modal markers on its verbs, but affixes are less common on nouns, and affixes 

referring to participants are even more unusual. 
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3.6.1 Pronoun Suffixes 

In addition to the wide array of pronouns in the language, pronouns occasionally 

appear as verbal suffixes. An example is the verbal suffix -fola, a plural marker31. 

Gossner notes in the lexicon that a pronoun such as amolia ('that-3RD.PL-ALL') can 

make the use of -fola unnecessary, according to native speakers. However, the plural 

marker is necessary at times to disambiguate referents. An example of -fola is in the word 

sefola in (28), where the verb is part of the head of a tail-head construction. The previous 

sentence has zero anaphora, and the presence of the plural marker is a way of reactivating 

the participant. 

(28) Ama-la-mu     se-fola-lea    dolö afäde-ëa  sä-halea 

PROV-SIM-ONLY sit-PL-PROG  man one-ERG say-PROG 

‘(They were) just sitting there and one man said…’ (Leech S5) 

In the following example, eedo is ‘father’ and eme is ‘mother’, but the two words 

are frequently combined to mean ‘parents’. The third-dual pronoun -le ‘DU’ is added to 

indicate that the parents were speaking together as a unit, not one or the other parent. 

(29) Ama-la  obeägï-sebe-gi   eedo eme-le-a    ili-ma  sä-halea… 

do-SIM rejoice-IPFV-DS parents-3DU-ALL  3PL-IO say-PROG 

‘While (the kids) cheered, the parents said to them…’ (Python S7) 

                                                 

31 Stoppels-Dondorp (n.d., 60) notes a similar feature in the neighboring, related language 

of Onobasulu. She writes that non-singular pronouns “can be marked by the suffix -faba 

to indicate that the persons referred to by the pronoun are together, as a unit”. The Edolo 

plural pronoun -fola and Onobasulu pronoun -faba are probably related. 
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3.6.2 Different Subject and Group Membership 

Edolo does not have a canonical switch reference (SR) system in the sense of the 

definition as described Haiman and Munro (1983, ix): “Canonical SR is an inflectional 

category of the verb, which indicates whether or not its subject is identical with the 

subject of some other verb.” Examples of canonical systems typically show a pair of 

verbal suffixes, one indicating the same subject, and another indicating different subject. 

Edolo does not have a same-subject marker such as this. 

It has been held that Edolo does have a different-subject marker.32 For example, 

in (29) above, the first two words ama-la obeägi-sebe-gi ‘do-SIM rejoice-IPFV-DS’ form 

                                                 

32 As of this writing, the claim that -gi is a different-subject marker is being questioned. 

In particular, both clauses of the following sentence have the same subject, and yet the 

suffix -gi is appended to nufuda-sebe ‘hit-IPFV’: 

 

(1)    Elaya e-ea   Ëgi  nufuda-sebe-gi Elaya diga-i 

Elaya 3S-ERG Ëgi  hit-IPFV-?    Elaya fall-PAST 

‘Elaya was hitting Ëgi and Elaya fell down.’ (Gossner’s collection of 

sentences, 1.129) 

Gossner has very recently verified with Duluba, an Edolo translator, that the sentence is 

grammatical (Gossner 2019, p.c.). The following sentence is identical to it, except the 

clauses refer to different subjects instead of the same subject: 

(2)    Elaya e-ea   Ëgi  nufuda-sebe-gi Ëgi  diga-i 

Elaya 3S-ERG Ëgi  hit-IPFV-?    Ëgi  fall-PAST 

‘Elaya was hitting Ëgi and Ëgi fell down.’ (Gossner’s collection of 

sentences, 1.132) 

The verbal suffix -gi has been found to occur only between two clauses, and it is used 

only with the imperfective verbal suffixes -be, -sebe, or -sa. An alternate suggestion is 
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the head of a tail-head construction. The last suffix of the construction is the different 

subject marker -gi. This marker indicates a shift in subject to the subject of the next 

clause, eedo eme-le-a ‘parents-3DU-ALL’. 

In (30) below, the father is the subject until -gi marks a shift to his son being the 

subject. 

(30) Ama-la hilänulo  gobe-sa   ne=wabeo-gi   

do-SEQ firewood  burn-IPFV  be-HSY-DS 

malö amo feda-i      amo däeo=hïgïmia asomoi 

kid  that ascend-NMLZ  that cliff=valley  yonder-PAST 

‘He did that, and was burning the fire, when the kid went up the cliff of that 

valley over there.’ (Bluff S18) 

The different subject marker is often not used when individuals of a group are 

indicated separately from the group. For instance, Gossner (2017, p.c.) suspects that the 

two men of the Leech Story who went on the quest to get leeches were considered the 

same subject as the larger group of men introduced at the beginning of the story. In (31), 

the larger group of men is already known to be the subject. In the next sentence (32), two 

men are introduced, but without the -gi different subject marker. 

(31) Ama=la    sä-lahilä su   gifalo    somoda-i    wabu 

do=COMP  say-SEQ payment cowrie.shell  collect-PAST REP 

‘Having said that, they collected a payment of cowrie shells.’ (Leech S10) 

                                                 

that -gi is an adjunct clause maker, an adjunct clause being one which functions “as an 

adjunct or adverbial element of another clause” (Kroeger 2018, 41). 
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(32) Somoda-la  gau-la   dolö äudä-ea  su    gau-la 

collect-SIM hold-SIM man two-ERG payment hold-SIM 

idi-a    di-dia    awä-i    wabu 

path-ALL ITER-sleep go-PAST REP 

‘They gathered the collection. The two men carried it and slept repeatedly 

on the way as they went.’  (Leech 11) 

The notion that individuals of a group are not a different subject than the group 

itself finds support from Longacre, in his discussion of New Guinea languages33 that 

syntactically mark same subject and different subject. 

A group in third person may be partitioned so as to single out two or 

more members of that group from the rest without necessitating the 

marking of different subject in the clause to follow. This in some 

languages, however, is not a mechanical necessity. It is at the 

discretion of the speaker to decide whether he wants to conceptualize 

such a transition as the same or different subject (Longacre 1972, 14). 

3.7 Zero Anaphora 

Longacre notes that null or zero anaphora is typical in languages such as Korean 

and Japanese, where “once a participant is established as subject in a local span of text, 

e.g. a paragraph, he/she continues as the unnamed subject participant until a new 

participant is established by the overt use of a noun” (Longacre 1995, 700). This is 

certainly the case in Edolo; zero marking of a participant is by far the most common 

                                                 

33 Longacre cited examples from both Fore and Nasioi. 
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strategy for tracking participants. The most recent participant mentioned is assumed to be 

active until another participant is referred to in some way. This usage is so prominent that 

Debbie Gossner once observed that “a person joining a conversation already in progress 

often has to ask for clarification of participants” (Gossner 1994, 119). Furthermore, Jan 

Gossner found that in the old clan story of The Leeches that “22% were full NP 

references, 28% were pronominal references, and 49% were zero anaphor references.” 

Participants are not referenced at all in half the sentences (Gossner 1994, 119). For 

example, in (33), the only noun phrase is su gifalo ‘payment cowrie.shell', which is the 

object of the verb sumidi ‘collected’. The sentence has no stated subject; the subject is 

assumed to have been stated earlier in the discourse. 

(33) Ama-la  sä-lahilä, su    gifalo    sumidi-i    wabu. 

do-COMP say-SEQ payment cowrie.shell collect-PAST REP 

‘Having said that, they collected a payment of cowrie shells.’ (Leech, S10) 
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4 Resources: Prominence 

Edolo has markers for focus and emphasis, which are used to give prominence to 

various referents, and may also identify which participant is the major participant of a set 

of clauses or sentences. 

Linguists have had no shortage of complaints about the lack of standard linguistic 

terminology regarding focus, theme, and related terms. Callow (1974, 50) writes, “What 

one investigator calls focus, another calls theme, and yet another calls topic, though the 

phenomena concerned may be similar in each case”. Similarly, Grimes (1975, 323) 

writes: “We have the words ‘topic’, ‘focus’, and ‘theme’, and ‘emphasis’ appearing 

freely in linguistic literature, but with such broad ranges of overlap and confusion that 

they are nearly useless”. Twenty years after Callow and Grimes, Longacre (1995, 697) 

comments that “it is by no means clear” what highlighting, topicalizing, and focus are, 

even if they are relevant in understanding how such affect participant reference and 

thematicity. Berry (1996, 1) adds a footnote to the title of her paper that “Theme is a field 

in which one can never be entirely sure whether or not one is agreeing with someone 

else”. 
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This chapter begins with a very brief description of focus as it used here (Section 

4.1), followed by a brief look at emphasis (Section 4.2). 34 

4.1 Focus 

This section briefly reviews literature regarding focus, followed by a description 

of Edolo’s two focus markers, =da and =melë. The =da marker in particular has 

importance for Edolo participant reference.  

Following Schaefer, Dik, Levinsohn, and others, the principal meaning of focus 

here is not with the newness as such, but rather as a marker of the most relevant or salient 

information that the speaker considers important (Schaefer 2009, 60; Dik 1997, 326; 

Levinsohn 2015, 53-65; Callow 1974, 49-53; Routamaa 2008, 535). The clitic =da is 

analyzed here as being a focus marker. 

Both Callow and Grimes use the analogy of a spotlight in a play that can be kept 

on continuously or switched on or off as appropriate. Callow further elaborates the 

analogy to differentiate focus from theme and emphasis: 

The theme is the unfolding plot, always seen against its background of 

minor characters and stage properties. Focus is the spotlight, which 

may be playing continuously, or switched on and off as appropriate. 

                                                 

34 For a discussion of Prominince, Focus, Theme, and Emphasis, see Appendix B, Section 

B.3. 
35 Routamaa was using the definition from the first edition (Dik 1989: 277) rather than 

the second edition quoted here. However, the two definitions are virtually identical. 
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Emphasis is the clash of symbols or some similar climax in the 

accompanying music. (Callow 1974, 53) 

Grimes also develops the analogy of the stage to show how prominence focuses 

on theme: “It as though stage directions were given to the spotlight handler in a theater to 

single out a particular individual or action, or as though one actor were placed close to 

the audience and another off to the side” (Grimes 1975, 327). 

Sarvasy uses the term ATTENTION-COMMANDING for a similar suffix -a in Nungon. 

The meaning of the suffix is similar to the spotlight focus described here: It “serves to 

call the hearer’s attention to a verbal clause, a noun phrase, and adjective, or the negative 

word muuno…Usually use of this suffix is highly interaction-bound; the speaker is 

striving to impress something upon the hearer” (Sarvasy 2017, 546-549). Her 

abbreviation ATT is adopted here. 

4.1.1 Focus Attention: =da 

In Edolo, the spotlight is =da. The clitic can attach to objects, people, time, and 

place. For example, Gossner tells of hearing one boy say to another: 

(34) naibi=da 

knife=ATT 

‘The knife?’ Or, ‘What about your knife?!’ (Gossner 1994:110). 

In (35), =da attaches to the temporal aiyo (which may refer to either yesterday or 

tomorrow), giving prominence to the time: 
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(35) Aiyo=da        ili-ea    sugua nuf-i=la   

1.day.removed=ATT 3PL-ERG pig   kill-PAST=COMP  

asigi-sa 

think-PROG 

‘Yesterday is when they killed the pigs, I’m thinking.’36 

When the noun phrase includes a locative, =da attaches to the locative and gives 

prominence to it: 

(36) Subu  we=da   siabulu-ea       hamo-i 

soup  here=ATT sweet.potato-INSTR do-PAST 

‘This soup here is made of sweet potato.’37 

The affix most generally is attached to a participant. Gossner tells of a situation in 

which two sisters were caring for their small brother Yubi, and the boy had disappeared. 

The older sister said to the younger, who was named Ilina: 

(37) Ilina, Yubi=da 

Ilina, Yubi=ATT 

‘Ilinia, Yubiǃ’ (Gossner 1994:110) 

The older sister used =da to give focal prominence to the missing boy, not to her 

younger sister. She did not say, “Ilina! What about Yubi?” Instead she said, “Ilina, what 

about Yubi?” The older sister used =da like a spotlight to focus on their younger brother. 

                                                 

36 From a set of elicited sentences Gossner collected. 
37 Also from a set of elicited sentences Gossner collected. 
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In the old clan story of The Leeches, =da is used just once in the entire story, at 

the beginning. It puts focus on the pronoun copy of a large group of men sitting around, 

in (38): 

(38) Siiba  fii  ili=da,   dolö bogoga  hü  fi      wabu 

before clan 3PL=ATT man large   meat sit-PAST  REP 

‘Really fat clansmen once sat around, it's been said.’ (Leech S2) 

4.1.2 Unpredictable Information: =melë 

The clitic =melë marks new or especially unpredictable information. For instance, 

in the story of Gugubalebe Bluff, a boy is hungry, and he asks for some food. His father 

responds: 

(39) Aso, wi  molö   made=melë   wabu 

wait here consume NEG=NEW  REP 

‘Wait. We’re not eating here.’ (Bluff S7) 

The focus is on the negator, the new and probably unexpected response to his 

son’s suggestion. When the son persists in asking for food, the father finds some new 

reason not to eat yet, and each reason the father gives is marked with =melë. 

The clitic =melë appears throughout narratives in the corpus, but only within 

dialogue between participants; one participant is telling another some new bit of 

information. =melë more readily appears in hortatory and in letters, genres in which the 

speaker/writer is primarily communicating information to the addressee. 
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4.2 Emphasis: hï- and -do 

Edolo uses both the markers hï- and -do for emphasis. Unlike =da ‘ATT’, these 

markers attach only to participants. The hï- emphatic marker is one of the rare prefixes in 

the Edolo language, but in certain pronouns it is realized as an infix or a suffix. The 

exclusive marker -do usually, but not always, attaches to the end of the pronoun when hï 

appears. It indicates whoever is acting as subject is acting alone. For instance, in (40), the 

emphasis is on the two parents. 

(40) Ama-se       amo-gi   h-ele-do        Saubasilo=la 

do-SUBORD.SEQ that-LOC EMPH-3DU-EXCL Saubasilo=COMP 

we-i       wabu. 

summon-PAST REP 

‘Going there, they called out for Saubasilo.’ (Python S24) 

Grieving men are emphasized three times in (41): 

(41) 1. Ama-se        

  do-SUBORD.SEQ 

2. amo-gi   h-ili-do        bea-la 

  that-LOC EMPH-3PL-EXCL  look.at-SIM 

3. ami-lahilä 

  there-SEQ 

4. h-ili-do        nufi-i     amo gau-la 

  EMPH-3PL-EXCL  kill-NMLZ that hold-SIM 

5. h-ili-do         misi  wabu. 

  EMPH-3PL-EXCL  come  REP 

‘When they saw that there, they carried the dead to come back.’ (Payback 

S20) 

The exclusive -do does not always appear with hï-: 
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(42) amo dagabo-lagala-se=da        ni-hï     melï-i, 

that break-PFV-SUBORD.SEQ=ATT  1S-EMPH  see-PAST 

be    diga-se        amo=da  na made  melï-i 

however fall-SUBORD.SEQ that=ATT 1S.ERG  NEG  see-PAST 

‘I myself saw the break, but I didn’t see the fall.’ (Duluba’s Fall S25) 

(43) Hï      e=da   haea  ilagisë hamo-la ilua    sege-a   

3S.EMPH  3S=ATT hawk  hawk  do-SIM wilderness place-ALL  

hagi-la  awä-i    wabu. 

fly-SIM go-PAST REP 

‘He became an ilagisë hawk and flew to the wilderness.’ (Bluff S29) 

Emphatic pronouns may be used to emphasize a participant who is alone and not 

with someone else, an unusual event in Papua New Guinea. Examples (44) and (45) are 

from two different stories. 

(44) Hogo-la  awä-i-bua      udia   amo hï-do        wahalo 

hunt-SIM go-PAST-WHEN woman  that 3S.EMPH-EXCL sago   

däila-ha  ne-be. 

beat-IPFV be-IPFV 

‘When they had gone off to hunt, just the woman herself was left alone 

beating the sago.’ (Payback S14) 

(45) Nogobe e  hï-e-do       segebi    Gabalä  bi-a  

Nogobe 3S EMPH-3S-EXCL mountain Gabalä  mountain-ALL 

uli-molö-ïe    ëfë  dusuga-la as-i    wabu. 

build-FUT-PURP vine pull-SIM  go-past  REP 

‘Nogobe went to Mt. Gabalä by himself, pulling vines along, to build the 

pastor's house, it's been said.’ (Cassowary S1) 
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5 Ranking of Edolo Participants 

Narratives have both MAJOR participants and MINOR participants:  

Notionally, MAJOR PARTICIPANTS are those which are active for a 

large part of the narrative and play leading roles; minor participants 

are activated briefly and lapse into deactivation. Major participants 

typically have a different overall pattern of reference and a different 

way of being introduced. (Dooley and Levinsohn 2000, 119, 

Levinsohn 2015, 120) 

Like Dooley and Levinsohn, Chafe uses the terms major and minor for 

participants, but he also uses TRIVIAL for participants who have little to no importance to 

the story. Each of the designations correspond to their referential importance to the 

subject matter (Chafe 1994, 88-89). Longacre and Hwang also use “major” and “minor”, 

but they use PROPS instead of the term “trivial.” They define major participants as those 

participants that are relevant for the most part to the whole story. The central, main 

participant is the protagonist. Minor participants do not act throughout the story. Props 

may be animate, but are typically inanimate, and are often tools. Participants are ranked 

as: human, non-human animate, inanimate, and natural forces (Longacre and Hwang 

2012, 83, 221; Longacre 1995, 700-701). 
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In addition to major and minor participants, a participant may be the center of 

attention throughout a major section of the narrative. This is the VIP. A participant that is 

the center of attention throughout the whole of the narrative is a GLOBAL VIP. A VIP will 

have some linguistic pattern or special set of terms will will refer to that participant to 

specially refer to the participant (Dooley and Levinsohn 2000, 119, Levinsohn 2015, 

121). 

A major participant commonly has a FORMAL INTRODUCTION, except when the 

major participant is well known to the hearers. Such an introduction has coding material 

that the speaker gives for the addressee, to ACTIVATE the participant in the addressee’s 

mind, and to signal more information about the participant is coming. Minor characters 

are not expected to have such introductions (Dooley and Levinsohn 2000, 121). 

Chafe gives an example of formal introductions in a narrative in Indonesian. The 

major character was introduced by both a name and a classifier, and he has primary 

importance. The minor character is introduced with just a classifier; she has secondary 

importance. The trivial character of the servant appears without a name or a classifier at 

all. (Chafe 1994, 88-89). 

Another indicator of a participant’s importance is the number of times the 

participant is referenced. “Probably the simplest indication of the importance of a referent 

during a segment of conversation is its frequency of mention. People seem to have a high 

sense of ranking in this regard” (Chafe 1994, 88-89). Edolo’s use of zero anaphora 

challenges frequency of mention as an appropriate indicator. Instead, the notion of an 
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ACTIVE participant—a participant that is active in the addressee’s mind—is an important 

improvement (Dooley and Levinsohn 2000, 55-59).  

5.1 Trivial Participants/Props 

Trivial participants have little or no importance in the narrative. For the 

participants that do not participate in the narrative, the term is something of an oxymoron, 

and the term PROP might be used instead, even if the non-participating participant is 

human. Whether participants are trivial or props, characteristics of such participants in 

Edolo are as follows: 

• They are not named. 

• They are introduced with the numeral afädë ‘one’, which is used as an 

indefinite determiner, or they are introduced with a bare noun. 

• They have little or no participation in the story. 

• They are not active for long in the story and quickly lapse to being 

inactive. 

• They do not receive the =da focus marker. 

For instance, the mother/wife is introduced in the first line of The Gugubalebe 

Bluff story (46). It is true that that the major characters are introduced in relation to her, 

but she remains sitting there at the beginning of the next sentence (47). She does nothing, 
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and her actions are described with a positional verb.38 In contrast, the father and son are 

integrated into the mainline of the story. 

(46) E-idia-la   e-efege-la-li       h-ili-do        fi-i     

wife-COM  3GEN-son-COM-3PL  EMPH-3PL-EXCL sit-PAST 

wabu  e-eedo-la 

REP   3GEN-father-COM 

‘A man's wife was with her son, along with the son’s father, so it's been 

said.’ (Bluff S3) 

(47) 1. Ama-i   amo udia   se-be-gi, 

  do-PAST that female  sit-IPFV-DS  

2. e-efege   amo=le  e-eedo     amo=le  ilua     

  3GEN-son that-3DU 3GEN-father  that-3DU wilderness  

  sege-a    mo-holö-ïe     gäheo   daga-la     

  place-ALL  go-FUT-INTENT pandanus open-SIM  

3. giai-i        wabu, gäheo   doba. 

  oven.cook-PAST REP  pandanus doba.pandanus 

‘While the mother stayed behind, the son and the father cooked some 

pandanus for their trip out to the wilderness. Some doba pandanus.’ (Bluff 

S4) 

The woman is not mentioned again until the very end of the story, when the 

father/husband (in the form of a bird) avoids her. In other words, she exists in the story 

only as a prop for one of the major participants to avoid. 

                                                 

38 The Edolo salience scheme is outside the scope of this study, and it has yet to be 

substantially analyzed. However, positional verbs are expected to be used for background 

information of the narrative, while active verbs are expected to be used in the main 

storyline. 
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(48) Hagi-la   ä-lahilä=da  udia   se-be-a     ami=da   made  

fly-SIM go-SEQ-ATT woman be-IPFV-ALL there-ATT NEG 

obëgë-i. 

return-PAST 

‘He flew, but he did not go back to the place where the woman was sitting.’ 

(Bluff S30) 

Similarly, in the Payback narrative, a woman is the subject of her brother’s 

weeping and soliloquy, but the only action she herself does in the story is make sago. She 

does this for a sentence or two and then she is killed. She is introduced simply as udia 

afädë ‘woman one’. She does receive emphasis markers at the beginning of the next 

sentence, after being introduced: 

(49) Hogo-la  awä-i-bua      hï-e-do       wahalo     

hunt-SIM go-PAST-WHEN EMPH-3S-EXCL sago     

däila-ha  ne-be. 

beat-IPFV be-IPFV 

‘When they had gone off to hunt, just the woman herself was left alone 

beating the sago.’ (Payback S14) 

But then the owner comes and kills udia amo ‘woman that’. Thereafter she is 

referred to as simply udia ‘woman’, udia amo ‘woman that’, or simply amo ‘that’. 

5.2 Minor Participants 

The only difference between minor and trivial participants is one of degree; minor 

participants remain active longer than trivial ones, and they take a larger role in the 

narrative. Like trivial participants, they are introduced with minimal coding material in 

the noun phrase. They are not marked with the =da focus marker. An example are the 

parents in the story of The Three Children and the Black Python. The parents are 
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mentioned first, but only in relation to their children. Unlike their children, they are not 

named. 

(50) Udia   dolö ele-le     malö ohodoa  sogoba-i. 

woman man 3DU-GEN  kid  thee   bear.child-PAST 

‘A man and a woman had three children.’ (Python, S2) 

The parents give the children a black python, which the parents promise to cook 

later, and then they leave to chop sago. They do not return to the story until the end, after 

the snake and the children have had their adventure: 

(51) Ama-la awä-i-bua     eedo eme-le  wahalo  aba  awä-i 

do-SIM go-PAST-WHEN parents-3DU sago   chop go-PAST 

amo mosö-a    obëgëla   bea-ha-melebe. 

that house-ALL return-SIM look.at-UNDESI 

‘When the children’s parents, who had been chopping sago, returned to the 

house, they looked around and were not happy.’ (Python S18) 

Once the parents realized the children were missing, they follow tracks until they 

discover the fate of their children. 

5.3 Major Participants 

A primary difference between major and minor participants is again one of 

degree; major participants remain active longer than minor ones, and they take a larger 

role in the narrative. However, they differ from minor and trivial participants in that they 

are often named, and they are often marked with the =da focus marker. 

For example, a major participant named Nogobe in Cassowary is much like the 

parents in Python. Nogobe is active in the first part of the story, leaves the stage in the 
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middle of the story, returns at the end of the story. The difference between Nogobe and 

the parents of the Python story is that Nogobe is active longer, and he is named at the 

very beginning of the story, as in (52). 

(52) Nogobe e  hï-e-do       segebi    Gabalä  bi-a  

Nogobe 3S EMPH-3S-EXCL mountain Gabalä  mountain-ALL 

uli-molö-ïe    ëfë  dusuga-la as-i    wabu. 

build-FUT-PURP vine pull-SIM  go-past  REP 

‘Nogobe went to Mt. Gabalä by himself, pulling vines along, to build the 

pastor's house, it's been said.’ (Cassowary S1) 

In the story of The Leeches, no one is named in the story, but members of the 

group are active throughout the story. The group is marked at the beginning with the =da 

focus marker. 

(53) Siiba  fii   ili=da,     dolö boboga  hü   fi-i     wabu 

before clan 3PL=ATT  man large   meat sit-PAST REP 

‘Really fat clansmen once sat around, it's been said.’ (Leech S2) 

5.4 VIP Participants 

A VIP participant is the center of attention in a major section of the story, and a 

global VIP is at the center of attention throughout the story. 

On first analysis, the father and the son in the story of Gugubalebe Bluff are major 

participants. Neither of them appears to have more attention than another. However, the 

father is de-emphasized when he is introduced. This will be discussed in more detail in 

Section 8.1.1. In addition, the reference to a boy changes from ‘the son’ to ‘the kid’. This 

will be discussed in more detail in Section 8.2. Finally, and most importantly, the 

audience eventually learns that the son is in fact the Gugubalebe Bluff. He is both named 
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and the center of attention throughout the story, and as such, he is the global VIP. The 

father is also present throughout the story, but he is not the center of attention, and thus 

not a VIP. 
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6 Discourse Operations 

 

The various actions that may be performed on a participant are called DISCOURSE 

OPERATIONS (Longacre and Hwang 2012, 83-85). They are also called PARTICIPANT 

OPERATIONS (Schaefer 2009, 233). The first letter of each the ten discourse operations 

form the acronym FITRBCLEAX. A text or a language may not use all ten discourse 

operations, or more may be added. The ten discourse operations are listed as follows 

(Longacre and Hwang 2012, 84; Hwang 2009, 181): 

 

F First mention of the participant 

I Integration of the participant as central to the story 

T The participant is being routinely tracked 

R Restaging the participant after the participant has been “off 

stage” from the story 

B Reference to the participant at a boundary of an episode, 

either the beginning of an episode or the end 

C Confrontation and/or role changes occur between 

participants to move the story along, especially at a climax 
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L Locally contrastive/thematic status 

E Evaluation by the narrator 

A Addressee in dialogue 

X Exit of the participant from “the stage” 

 

Locally Contrastive and Thematic Status are combined into a single discourse 

operation. No further explanation of the discourse operation is given, so Locally 

Contrastive is taken to be either a nod toward contrastive focus39 or a disambiguation of 

participants. As for theme, Longacre and Hwang define a thematic participant as a “main 

participant discussed in a paragraph or discourse” (Longacre and Hwang 2012, 225). 

Thematic Status is taken to mean, then, that a participant has some thematic status in the 

text, and is probably the main participant in the paragraph or discourse. In Edolo, these 

represent two different discourse operations. Therefore L has been retained for Locally 

Contrastive, and Th is used here for Thematic Status. These will be discussed in more 

detail below. 

In addition, the Discourse Operation ‘N: Non-Subject’ has been posited to give 

the charts more clarity. This will also be discussed below. 

                                                 

39 See Appendix B, Section B.3.1 regarding contrastive focus. 
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6.1 F: First Mention 

When major participants are first mentioned, a full noun phrase with extra coding 

material, including adjectives and relative clauses, is typically used. A more prominent 

example of such a noun phrase is the introduction of the very large clansmen of The 

Leeches story: 

(54) Siiba  fii   ili=da,    dolö boboga  hü   fi-i     wabu 

before clan 3PL=ATT man large   meat sit-PAST REP 

‘Really fat clansmen once sat around, it's been said..’ (Leech, S2) 

In the story of Cassowary, only one participant is present at the beginning of the 

story:  

(55) Nogobe e  hï-e-do       segebi    Gabalä  bi-a 

   Nogobe 3S EMPH-3S-EXCL mountain Gabalä  mountain-ALL 

uli-molö-ïe    ëfë  dusuga-la as-i    wabu. 

build-FUT-PURP vine pull-SIM  go-past  REP 

‘Nogobe went to Mt. Gabalä by himself, pulling vines along, to build the 

pastor's house, it's been said.’ (Cassowary, S1) 

Example (55) is one of the sentences given in Section 3.4 of to exemplify a 

pronoun copy. Pronoun copies are given to introduce or re-introduce a major 

participant.40 

                                                 

40 Pronoun copies are used to introduce or reintroduce major participants in Konai, a 

language in the Western Province of Papua New Guinea, not far from Edolo (Årsjö 2016, 

273-275). 
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Later in the Cassowary story, the man’s wife Faleme and his son Magila are 

introduced. Together they go check the cassowary trap (56). The third-person dual 

pronoun ele is used together with a pronoun copy and the ergative marker -ea to refer to 

them. 

(56) Segeyo ohodoa dialahilä  biyidu-gi   ïe   udia   Faleme ele-ea 

day   three   sleep-SEQ four-TEMP GEN woman Faleme 3DU-ERG 

e-efege    Magila  ele-ea    sale gosa-i     amo 

3GEN-son  Magila 3DU-ERG  trap hang-NMLZ  that 

abodo-la     awä-i    wabu. 

check.trap-SIM go-PAST REP 

 

‘After three nights, his wife Faleme and their son Magila went on the fourth 

day to check the trap he had set.’ (Cassowary S7) 

Minor participants are not necessarily named in first mention, but they can receive 

pronoun copy, as in (57): 

(57) Udia   dolö ele-le     malö ohodoa  sogoba-i. 

woman man 3DU-GEN  kid  thee   bear.child-PAST 

‘A man and a woman had three children.’ (Python S2) 

The First Mention of minor and trivial participants also use noun phrases, but the 

coding material of those noun phrases is not so extensive as the more important 

participants. These participants are not named, nor do they receive a pronoun copy unless 

they are introduced with other participants. In (58), an unnamed man is introduced simply 

as dolö afädë-ea ‘man one-ERG.’ 

(58) Ama-la=mu   se-fola-lea   dolö afädë-ea  sä-halea… 

do-SIM=ONLY sit-PL-CONT man one-ERG  say-PROG 

‘Just sitting there, one man said…’ (Leech S5) 
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6.2 I: Integration 

Participants are usually not referenced once they have been mentioned; zero 

anaphora is instead used for Routine Tracking (Section 6.3 below). An instance in which 

Integration is used is in the story of The Leeches. The participants are introduced as dolö 

boboga hü ‘man large meat’ (54). They are then integrated in the next sentence as boboga 

hü ‘large meat’ (59).  

(59) Boboga hü   fi  amo-ea   nawe-molö    asusuga-la, 

large   meat  sit that-ERG  go.around-FUT unable-SIM 

mosö-a=mu     fi-fi-gi-lo 

house-ALL-ONLY ITER-sit-REDO-IRR 

‘Those fat men sat there and had a hard time moving around. They would 

just sit and sit there in the house.’ (Leech S3) 

Another example of integration uses the determiner amo ‘that’, as in (60), where 

three participants are integrated into the story: 

(60) 1. Ama-i   amo udia  se-be-gi, 

  do-PAST that female sit-IPFV-DS 

2. efege  amo=le  eedo   amo=le  ilua     

  son   that-3DU father  that-3DU wilderness  

  sege-a    mo-holö-ïe     gäheo   daga-la     

  place-ALL  go-FUT-INTENT pandanus open-SIM  

3. giai         wabu, gäheo   doba. 

  oven.cook-PAST REP  pandanus doba.pandanus 

‘While the mother stayed behind, the son and the father cooked some 

pandanus for their trip out to the wilderness. Some doba pandanus.’ (Bluff 

S5) 

The determiner amo ‘that’ is also used to integrate two previously named 

participants (61): 
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(61) Ama=la   sä-sebe-gi   äudä  amo-le-ea=ge 

do=COMP  say-IPFV-DS two  that-3DU-ERG-too 

ä   ama-lahilä nuba  midifo-i  amo fisigä-i. 

yes  do-SEQ  snake tie-past   that release.bonds-PAST 

‘Saying that, the other two also said, “Yes, let’s do that. Let’s untie the 

snake.”’ (Python S10) 

6.3 T: Routine Tracking 

 In routine tracking, no special marking is needed for the participant. It is the default, 

unmarked form. It is the least explicit form possible, though sometimes a slightly more 

explicit form is used to disambiguate participants within the sentence. Zero anaphora is 

by far the most common routine tracking in Edolo. For instance, in (62), the main 

participant Nogobe is introduced. Nogobe is then hard at work in the next sentence of the 

story (63), but he is tracked only by zero anaphora, since there is no need for 

disambiguation with other participants. 

(62) Nogobe e  hï-e-do       segebi    Gabalä  bi-a 

   Nogobe 3S EMPH-3S-EXCL mountain Gabalä  mountain-ALL 

uli-molö-ïe    ëfë  dusuga-la as-i    wabu. 

build-FUT-PURP vine pull-SIM  go-past  REP 

‘Nogobe went to Mt. Gabalä by himself, pulling vines along, to build the 

pastor's house, it's been said.’ (Cassowary S1) 
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(63) 1. Ama-i   amo ëfë  dusuga-la as-i     amo 

  do-PAST that vine pull-SIM  go-PAST that 

2. ëfë  dusuga-la 

  vine pull-SIM 

3. gau-la 

  hold-SIM 

4. mosö-a    obëgë-salea  bea-ha-melöabe 

  house-ALL return-PROG look.at-IPFV-PERJ 

5. waibo       afädë  bë-i       diga-ha  ne-lo  

  curly.leaf.palm one   ripen-NMLZ  fall-IPFV be-PAST 

6. galö-wabeo. 

  narrate-HSY 

‘Returning home, pulling some vine along, he saw some fallen ripe, black 

palm fruit.’ (Cassowary S2) 

Later in the same story, Nogobe’s wife and son are introduced (56), and they also 

are tracked by zero anaphora after that first mention: 

(64) 1. amo abodo-la     ä-ha-melöäbe 

  that check.trap-SIM go-IPFV-PERJ    

2. wida     ge-i-a                sida ga-ha-melöäbe 

  cassowary set.cassowary.snare-NMLZ-ALL look away-IPFV-PERJ 

3. wida    gei              amo fädäla feda-i  

  cassowary set.cassowary.snare-NMLZ that clearly ascend-PAST 

  galö-wabeo. 

  narrate-HSY 

‘They checked the snare they saw that it had caught a cassowary.’ 

(Cassowary S8) 

Similarly, the first two clauses in the following sentence (65) have no stated 

subject. A group of men were referenced two sentences prior to the clauses, and the 

group continues to act as the subject. Then the subject of the third clause changes to dolö 

äudä-ea ‘man two-ERG,’ after which zero anaphora is again used to track the two men. 
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(65) 1. Somoda-la   

  collect-SIM  

2. gau-la 

  hold-SIM  

3. dolö äudä-ea  su    gau-la  

  man two-ERG payment hold-SIM 

4. idi-a    di-dia    awä-i    wabu 

  path-ALL ITER-sleep go-PAST REP 

‘They gathered the collection. The two men carried it and slept repeatedly 

on the way as they went.’ (Leech S11) 

6.4 R: Restaging/Reinstatement 

 Also called reinstatement (Schaefer 2009, 247), restaging mentions a participant 

who has “exited the stage of a story” and has returned to the story. For example, Nogobe 

appears in the first episode of the Cassowary story. In the next episode, his wife and son 

go check on the trap he set. When they return, the storyteller sets Nogobe back “on 

stage”, or reinstates him, by referencing his name: 

(66) …Nogobe-ea   sä-halea,   Edefade-malä hame  ä-lahilä… 

 Nogobea-ERG  say-PROG, big-INTS   want  go-SEQ 

 ‘…Nogobe said, “I really want41 to go too…” (Cassowary S17) 

Similarly, when the parents of three children in the Python story return to the 

stage, they are referenced as eedo emele ‘the parents’, but they are also referenced by 

amo ‘that’, which is acting as a relativizer (67): ‘The parents who went to chop sago...” 

                                                 

41 This might be that Nogobe “wanted” to go, too. 
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(67) …eedo eme-le  wahalo  aba  awä-i    amo  mosö-a 

  parent-3DU sago   chop go-PAST that  house-ALL 

 obëgëla   bea-ha-melebe. 

 return-SIM look.at-UNDESI 

‘…the parents, who went to chop sago, returned to the house. They looked 

around and were not happy.’ (Python 18) 

6.5 B: Boundary Marking 

References to a participant across an episode boundary may vary from routine 

tracking. The strongest example from the texts is in the story of the Python. The parents 

of the three children have just finished giving instructions to the children about the snake, 

and the parents have left to chop sago. The children were already introduced by name at 

the beginning of the story, but their names are given again at the beginning of the next 

episode: 

(68) Awä-si-bua    malësä  Legedama, Saubasilo, Mauanali ili   

go-PAST-WHEN kids   Legedama  Saubasilo, Mauanali 3PL 

nuba   amo sigi      sa-lea   nea-la… 

snake that watch.over  be-PROG get-SIM 

‘Once (the parents) had gone, the three children Legedama, Saubasilo, and 

Mauanali were looking after the snake… (Python S9)  

In beginning of the same story, the parents are introduced, and then later, at the 

beginning of a new episode, they are referenced by a pronoun, along with emphasis 

markers (69). They have lesser rank than the children and are not named. 
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(69) Ama-se       amo-gi   h-ele-do        Saubasilo-la 

do-SUBORD.SEQ that-LOC EMPH-3DU-EXCL Saubasilo-ABL 

we-i       wabu. 

summon-PAST REP 

‘Going there, they called out for Saubasilo.’ (Python S24) 

When participants remain the same between episodes, they may not be referenced 

at all. For instance, in the Python story, the three children are referenced only by zero 

anaphora between episodes:  

(70) Fisigä-i   ama-lebe    nuba  amo sililia  awä-i… 

untie-PAST do-CTREXP  snake that slither go-PAST 

‘(The children) untied the snake, despite what might be expected, and the 

snake slithered away…’ (Python S11) 

This suggests that the discontinuity criteria used to determine episodes might 

indicate a boundary marker that does not exist in the Edolo storyteller’s mind, or perhaps 

that the episode boundary is less important than others. 

6.6 C: Confrontation and/or Role Change. 

A shift in routine tracking may occur when a confrontation occurs. This may 

indicate either a shift or attempted shift in dominance between participants. (Schaefer 

2009, 250) 

In the story of Gugubalebe Bluff, the VIP participant is introduced as the efege 

‘son’, but in the twelfth sentence, the reference changes to malö ‘kid’ or ‘child.’ The 

sentence in which the word malö ‘kid’ first appears is made up of two clauses, each with 
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a different subject, joined by the different subject marker -gi.42 The son’s eedo ‘father’, 

who is the subject of the first clause, is postposed after the verb, a marked position, 

together with amo-ea ‘that-ERG.’ The malö ‘kid’, on the other hand, is in the default 

subject position, also with amo-ea ‘that-ERG.’ The kid is confronting his father and 

begins to gain dominance: 

(71) 1. Mosö ola-la  

  house build-SIM 

2. nulo    habe-sa  ne-be-gi,    e-eedo      amo-ea, 

  firewood  split-IPFV be-IPFV-DS  3GEN-father that-ERG 

3. malö amo-ea,        

  kid  that-ERG  

4. na-eedo    gäheo    gugi       wi    

  1GEN-father  pandanus pandanus.dish here  

  na-ha=du=sabeo. 

  consume-IPFV-SPEC-IPFV 

‘While his father was building the house and splitting firewood, the kid said, 

“Dad, maybe we can eat the pandanus here?’ (Bluff S12) 

In the story of the Cassowary, a similar sentence construction occurs with two 

referenced subjects without the -gi marker (72). The mother and son are rushing to kill a 

very big cassowary with machetes and clubs. The reference to them, amo-le ‘that-3DU’, 

is in the marked position after a medial verb. The reference to the cassowary occurs in 

unmarked position, where the cassowary gains dominance over the situation. 

                                                 

42 For comments about the different subject marker -gi, see Section 3.6.2, especially the 

footnote. If -gi is indeed not a different subject marker, but rather a syntactic marker, it 

becomes less relevant to the discussion. 
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(72) 1. Ama-se       amo-gi    aso  made-lahilä 

  do-SUBORD.SEQ that-TEMP wait NEG-SEQ 

2. helebe-ea     baiala aba  nea-lahilä 

  bush.knife-ERG  club  chop get-SEQ 

3. nufide-delä   

  kill-DESI 

4. baiala gala-ia=da-i            amo-le 

  club  raise.weapon-LIG-ATT-PAST  that-3DU 

5. wida    edefade-malä gau-i-de      amo hësa-lahilä 

  cassowary big-INT    hold-NMLZ-BIG that break.away-SEQ 

6. ele  dïgï-la 

  3DU leave.behind-SIM 

7. mo-molö-i    asi     wabu. 

  go-FUT-NMLZ go-PAST REP 

‘Without waiting, they got machetes and cutting clubs. They wanted to kill 

it. They raised their cutting clubs, but that big, snared cassowary broke away 

and left them behind.’ (Cassowary S12) 

6.7 L: Locally Contrastive 

Like confrontation or role change, Local Contrast also departs from routine 

tracking, but it does not involve confrontation or dominance (Schaefer 2009, 250-251). 

6.7.1 Disambiguation 

Local contrast does not often occur in Edolo narratives. It is used chiefly for 

disambiguation. For example, in (73), a proper noun and two pronouns track both the 

first-person narrator and his hunting companion, rather than zero anaphora. 
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(73) … Sifino i   gobaeo  amo-gi   feda-sio    amo gaalu 

   Sifino tree tulip.tree that-LOC ascend-EVID that while 

  ne naga-daia  ne-lo    amo gaalu 

  1S ground-ON be-PAST  that while 

  e  feda-i      amo gobaeo  dögö mogo amo-gi    

  3S ascend-NMLZ  that tulip.tree top  middle that-LOC 

  feda-lahilä… 

  ascend-SEQ 

‘…while Sifinio climbed the tulip tree, I stayed on the ground. He went up 

to the middle of the top of the tree…’ 

6.7.2 Noun Phrase Following Final Verb 

In the Edolo unmarked SOV sentence structure, when multiple subjects fill the 

subject position of the sentence, they may be joined together with the -la comitative 

marker. In (74) below, the wife, her son, and the boy’s father are introduced at the 

beginning of the story. The wife and son are referenced normally with the -la comitative. 

If only the wife and the son were the subject of the sentence, a dual pronoun copy would 

have been used, instead of the third-person plural suffix -li and the third-person plural 

pronoun h-ili-do ‘EMPH-3PL-EXCL.’ The father is indeed introduced with the -la 

comitative as the other two are, but the reference to him is placed in the marked position, 

after the final verb and an evidential. The father is locally contrasted with the other two 

participants. This is the first mention of any of the participants in the text, so no role 

change is indicated for any of them, nor is any conflict indicated at this point.  
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(74) E-idia-la   e-efege-la-li       h-ili-do         fi-i  

wife-COM 3GEN-son-COM-3PL EMPH-3PL-EXCL  sit-PAST 

wabu  e-eedo-la 

REP  3GEN-father-COM 

‘A man's wife was with her son, along with the son’s father, so it's been 

said.’ (Bluff S3) 

More will be said about noun phrases following verbs in Section 8.1.1. 

6.8 E: Evaluation 

The narrator summarizes the story of The Leeches at the end of the story, and in 

(75), the noun phrase referencing the group of very big men has significantly less 

encoding than the noun phrase referencing them at the beginning of the story. 

(75) Hebe  made  nea  awä-i    ga-lebe      dolö boboga  

leech  NEG  get  go-PAST over-CTREXP  man large 

fi-labio 

sit-CTRFACT 

‘Had they not gone to get the leeches, fat men would be sitting around.’ 

(Leech S18) 

While the reference occurs within the Conclusion of the narrative, the big men are 

also reinstated into the narrative with this sentence, and is analyzed as as (R) Restaging. 

No marked form of participant reference has been noted for the Evaluation discourse 

operation to date. 

6.9 A: Addressee in Dialogue 

In Edolo, a person is often referred to by family role in everyday life. For 

instance, an Edolo man named Duluba is typically referenced in his home village as Gini-

do ‘Gini-Father’, or ‘father of Gini’. Similarly, an addressee in dialogue (in reported 
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speech) is typically referred to by such roles. For instance, Nogobe is referred to by name 

in the story, but is called Adagu-do ‘Adagu-Father’ by his wife. Note also that the 

quotation formula uses the third-person e and the indirect object marker -ma for Nogobe: 

(76) Obëgë-la   maa-la   mosöa    deadi    Nogobe hamo-i 

return-SIM come-SIM house-ALL afternoon Nogobe do-NMLZ 

hamo-la as-i     obëgë-sebe-gi  e-ma  sähalea, 

do-SIM go-PAST return-IPFV-DS 3S-IO say-PROG 

Adagu-do,    wida    somoda-labio    nege-i   gaso. 

Adagudo-father, cassowary pull.out-CTRFACT put-PAST almost 

They came home that afternoon, and as Nogobe was returning from doing 

his work, she said to him, "Adagu-Father, we almost got the cassowary.’ 

(Cassowary S14) 

In the story of Gugubalebe Bluff, the son refers to his father as ne-eedo ‘ my 

father’, as in (77). 

(77) Awä-i    amo awä-ha   nea  idiafa,     ne-eedo 

go-PAST that go-IPFV  get  along.the.road 1GEN-father 

gäheo   gugi wi  na-ha=du=sabeo. 

pandanus dish here consume-IPFV=SPEC=HSY 

‘Going along the path, (the son said), “Dad, maybe we can eat the pandanus 

here.”’ (Bluff S6) 

Apart from references within reported speech, an addressee is occasionally 

referenced in quote formulas with a pronoun and the -ma suffix, which Gossner glosses 

as ‘IO’ (indirect object): 

(78) Ama-la  obeägi-sebe-gi   eedo eme-le-a    ili-ma  sä-halea… 

do-SIM rejoice-IPFV-DS parents-3DU-ALL  3PL-IO say-PROG 

‘While (the kids) cheered, the parents said to them…’ (Python S7) 
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6.10 X: Exit 

A participant may be specially marked when the participant leaves the story 

(Longacre and Hwang 2012, 84-85). No such marking has been found to date in Edolo 

narrative. 

6.11 Th: Thematic Status 

As discussed in Chapter 4, the Edolo prominence markers are: 

•  =da: focus attention, ‘ATT’ 

• =melë: unpredictable information, ‘NEW’ 

• h- and -do: emphatic, ‘EMPH’ and ‘EXCL’ 

The =da marker is used to focus the attention of the audience on something or 

some event. When applied to a participant, it indicates a major participant, either in an 

episode or the discourse. The marker may be used with a participant in introduction of the 

discourse, as in the Leech story, or at the end of the story, as in the story of Duluba’s Fall. 

The marker =melë ‘NEW’ is used only in dialogue. 

The emphatic markers -h and -do are used nearly always in a climax. In the 

Payback story, it is used three times in one sentence (79). In this sentence, a hunting party 

has just discovered that the woman they left behind has been killed. They have also found 

a path leads off to an enemy village. 
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(79) 1. Ama-se        

  do-SUBORD.SEQ 

2. amo-gi   h-ili-do        bea-la 

  that-LOC EMPH-3PL-EXCL  look.at-SIM 

3. ami-lahilä 

  there-SEQ 

4. h-ili-do        nufi-i     amo gau-la 

  EMPH-3PL-EXCL  kill-NMLZ that hold-SIM 

5. h-ili-do         ma-i     wabu. 

  EMPH-3PL-EXCL  come-PAST REP 

‘When they saw that there, they carried the dead to come back.’ (Payback 

S20) 

The only other instance of using the emphasis markers in this story is after the 

men have triumphantly returned from destroying the enemy village.  

(80) 1. Wamagula dëgë-la 

  Wamagula cross.river-SIM 

2. we-di   gau  amo feda-la 

  here-SIDE hill  that ascend-SIM 

3. Isäba  h-ili      mosö-a    bese-lagala-lahilä 

  Isäba  EMPH-3PL  house-ALL arrive-PFV-SEQ 

4. bulubulu-la 

  ITER-shout-SIM 

5. mosö-a    bese-lagala-i    wabu. 

  house-ALL arrive-PFV-PAST REP 

‘They crossed the Wamagula and came up that side of the hill. Isäba43  

arrived at the house shouting and shouting.’ 

                                                 

43 In Papua New Guinea, it is not unusual for a person be called by his place of origin. 

For instance, a Papua New Guinean man, assuming I was Australian, called me 

“Australia” until he was corrected by my host. Here, the reference is to the Isäba men, 

who have returned to the village of Isäba. 
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In the Python story, the first moment of tension is when the snake slithers down 

the hill with the three children holding on to it: 

(81) …h-ili-do        nuba  hobe-gi  ga-gau-la    Efelebo 

  EMPH-3PL-EXCL snake tail-LOC  ITER-hold-SIM Efelebo 

mi-do     neda-la     Wamagula-gi   dala    aligi-i. 

base-PLACE descend-SIM Wamagula-LOC  straight.to develop-PAST 

‘Holding tight to the snake’s tail, they went down to the base of Efelebo and 

then straight to the Wamagula River.’ (Python S12) 

The children disappear shortly thereafter, and more tension comes when the 

parents return home and they do not find the children. H-ele-do ‘EMPH-3DU-EXCL’ is 

used to refer to them as they start following the tracks (Python S20). At the end of the 

search, in the last full sentence of the story, the h- and -do markers are used three times: 
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(82) 2. … h-ele-do      igi   amo gudu-i 

  EMPH-3DU-EXCL stone  that hammer-PAST 

3  gudu-i       amo we-i 

  hammer-PAST that summon-PAST 

4. amo  we-i       amo     

  that  summon-PAST that 

  gidogo-mu-se                amo-gi       

  down.mid.distant-CONT-SUBORD.SEQ that-LOC 

5  h-ele-do        memalä dadaba  nowe-la 

  EMPH-3DU-EXCL nothing mourn  arise-SIM 

6. äsolo-lahilä 

  conclude-SEQ 

7. h-ele-do        misi-hï-gi      obëgë-la 

  EMPH-3DU-EXCL gather-EMPH-LOC return-SIM 

8. obëgë-i    wabu. 

  return-PAST  REP 

‘They hammered and hammered at the stone and called and called down 

there. Mourning, they got up and ended the search. They returned home.’ 

(Python 29) 

6.12 N: Non-Subject 

This discourse operation references participants that are not the subject, such as 

(83). Neither the parents and the snake are subjects. 

(83) …malësä ohodoa  amo-li-ea   nuba  nea-i     amo-gi 

 children  three   that-3PL-ERG snake get-PAST  that-DS 

eedo eme-le-ma  edefade-malä obeägi-i. 

parents-3DU-IO big-INT    rejoice-PAST 

‘When the three kids saw the snake, they were really happy with their 

parents.’ (Python S6) 

In (84), the parents are the subject, but only the non-subjects malësä ‘children’ 

and nuba ‘snake’ are referenced. 
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(84) …malësä amo-la    nuba  nea-i      di-lo    amo-la 

children  that-COM snake get-NMLZ  be-PAST  that-COM 

made mele-i. 

NEG see-PAST 

‘They did not see the children nor the snake they got.’ (Python S19) 
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7 Subject-Oriented Sequential Strategy 

A SEQUENTIAL STRATEGY is one that is basically concerned with referents that are 

less than full noun phrases, identify the referent that was mentioned most recently, and do 

not make any reference to discourse organization. A SUBJECT-ORIENTED SEQUENTIAL 

STRATEGY “looks back” to find the subject of the preceding (main) clause (Dooley and 

Levinsohn 2000, 117-118). Levinsohn’s sequential strategy categorizes the subject in 

several contexts, then determines the default encoding for each. For instance, if the 

referent of the subject was the same as subject of the preceding sentence or clause, it is 

marked with CONTEXT S1. Levinsohn’s contexts are: 

• INTRO: The participant is first activated 

• S1: The subject is the same as in the previous sentence 

• S2: The subject was the addressee of the previous reported speech 

• S3: The subject had some other non-subject role in the previous clause or 

sentence 

• S4: The subject was not involved in the previous clause or sentence  

 

Default encodings are then determined, and encodings that are different than the 

default are analyzed (Levinsohn 2015, 127-128; Dooley and Levinsohn 2000, 130-131). 
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7.1 Unit of Analysis 

The Sequential Strategy is adequate for tracking participants in a linear, sequential 

fashion, from one sentence or clause to the next. However, the immediate difficulty in 

using it with a Papuan language such as Edolo is determining whether to consider only 

the previous clause or the entire previous sentence. The reason for this difficulty is 

twofold. 

First, Edolo narratives commonly employ tail-head constructions. The first clause 

of a sentence, the “head” of the tail-head construction, often restates information from the 

end of the previous sentence, the “tail” of the construction. As a result, the second clause 

of a sentence may well have a different subject than the first clause of the sentence. 

The second issue with the approach is that Edolo is a chaining language, one that 

uses medial verbs. Some debate has occurred in past years, particularly from Longacre,44 

whether clauses strung together with medial verbs form a sentence or a paragraph. Today, 

chained clauses still are seen as forming a sentence, but a sentence of chained clauses 

nevertheless often resembles a paragraph of sentences (Longacre and Hwang 2012, 103). 

Given these considerations, Edolo narratives are charted at the clause level. 

Clauses with zero anaphora are analyzed as having the same, unstated subject as the 

previous clause. That is, a string of clauses with zero anaphora look back to a stated 

                                                 

44 See Appendix B, Section B.1 for a very brief discussion of clause chaining, and 

Section B.2 for one on paragraphs. 
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subject. For the purposes of this study, clauses have been segmented at medial verbs and 

final verbs. For example, in (85), the first medial verb hamo-la ‘do-SIM’45 and the 

second medial verb gau-lahilä ‘carry-SEQ’ are both medial verbs. The two verbs are 

considered to be two separate clauses. The two verbs are also both part of a tail-head 

construction, and have an unstated subject referenced several sentences earlier. In the 

third clause, dolö hobe ‘man army’ is the stated subject. 

(85) 1. Amo hamo-la  

  that do-SIM  

2. gau-lahilä  

  carry-SEQ 

3. dolö hobe  nea-i     amo awä-fia-i    wabu. 

  man army get-NMLZ that go-PL-PAST REP   

‘They did that and then the army went.’ (Payback S28) 

7.2 Overlap with Discourse Operations 

The Sequential Strategy contexts have some overlap with Discourse Operations, 

as seen in Table 2: Comparison of Discourse Operations and Sequential Strategy below.46 

  

                                                 

45 At times -la ‘SIM’ appears to be acting in a serial verb construction, but Edolo has a 

different construction for serial verbs (Miller 2018). 
46 This comparison differs from James’, who looks to combine the participant/discourse 

operations with sequential strategy contexts (James 2018: 25-26, 29). 
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Discourse Operation Sequential Strategy Context 

First Mention INTRO 

Integration Possibly S1 (the same subject as previous sentence) 

Tracking Commonly S1 (the same subject as previous 

sentence) 

Restaging S4 (the subject was not involved in the previous 

clause or sentence) 

Boundary (none) 

Confrontation (none) 

Evaluation (none) 

Addressee in Dialogue (in 

the current sentence) 

In a reported speech between two participants, this 

will often be S2: the subject is the same as the 

addressee of the previous sentence. The first person 

to speak in the reported speech may be S1, S3, or S4. 

Exit (none) 

(none) S3: The subject had a non-subject role in the 

previous clause or sentence. 

Table 2: Comparison of Discourse Operations and Sequential Strategy 

Four of the discourse operations do not have counterparts in the Sequential 

Strategy contexts—Boundary, Confrontation, Evaluation, and Exit—but the first three of 

these have more to do with storyline progression than to the individual participants 

themselves. 
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7.3 Subject-Oriented Sequential Strategy Contexts 

The contexts of the Sequential Strategy are now given for Edolo. In short, zero 

anaphora is the default encoding for a subject that is the same as the subject as the 

previous clause. In other cases, either a noun phrase or a pronoun is the default encoding. 

7.3.1 INTRO 

The INTRO context is the same as the discourse operation First Mention. (Section 

6.1). That is, the default encoding for major participants is the noun phrase, and major 

participants are often named. The default encoding for minor and trivial participants is 

also the noun phrase, but the coding material of those noun phrases is not as extensive as 

it is for major participants. 

7.3.2 S1 Same Subject as Previous Subject 

In Edolo, the default encoding for the Same Subject as Previous Subject context 

(S1) is the same as the participant operation Routine Tracking (Section 6.3). That is, the 

default encoding is zero anaphora.  

7.3.3 S2 Same Subject as Previous Addressee 

Zero anaphora is also one of two encodings for a subject that is the same as the 

previous addressee. For instance, the son of the Gugubalebe Bluff story asks his father if 

they can eat in (86). The father’s response to him is in (87), but no reference whatsoever 

is made to the son. 
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(86) 1. Awä-i    amo awä-ha   nea  idiafa,       

  go-PAST that go-IPFV  get  along.the.road 

2. ne-eedo    gäheo gugi wi  na-ha=du=sabeo. 

  1GEN-father pandanus dish here consume-IPFV=SPEC=HSY   

‘Going to the wilderness along the path, (the son said), “Dad, can we eat the 

pandanus here?”’ (Bluff S5) 

(87) Aso, wi  na-molö    made-melë  wabu. 

wait, here consume-FUT NEG-NEW HSY 

‘(The father said to him) “Wait. We’re not going to eat here.”’ (Bluff S6) 

The Bluff story is told with zero anaphora throughout the narrative. The audience 

must derive the subject from context. In contrast, a different quote formula uses a 

pronoun or a noun phrase to indicate who is speaking. (88), (89), and (90) are examples 

of a subject that is the same as a previous addressee from three stories. The first two are 

from written stories and the third is from an oral one. 

(88) 1. Ama-la sä-sebe-gi          

  do-SIM say-IPFV-DS  

2. äudä  amo-le-ea-ge 

  two  that-3DU-ERG-too 

3. ä   ama-lahilä  nuba  midifoi  amo fisigä-i. 

  yes  do-SEQ   snake ties    that release.bonds-PAST 

‘(When he) said this, the other two (said), “Yes, let’s untie the snake.”’ 

(Python S10) 
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(89) 1. Ama=la   sä-sebe-gi        

  do=COMP  say-PROG-DS    

2. dolö afädë-ea  sä-halea, 

  man one-ERG say-PROG 

3. ne-ea   ado  afädë  naba-i    sä=du=le=la        sä-i  

  1S-ERG talk  one   hear-PAST say=SPEC=INT=COMP say-PAST  

  wabu 

  REP 

‘Another man said, "Should I say something I heard?"’ (Leech S6) 

(90) 1. Ama-la sä-sebe-gi 

  do-SIM say-IPFV-DS 

2. Nogobe-ea   sä-halea, 

  Nogobe-ERG  say-PROG, 

3. Edefade-malä hame  ä-lahilä 

  big-INT    want  go-SEQ 

4. Nogobe-ea=ge   edefade-malä hame  ä-lahilä sie, 

  Nogobe-ERG-too big-INTS   want  go-SEQ dejection 

5. ama-la  sä-i     wabu. 

  do-SIM go-PAST REP 

‘Nogobe said "I really want to go look too." Nogobe wanted to go and was 

dejected he said.’ (Cassowary S17) 

However, in another narrative in which only two participants could possibly be 

part of the conversation in one episode, no pronouns are used. The pronouns are not 

needed for disambiguation. 

7.3.4 S3 Same Subject as Previous Non-Subject 

Non-subjects are uncommon in Edolo narrative, and same-subject references to an 

pervious non-subject (S3) are even more unusual. The default encoding may be a noun 

phrase. For instance, three children are cheering their parents in a sentence; the parents 
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are the non-subjects. In the next sentence (91), the parents are referred to as eedo eme-le-

a ‘parents-GEN-ALL’. 

(91) Ama-la  obeägi-sebe-gi   eedo eme-le-ea   ili-ma  sä-halea… 

do-SIM rejoice-IPFV-DS parents-3DU-ERG 3PL-IO say-PROG 

‘While (the kids) cheered, the parents said to them…’ (Python S6) 

7.3.5 S4: Subject Not Involved in Previous Clause or Sentence 

The default encoding for the S4 context is a noun phrase, much the same as the 

Restaging/Reinstatement context (Section 6.4).  
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8 Word Order and Word Choice 

In addition to the three variable factors of participant reference (resources, 

discourse operations, and ranking), word order and word choice has some bearing on 

participant reference. 

8.1 Word Order 

Word order is fairly rigid in Edolo. Variances from that structure are marked 

usages. 

8.1.1 Noun Phrases Following Verbs 

The default sentence structure of Edolo is SOV. An optional evidential may 

appear after the final verb, and following that, a phrase is occasionally appended to the 

sentence to add some bit of background information.47 For instance, in (92), the father 

and son cook pandanus. Then, perhaps as an afterthought, the storyteller adds that the 

kind of pandanus they cooked was doba pandanus. 

                                                 

47 A full study of the main storyline and background information has yet to be made in 

Edolo. However, the added phrase after a final verb makes a break in the chained tail-

head constructions. de Vries, in his study of the Papuan language Wambon, states that a 

break in tail-head linkages makes a break in the event line. The break is done to give 

background information, add information to the previous chain, or to set the stage for an 

unexpected peak. (de Vries 2005, 373-374, 381 note 10). Moreover, Sarvasy calls 

information appended after final verbs ‘afterthoughts’ (Sarvasy 2017, 563). She was 

writing of the Trans-New Guinea language Nungon. 
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(92)    …e-efege   amo=le  e-eedo     amo=le  ilua     

   3GEN-son that-3DU 3GEN-father  that-3DU wilderness  

 sege-a    mo-holö-ïe     gäheo   daga-la     

 place-ALL  go-FUT-INTENT pandanus open-SIM  

 giai         wabu, gäheo   doba. 

 oven.cook-PAST REP  pandanus doba.pandanus 

‘…the son and the father cooked some pandanus for their trip out to the 

wilderness. Some doba pandanus.’ (Bluff S4) 

Similarly, when the father of the Gugubalebe Bluff story is introduced, the 

reference to him is placed in the marked position following the verb. This position places 

him in background information, even though he is a major participant of the story (93).  

(93) E-idia-la   e-efege-la-li       h-ili-do       fi-i     wabu 

wife-COM  3GEN-son-COM-3PL  EMPH-3PL-EXCL sit-PAST  REP 

e-eedo-la 

3GEN-father-COM 

‘A man's wife was with her son, along with the son's father, so it's been 

said.’ (Bluff S3) 

Names typically reference a major participant. However, in the story of Duluba’s 

Fall, the first mention of Sifino is by name, but Sifino’s name is placed after the final 

verb and an evidential (94), lowering his rank. 

(94) Didiä-lahilä dofä di-be=le=la       na    bea 

discuss-SEQ true be-IPFV=INT=COMP 1S.ERG look.at 

feda-ha=melë=la       sä-sio,    Sifino-ea. 

ascend-IPFV=NEW=COMP say-EXP  Sifino-ERG 

‘After talking about whether it was so, Sifino said, “I’ll go up and see.”’ 

(Duluba’s Fall S20) 

As is discussed in Section 6.6, a noun phrase can follow a non-final verb. The 

father of the same story is once again placed after the verb in the second clause in (95). 
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The malö ‘kid’, on the other hand, is in the default subject position, also with amo-ea 

‘that-ERG.’ 

(95) 1. Mosö ola-la  

  house build-SIM 

2. nulo    habe-sa  ne-be-gi,   e-eedo      amo-ea, 

  firewood  split-IPFV be-IPFV-DS 3GEN-father that-ERG 

3. malö amo-ea,        

  kid  that-ERG  

4. na-eedo    gäheo    gugi       wi    

  1GEN-father  pandanus pandanus.dish here  

  na-ha=du=sabeo. 

  consume-IPFV-SPEC-IPFV 

‘While his father was building the house and splitting firewood, the kid said, 

“Dad, can we eat the pandanus here?’ (Bluff S12) 

In the story of the Cassowary, mother and son rush to attack the cassowary (96). 

They are marked with amo-le ‘that-3DU’ after the medial verb. In the next clause, the 

wida edefade-malä ‘very big cassowary’ becomes the subject and escapes its attackers. 
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(96) 1. Ama-se       amo-gi    aso  made-lahilä 

  do-SUBORD.SEQ that-TEMP wait NEG-SEQ 

2. helebe-ea     baiala aba  nea-lahilä 

  bush.knife-ERG  club  chop get-SEQ 

3. nufide-delä   

  kill-DESI 

4. baiala gala-ia=da-i           amo-le 

  club  raise.weapon-LIG-ATT-PAST that-3DU 

5. wida    edefade-malä gau-i-de      amo hësa-lahilä 

  cassowary big-INT    hold-NMLZ-BIG that break.away-SEQ 

6. ele  dïgï-la 

  3DU leave.behind-SIM 

7. mo-molö-i    asi     wabu. 

  go-FUT-NMLZ go-PAST REP 

‘Without waiting, they got machetes and cutting clubs. They wanted to kill 

it. They raised their cutting clubs, but that big, snared cassowary broke away 

and left them behind.’ (Cassowary S12) 

8.1.2 Tail-Head Linkage 

Another distinctive feature that Edolo shares with other Papuan languages is tail-

head linkage. This language construction is one in which some part of the final clause of 

the previous sentence is repeated or paraphrased at the beginning of the current sentence. 

In Edolo, the verb is often restated or ama ‘do’ is used.48 For example, in (97), the medial 

verb hogo ‘hunt’ and the final verb awä ‘go’ form the tail of the tail-head construction. 

At the beginning of the next sentence (98), the two verbs are restated, along with the 

                                                 

48 Gossner glosses ama as a pro-verb. 
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plural marker -fia. However, the past tense is dropped and the progressive aspect is added 

to form the head of the tail-head construction. 

(97) Dia-la   yose   nilï  molö ägü-la   gabi gau-la   ügülo äudä 

sleep-SIM morning 1PL food carry-SIM ax  hold-SIM dog  two 

sigi      gau-la   iloloba  öhoeo      hogo-go-la     

watch.over  hold-SIM jungle  small.mammal  hunt-ITER-SIM  

a-fia-i 

go-PL-PAST 

‘In the morning, carrying food and an ax, we went with two dogs hunting in 

the jungle for small game.’ (Duluba’s Fall S2) 

(98) Hogo-go-la    a-fia-halea  öhoeo      ohodoa  nufudu-la 

hunt-ITER-SIM go-PL-PROG small.mammal  three   kill-SIM 

ägü-i 

carry-PAST 

‘Hunting as we went, we killed three small animals and carried them with 

us.’ (Duluba’s Fall S3) 

Then in the next sentence (99), instead of repeating the verbs for the next tail-

head construction, the object of the previous sentence is restated, together with amo 

‘that’: öhoeo ohodoa amo ‘small.mammal three that’. To this the relative pronoun amo is 

added. While this noun phrase might appear to be the subject of the new sentence, it 

remains the object. The unstated subject remains nilï ‘1PL’ of (97). 

(99) Öhoeo      ohodoa amo deadi    gia-la  

small.mammal three   that afternoon pit.cook-SIM 

ma-i   

consume-PAST  

‘(We) cooked those three animals in a pit in the afternoon and ate them.’ 

(Duluba’s Fall S4). 
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8.2 Word Selection: Change in Reference to a Given Participant 

The reference to a participant can change in a story. In the story of Gugubalebe 

Bluff, the VIP participant is introduced as the efege ‘son’. He is referred to as efege twice 

more in the beginning of the story. In the twelfth sentence, the reference instead is malö 

‘kid’ or ‘child.’ That reference is used for him for the remainder of the story, a total of six 

times. The reference change from efege ‘son’ to malö ‘kid’ comes when the narrative 

shifts from the Inciting Incident to the beginning of a new episode that develops the 

conflict of the story. 

8.3 Three Participant Reference Factors and the Iconicity Principle 

The Iconicity Principle states that the more disruptive, surprising, discontinuous 

or hard to process a topic is, the more coding material must be assigned to it. (Givón 

1983, 18). An objection Longacre and Hwang have with this Principle is that it does not  

take into account participant ranking (Longacre and Hwang 2012: 81). However, if 

participant ranking (one of the three participant factors) is used in a matrix with the other 

two partipant factors (resources and selected discourse operations), the Iconicity Principle 

remains intact. This can be seen in Table 4 below. The greatest amount of coding 

material for most Edolo narratives occurs for First Mention and Major participants. Less 

coding material is used for Restaging, and even less for Routine Tracking. Likewise, less 

coding material is used for minor participants and even less for trivial ones. 
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 Major Minor Trivial/Prop 

F: First Mention Noun Phrase, 

Name, 

Pronoun Copy, 

Focus Attention, 

Emphasis 

Noun Phrase, 

Name 

Noun + ‘one’, 

Noun, 

Emphasis 

I: Integration Noun Phrase, 

Name, 

Pronoun Copy, 

Noun Phrase + 

   ‘that’ 

Noun Phrase, 

Noun Phrase + 

    ‘that’ 

Noun + ‘that’ 

R: Restaging Noun Phrase, 

Name 

Noun Phrase Noun 

T: Routine Tracking Pronoun 

Ø 

Ø  

Table 3: The Iconicity Principle in relation to discourse reference 

factors (Givón 1983, 18; Longacre and Hwang 2012, 83-85). 

Not all discourse operations appear in this matrix. The set of ten discourse 

operations given by Longacre and Hwang (FITRBCLEAX) can be organized into two 

groups: those that pertain to individual participants, and those that pertain to the 

underlying structure of the narrative (L. James 2018, 27).49 Those that have to do with 

participants are: (F) First mention, (I) Integration, (R) Reinstatement, and (T) Routine 

Tracking. (A) Addressee and (X) Exit might possibly be included in the set as well. This 

set of participant-oriented discourse operations might be termed PARTICIPANT 

OPERATIONS. Those discourse operations that have more to do with the underlying 

                                                 

49 To date, James is the only one found to make a distinction between various discourse 

operations. More study is needed. 
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structure of the narrative are (B) Boundary, (C) Confrontation, (L) Locally Contrastive, 

(E) Evaluation. This set might be termed PLOT OPERATIONS. 

The Participant Operations, when ordered by the Iconicity Principle, are FRIT.  

8.4 The Givenness Hierarchy 

The reference used for a participant depends in part on the speaker’s (or writer’s) 

assumptions of the both the addressee’s knowledge of the referent and the amount of the 

addressee’s attention is assumed to be given to the referent (Gundel, Hedberg and 

Zacharski 1993). Referring expressions are ranked by COGNITIVE STATUS of the addressee 

in the Givenness Hierarchy, from those assumed to be most in focus currently to those 

that are not. 

in 

focus > 

 

activated > familiar > 

uniquely 

identifiable > 

 

referential > 

type 

identifiable 

{it}  

{that, 

this,  

  this N}  {that N}  {the N}  

 

{indefinite 

this N}  {a N} 

Figure 6: The Givenness Hierarchy (Gundel, Hedberg and Zacharski 1993, 

275) 

The Givenness Hierarchy claims these six levels of cognitive status are sufficient 

as a universal, though certain languages do not have all six levels. Chinese, for example, 

lacks references for familiar and referential cognitive statuses. As the Hierarchy stands, it 

is heavily dependent upon the use of determiners, but as already noted, Edolo has only 

one determiner, amo ‘that’. For example, hebe ‘leeches’ has already been used in 
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sentences prior to (100), then in (100) amo ‘that’ is the first clause is the head of a tail-

head construction. 

(100)  Ele-ea    hebe  amo gau-la    

 3DU-ERG leech  that hold-SIM 

 idi-a    di-dia    obëgë-i    wabu 

 path-ALL ITER-sleep  return-PAST  REP 

‘Carrying those leeches, the two men slept repeatedly on the way back.’ 

(Leech S15) 

Two sentences later (101), in an unusual instance in which a non-human 

participant is the subject, the leeches are again referred to. 

(101)  Hebe amo-ea  ili-le    heale  na-ha       maade-sebe-gi  

 leech that-ERG 3PL-GEN blood consume-PROG finish-PROG-DS 

 ‘The leeches thoroughly drinking their blood… (Leech S17) 

Amo ‘that’ is also used for the Familiar cognitive status in the Givenness 

Hierarchy. For instance, in (102), the first sentence of the narrative, the storyteller calls to 

mind of his audience the historical event. Once he activates that story in his listeners’ 

minds, he immediately uses amo. 

(102)  Gabulusado e-yaua-la         ili-ea    dolö ado nii  Nabula 

 Gabulusado 3GEN-forefather-ABL 3PL-ERG man enemy  Nabula 

fii  mosö  gobe-i   amo ado 

clan house burn- past that talk 

‘The story of the Gabulusado Clan forefathers burning down the houses of 

their Nabula enemies.’ (Payback S1) 
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The  Identifiable cognitive status of the Givenness Hierarchy is shown by the 

indefinite English determiner a. As shown in Section 3.2, the Edolo numeral afädë serves 

that purpose. 

Given this data, Edolo’s place on the Givenness Hierarchy is shown in Table 3 

(Based on Gundel, Hedberg and Zacharski 1993, 284).  

  
In 

Focus Activated Familiar 

Uniquetly 

Identifiable 

Referen- 

tial 

Type 

Identifiable 

 Chinese 

 Ø  

 tā 

   

's/he, 

it' 

 TA 

 zhè 'this' 

 nèi 'that' 

 zhè  N    néi N   
 yi N 'a N' 

 Ø N 

 Edolo  Ø  NP amo 'that NP'      N afädë 'a' 

 English  it 

 HE, this, that,  

    this N  that N  the N 

 

indefinite 

    this N a N 

 

Japanese  Ø 

 kare 'he'  

 kore 'this'  

 sore 'that' medial  

 are 'that' distal 

 kono N 'this N' 

 sono N 'that N'  

    medial 

 ano N 'that  

    N' distal Ø N 

 Russian 

 Ø  

 on 

'he' 

 ON  

 èto 'this'  

 to 'that' 

 èto N  

 to N Ø N 

 Spanish 

 Ø  

 él 

'he' 

 ÉL  

 éste 'this'  

 ése that medial  

 aquél 'that' distal  

 este N 

 ese N 'that  

    N' medial  

 aquel N  

    'that N' 

    distal  el N 'the N' 

Ø N  

un N 'a N' 

Table 4: Edolo on the Givenness Hierarchy 
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In Edolo, at least, In Focus correlates to the Routine Tracking discourse operation. 

Activated correlates to the Integration discourse operation, and Type Identifiable 

correlates to First Mention of trivial participants. 
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9 Conclusions 

Following are both a summary of findings and some conclusions drawn from 

them. 

9.1 Summary of Findings 

Three different variables or factors influence how a participant will be referenced: 

1) The resources available to a given language, such as noun phrases and pronouns; 2) the 

ranking of participants; and 3) the operations that take place on participants throughout 

the narrative. 

In Edolo, the primary resources for participant reference are noun phrases, a set of 

pronouns, and the =da focus marker. Zero anaphora is used as the default for routine 

tracking of the participant.  

The primary discourse operations found in use are First Mention, Boundary 

Marking, Restaging, and Routine Tracking. Noun phrases with the greatest amount of 

coding material are used for First Mention. The amount of coding material is significant 

for Restaging and Boundary Marking as well, but less so than for First Mention. In stark 

contrast, participants are typically not referred to at all in Routine Tracking. If 

participants are mentioned, a minimal amount of coding material is given, such as a 

pronoun, or even amo ‘that’, but this is used for disambiguation. The participant 

operations used less in Edolo are: Confrontation/Role Change, Local Contrast, 
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Addressee, and Evaluation. Those participant operations not yet found in use are 

Evaluation and Exit. 

Major participants receive the most coding material on First Mention (or INTRO). 

They also are marked with the =da focus marker. Minor characters receive less coding 

material on First Mention, and trivial participants receive even less. 

The language has a fairly rigid SOV sentence structure. Those sentences that have 

a different structure stand out as marked usage, particularly when the subject of the 

sentence follows the verb. The construction marks a Confrontation or Role Change 

Discourse Structure. 

The unmarked form of activated participants is zero anaphora. For those 

participants that are assumed to be known less by the audience, or are assumed to be 

receiving less attention, the determiner amo ‘that’ is used, or the noun phrase referencing 

the participant followed by amo ‘that’.  

The three factors—resources, ranking, and discourse operations—can be arranged 

in a matrix (Section 8.3). The greatest amount of coding material for most Edolo 

narratives occurs for the First Mention discourse operation and major participants. Less 

coding material is used for lower-ranked participants, and for discourse operations such 

as Restaging and Routine Tracking. Similarly, the Givenness Hierarchy shows greater 

coding material for the Integration discourse operation, and less for Routine Tracking. 

Using the subject-oriented sequential strategy in Edolo proved to be a challenge. 

The language is a chaining language, employing both medial verbs and tail-head 
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constructions. In addition, the strategy does not take into account some discourse 

operations or participant ranking. 

9.2 Suggested Applications for Translation 

It is hoped that the findings here will be useful for ongoing translation efforts. 

Some items of note are highlighted very briefly here. 

Neither English nor Tok Pisin has a focus marker like Edolo’s =da ‘ATT’ clitic. 

The marker is a useful feature of all Edolo narratives, and it should be used in translated 

stories to mark major participants. Similarly, the emphasis marker hï and exclusive 

marker -do may be used in the climax of a story. 

The appropriate amount of coding material should match a participant’s rank in a 

narrative in relation to the discourse operation acting on the participant reference. 

Placing a referent after the final verb or a medial verb could well be a useful 

sentence structure to lower a participant’s ranking in a story, if need be. 

As is shown in the example of Little Red-Cap (Little Red Riding Hood), English 

makes use of more pronouns for routine tracking than Edolo does. That number of 

pronouns is unnatural in Edolo, and a translation might be clearer and more natural if less 

pronouns are used. 
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APPENDIX A: Texts and Charts 

This appendix has six narratives: three traditional stories; a story of an actual 

event that happened with a cassowary; a historical event; and a first-person personal 

experience. Each of the narratives have been interlinearized with a gloss and a free 

translation. A Segmentation Chart, a Notional and Surface Structure Chart, and a 

Participant Reference Chart is included for each narrative. A discussion of these charts 

can be found in Chapter 2. 

Two of the narratives, Leech and Bluff, have been charted with both Discourse 

Operations (Chapter 6) and Subject-Oriented Sequential Contexts (Chapter 7). Four other 

narratives have been charted with Discourse Operations only. 

Edolo is a chaining language. It uses medial verbs in both narrative and 

procedural discourse. As discussed in Section 7.1, Edolo narratives are charted at the 

clause level. Clauses with zero anaphora are analyzed as having the same, unstated 

subject as the previous clause. A string of clauses with zero anaphora look back to a 

stated subject. For the purposes of this study, sentences have been segmented into clauses 

at medial verbs and final verbs.  

As noted elsewhere, Gossner’s lexicon is not published and is still a work in 

progress. A number of lexical entries changed while writing this thesis, and changes to 
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the lexicon are expected to continue after this thesis is published. This will affect both the 

glossing of the interlinearized texts and their translations. 
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A.1 Leech 

By Duluba, circa 1993. 

This is Duluba’s rendition of a traditional story, or, in his words, “an old clan 

story”. Edolo speakers who have read this story have laughed at the humor. 

Some background information might be helpful to understand the story: First, the 

only way to go anywhere in the region is by foot on jungle paths. No roads exist. Some 

substantial rivers run through the area, but they are subject to frequent flash floods, and 

travel by canoe or boat is not an option. Secondly, leeches are a nuisance in this part of 

the world. No one likes them. Third, the Edolo people sleep in longhouses. The men 

sleep on one side of the building and the women sleep on the other side. Firepits are built 

into the floor in the middle of the floor for warmth and cooking. During the day, 

longhouses are places for people to gather or to get out of the rain. Finally, calling 

someone “fat” has not been observed to be derogatory. 

Jan Gossner collected Duluba’s drafts of the story in April 1993, noting 

differences between the documents. Gossner published the story with without nasality 

marked in his M.A. thesis (Gossner 1994, 131-138). He again merged the versions into a 

single, coherent text in November 2016. The differences between the drafts were minor, 

such as paragraph breaks, and did not have any substantial impact on the story. Duluba 

read the story in 2017 and enjoyed it. He asked who wrote it, not remembering that he 

wrote it 24 years before. 
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Edolo speakers have had problems understanding Sentence 8 and it likely needs to 

be edited for clarity. It is the only instance found in the texts of a quote embedded within 

a quote.  

A.1.1 Interlinearized Text and Translation 

(1)    Siiba  fii  sedalu. 

before clan story 

‘An old clan story.’ 

(2)    Siiba   fii   ili=da,   dolö boboga hü   fi-i     wabu 

before clan 3PL=ATT man large  meat sit-PAST  REP 

‘Really fat clansmen once sat around, it's been said.’ 

(3)    1. Boboga  hü fi  amo-ea   nawe-molö    asusuga-la, 

  large   meat sit that-ERG  go.around-FUT unable-SIM 

2. mosö-a=mu     fi-fi-gi-lo 

  house-ALL-ONLY ITER-sit-REDO-IRR 

‘Those fat men sat there and had a hard time moving around. They would 

just sit and sit there in the house.’ 

(4)    1. Mosö-a=mu     sa-lea     

  house-ALL=ONLY be.sit-CONT 

2. abilia  hamo-molö=du-la 

  how  do-FUT=SPEC-SIM 

3. asigi säosäo-la 

  think perplex-SIM 

4. fi-fi-gi-lo wabu 

  ITER-sit-REDO-IRR REP 

‘Just sitting there in the house, they thought about what to do and were 

perplexed about it. They would sit and sit.’ 
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(5)    1. Ama-la=mu   se-fola-lea 

  do-SIM=ONLY sit-PL-CONT 

2. dolö afädë-ea sä-halea, 

  man one-ERG say-PROG 

3. nilï  heale  mo-säia  abilia  hamo-molö=du-la    sä-i     

  1PL blood go-HORT how  do-FUT-SPEC=COMP say-PAST 

  wabu. 

  REP 

‘Just sitting there, one man said,  "How will we make our blood go away?’ 

(6)    1. Ama=la    sä-sebe-gi         

  do=COMP  say-PROG-DS 

2. dolö afädë-ea  sä-halea,   ne-ea 

  man one-ERG say-PROG  1S-ERG 

3. ado  afädë  naba-i    sä=du=le=la       sä-i wabu 

  talk one   hear-PAST say=SPEC=Q=COMP  say-PAST REP 

‘“Another man said, "Should I say something I heard?"’ 

(7)    1. Ama=la   sä-sebe-gi  

  do=COMP say-PROG-DS 

2. ili-a    e-ma  sä-halea  

  3PL-ERG 3S-IO say-PROG  

3. nilï-ea   naba-delä dia    sä-mo=la      sä-i    

  1PL-ERG hear-DESI 2S.ERG say-IMM=COMP say-PAST 

  wabu 

  REP 

‘Having said that, they said to him, "We want to hear this. Tell us."’ 
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(8)    1. Ama=la   sä-sebe-gi        

  do=COMP  say-PROG-DS 

2. e-a    ili-ma  sä-halea, 

  3S-ERG 3PL-IO  say-PROG 

3. Bedamilï    dolö afädë  Sewale-ea   sä-halea,   

  Bedamilï.tribe man one   Sewale-ERG  say-PROG   

4. Bedamilï    nilï-le   sege-a   hebe  yafie 

  Bedamilï.tribe 1PL-GEN place-ALL leech many  

  sa-lea=la        sä-se         naba-i 

  be.sit-PROG=COMP say-SUBORD.SEQ hear-PAST  

5. amo-ea    nilï-le   heale na-äia       nilï-ea    su    

  that-CAUS 1PL-GEN blood consume-HORT 1PL-ERG payment  

  gau-la     

  hold-SIM  

6. nea  awä-dulä=la     

  get  go-DESI=COMP 

7. sä-i     wabu 

  say-PAST REP 

‘The man said, "I heard a Bedamilï man named Sewale saying that there are 

many leeches in Bedamilï. We should go buy some to suck our blood."’ 

(9)    1. Ama=la   sä-sebe-gi 

  do=COMP  say-PROG-DS  

2. ili-a    e-ma  edefade-malä obeägi-lahilä, 

  3PL-ERG 3S-IO big-INT    rejoice-SEQ  

3. nilï-ea   su    gau-la   nea  awä-dulä=la    sä-i  

  1PL-ERG payment hold-SIM get  go-DESI=COMP say-PAST 

  wabu 

  REP 

‘Having said that, the men were very happy with him, "We should go buy 

some," they said.’ 

(10) Ama=la   sä-lahilä su    gifalo    somoda-i     wabu 

do=COMP  say-SEQ payment cowrie.shell  pull.out-PAST  REP 

‘They collected a payment of cowrie shells.’ 
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(11) 1. Somoda-la   

  collect-SIM  

2. gau-la 

  hold-SIM  

3. dolö äudä-ea  su    gau-la  

  man two-ERG payment hold-SIM 

4. idi-a    di-dia    awä-i    wabu 

  path-ALL ITER-sleep go-PAST REP 

‘They gathered the collection. The two men carried it and slept repeatedly 

on the way as they went.’ 

(12) Idi-a    di-dia    ä-la 

path-ALL ITER-sleep go-SIM 

Bedamilï    mosö-a    bese-lagala-i    wabu 

Bedamilï.tribe house-ALL arrive-PFV-PAST REP 

‘They slept repeatedly as they went and they arrived at the Bedamilï's 

territory.’ 

(13) 1. Bese-lagala-lahilä,    

  arrive-DUR.PFV-SEQ 

2. Bedamilï    dolö ili-ma  sä-halea 

  Bedamilï.tribe man 3PL-IO say-PROG 

3. alï  su    gifalo    gau-la,    

  1DU payment cowrie.shell hold-SIM 

4. dili-ea  hebe go-gi    alï  nea  ma-i=melë=la 

  2P-ERG leech this-LOC 1DU get  come-PAST-NEW-COMP 

  sä-i     wabu 

  say-PAST REP 

‘After they had arrived, they said to the Bedamilï men, "The two of us came 

with a cowrie shell payment to get some of your leeches."’ 
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(14) 1. Ama=la   sä-sebe-gi 

  do-COMP say-PROG-DS 

2. Bedamilï    dolö ili-a    ele-ma edefade-malä obeägi-lahilä  

  Bedamilï.tribe man 3PL-ERG 3DU-IO big-INT   rejoice-SEQ 

3. gifalo    amo nea-halea 

  cowrie.shell that get-PROG 

4. ili-a    ele-gali  hebe  nafodo-la 

  3PL-ERG 3DU-DAT leech  tie.bind-SIM 

5. ï-i      wabu 

  give-PAST REP 

‘Having said that, the Bedamilï men were very happy with the two. Taking 

the cowrie shells, they wrapped up the leeches, and gave it to them.’ 

(15) 1. Ele-ea   hebe amo gau-la    

  3DU-ERG leech that hold-SIM 

2. idi-a    di-dia    obëgë-i    wabu 

  path-ALL ITER-sleep return-PAST  REP 

‘Carrying those leeches, the two men slept repeatedly on the way back.’ 

(16) 1. Obëgë-la   

  return-SIM  

2. ma-la    

  come-SIM  

3. h-ili-le        Edolo    sege-a    ifo-i     wabu 

  EMPH.p-3PL-GEN Edolo.tribe  place-ALL  settle-PAST REP 

 ‘They came back home to Edolo and set the leeches free!’ 

(17) 1. Hebe amo-ea   ili-le    heale  na-ha       maade-sebe-gi  

  leech that-ERG 3PL-GEN blood consume-PROG finish-PROG-DS  

2. domalo nea-la holöfalï wabu 

  body   get-SIM small REP 

‘The leeches thoroughly drinking their blood, and the bodies of the people 

became small.’ 
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(18) 1. Hebe  made  nea  awä-i    ga-lebe  

  leech  NEG  get  go-PAST over-CTREXP  

2. dolö boboga  fi-labio 

  man large   sit-CTRFACT 

‘Had they not gone to get the leeches, fat men would be sitting around.’ 

(19) 1. Hebe  nea  awä-i    amo-ea  

  leech  get  go-NMLZ that-CAUS  

2. udia dolö-ïe heale  na-se          amo-ea  

  people-GEN blood drink-SUBORD.SEQ that-ERG  

3. udia dolö  nea-la  nelësa-gea-I    amo-ea  

  people   get-SIM be.small-?-PAST that-ERG 

‘Because they went to get the leeches, and the leeches drank the people's 

blood, and the people became small.’ 

(20) Hä     amo 

therefore  that 

‘So that’s that.’ 

(21) Agu-i 

complete-NMLZ 

‘The end.’ 

A.1.2 Charts 

As noted in Section 3.6.2, Gossner suspects that the two men who went on the 

quest to get leeches were considered the same subject as the larger group of men 

introduced at the beginning of the story. While the -gi different subject marker50 is used 

throughout the story, it is not used to set apart the two men from the rest of the group. 

                                                 

50 See the footnote in Section 3.6.2 regarding questions surrounding the -gi marker. 
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A.1.2.1 Segmentation 

The narrator gives the title in the first sentence, and the last two sentences are a 

formulaic closure. 

S# Participants Action Place Time 

1 Narrator Narration None Present 

2 Men Sitting Longhouse Past 

3 

4 

5 A man, men Dialogue 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 Two men carry payment Path 

12 

13 Two men, 

Bedamilï 

Dialogue Bedamilï 

14 

15 Two men Carry leeches path 

16 Let leeches go Edolo 

17 

18 Narrator Narration 

19 

20 None Present 

21 

Chart 1: Leech Segmentation 

A.1.2.2 Notional and Surface Structures 

Sentence 10, in which the men take up a collection, is a transition sentence. It 

could belong to either the section before or after it. Similarly, the two men’s journey to 

and from Bedamilï could be considered part of the overall journey. 
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Sentence 

# 

Notional 

Structure 

Surface 

Structure 

1 Exposition Title 

2-4 Stage 

5-10 Inciting Event Prepeak Episode 

11-15 Developing 

Conflict 

Prepeak Episode 

16-17 Climax Peak 

18-19 Denouement Closure 

20-21 Finis 

Chart 2: Leech Notional and Surface Structure 

A.1.2.3 Participant Reference 

The Bedamilï men are first mentioned during dialogue in sentence 8. They were 

given a context of Int, for INTRO, but they were not part of the story line until later, in 

sentence 13. 

The participant “Man #1” was eliminated from the chart, due to the limitations of 

space. His first mention is in sentence 5 and he is tracked through the first clause of 

sentence 6. The same basic structure happens for Man #2 starting in sentence 6. 

Abbreviations used in the chart are: Int = INTRO (to disambiguate it from I 

Integration); Ti. = Title; De. = Denouement; Po.E. = Postpeak Episode. The other 

abbreviations can be found in the Abbreviations section of the front matter. 
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Fat Men Man #2 

Two 

Men 

Beda- 

milï  

Men 
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S
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Gloss Action(s) D
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p
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p
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D
is

co
u
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e 

O
p

er
a
ti

o
n

 

S
eq

u
en

ti
a
l 

C
o
n

te
x
t 

E
x
p
o
si

ti
o
n
 

Ti. 1                       

S
et

ti
n
g
 

2   clan 

3PL=ATT 

man large 

meat 

sat 

around 

FTh Int             

3 1 large 

meat 

sat I S1             

  2 that not move T S1             

  3 Ø sat and 

sat 

T S1             

4 1 Ø just 

sitting 

T S1             

  2 Ø perplexed T S1             

  3 Ø sit and sit T S1             

In
ci

ti
n
g
 I

n
ci

d
en

t 

P
re

p
ea

k
 E

p
is

o
d
e
 

5 1 PL sitting B S1             

  2 one man said                 

  3 Ø (dialogue)                 

6 1 Ø saying                 

  2 one man said     F Int         

  3 Ø (dialogue)     T S1         

7 1 Ø saying     T S1         

  2 3PL, 3S said R S3 N           

  3 Ø (dialogue) T S1             

8 1 Ø saying T S1             

  2 3S, 3PL said N   R S2         

  3 Ø (dialogue)     T S1         

  4 Ø (dialogue)     T S1         

  5 Ø (dialogue)     T S1         
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  6 Ø (dialogue)     T S1         

  7 Ø said     T S1         

9 1 Ø talking     T S1         

  2 3PL, 3S happy R S2 N           

  3 Ø said T S1             

10 1 Ø said T S1             

  2 Ø collected T S1             

11 1 Ø collected T S1             

  2 Ø held T S1             

D
ev

el
o
p
in

g
 C

o
n
fl

ic
t 

P
re

p
ea

k
 E

p
is

o
d
e
 

  3 two men carry         F Int     

  4 Ø sleep, 

sleep 

        T S1     

12 1 Ø sleep, 

sleep 

        T S1     

  2 Ø arrived         T S1     

13 1 Ø arrived         T S1     

  2 Ø, 

Bedamilï 

man 3PL 

said         T S1 FN Int 

  3 Ø (dialogue)         T S1     

  4 Ø (dialogue)         T S1     

14 1 Ø saying         T S1     

  2 Bedamilï 

man 3PL, 

3DU 

really 

happy 

with them 

        N   I S2 

  3 Ø get shells             T S1 

  4 3PL, 3DU bind 

leeches 

        N   T S1 

  5 Ø give             T S1 

C
li

m
ax

 

P
ea

k
 

15 1 3DU carry 

leeches 

        BR S3     

  2 Ø sleep, 

sleep 

        T S1     

16 1 Ø returned         T S1     

  2 Ø come         T S1     

  3 EMPH-

3PL-GEN 

Edolo 

set out 

leeches 
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D
e.

 

P
o
.E

. 17 1 leeches drank 

blood 

                

  2 bodies got small                 

C
o
n
cl

u
si

o
n

 

C
lo

su
re

 

18 1 Ø if not got 

leeches 

        T S3     

  2 man large sit R N4             

19 1 leech got 

leeches 

                

  2 people's 

blood, 

that 

drank 

blood 

                

  3 people, 

that 

got 

smaller 

                

F
in

is
 

20     that's it                 

21     finished                 

 

Chart 3: Leech Participant Reference Chart 
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A.2 Bluff 

By Hewa, 1992 

This is the traditional story of Gugubalebe Bluff, a geographical feature of the 

area. Hewa told the story in December 1992. Gossner, who transcribed the story, noted 

that “Hewa whistled” to start the story. At one point someone made some edits to the 

story. It is unclear who, but it was almost certainly Gossner. 

The major participants in this story are the father and the boy. Hewa, the 

storyteller, referred to the boy as efege ’son’ in the first part of the story, but starting at 

sentence 12, he referred to the boy as malö, which is ‘child’ or ‘kid’. The change in 

reference makes sentence 12 a transition sentence along with sentence 11, where father 

and son finish walking along the path and arrive on the building site of the new hut. 

A.2.1 Interlinearized Text and Translation 

(Hewa whistled.) 

(1)    Hauia    gäha       gomi    sege-gi    made=le. 

hauia.bird bird/cicada.call wilderness place-LOC  NEG=INT 

‘The hauia bird is calling in the jungle, isn’t it?’ 

(2)    Gugubalebe      bagala     sedalu sä-ha. 

Gugubabele.Bluff  white.bluff  story  say-IPFV 

‘It’s telling the story of the Gugubalebe Bluff.’ 
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(3)    Idia-la     efege-la-li      h-ili-do        fi-i 

wife-COM  son-COM-3PL  EMPH-3PL-EXCL sit-PAST 

wabu,  eedo-la. 

REP  father-COM 

‘A wife sat with her son, it’s been said, with the father.’ 

(4)    1. Ama-i   amo udia  se-be-gi, 

  do-PAST that female sit-IPFV-DS 

2. efege  amo=le  eedo   amo=le ilua     

  son   that-3DU father  that-3DU wilderness  

  sege-a    mo-holö-ïe     gäheo   daga-la     

  place-ALL  go-FUT-INTENT pandanus open-SIM  

3. giai         wabu, gäheo   doba. 

  oven.cook-PAST REP  pandanus doba.pandanus 

‘While the mother stayed behind, the son and the father cooked some 

pandanus for their trip out to the wilderness. Some doba pandanus.’ 

(5)    1. Gia-i        amo  na-lahilä, 

  oven.cook-PAST that consume-SEQ 

2. dia-la 

  sleep-SIM 

3. nowe-la 

  arise-SIM 

4. yose   amo-gi    udia   amo mosö-a    sebe-gi, 

  morning that-TEMP female  that house-ALL sit-DS 

5. eedo-le    efege-le h-ele-do          ilua 

  father-3DU son-DU EMPH-3DU-EXCL  wilderness 

  sege-a    as-i     wabu, 

  place-ALL  go-PAST REP 

6. gäheo   gugi            ägü-la. 

  pandanus sago/pitpit/pandanus.dish carry-SIM 

‘After eating the pandanus they had cooked, they slept and got up the next 

morning. The father and the son went to the wilderness, while the mother 

stayed at the house. They carried the pandanus food with them.’ 
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(6)    1. Awä-i     amo 

  go-PAST that 

2. awä-ha   nea  idiafa, 

  go-IPFV  get  along.the.road 

3. ne-eedo    gäheo   gugi wi  na-ha=du=sabeo 

  1GEN-father  pandanus dish here consume-IPFV=SPEC=HSY 

‘Going to the wilderness along the path, the son said, “Dad, can we eat the 

pandanus here?”’ 

(7)    1. Aso, 

  wait, 

2. wi  na-molö    made-melë  wabu. 

  here consume-FUT NEG-NEW REP 

‘“Wait,” the father said, “We’re not going to eat here.”’ 

(8)    1. Awä-ha   nea,  

  go-IPFV  get 

2. wi  na-ha=du=sabeo. 

  here consume-IPFV=SPEC 

‘As they were going, the son said, “Maybe we can eat here?” 

(9)    Wi  molö   made=melë wabu. 

here consume NEG=NEW REP 

‘We’re not going to eat it here,” his father said. 

(10) Mosö  olala    ägül-ahilä molö=melë  wabu. 

house build-SIM carry-SEQ consume-FUT REP   

‘After we carry the stuff to build a house, then we’ll eat?” 

(11) 1. Feda-lahilä 

  ascend-SEQ 

2. mosö  ul-i      wabu. 

  house build-PAST REP 

‘They went up the hill and build the house.’ 
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(12) 1. Mosö  ola-la  

  house build-SIM 

2. nulo    habe-sa  ne-be-gi,   eedo   amo-ea, 

  firewood  split-IPFV be-IPFV-DS father that-ERG 

3. malö amo-ea,        

  kid  that-ERG  

4. na-eedo    gäheo    gugi       wi    

  1GEN-father  pandanus pandanus.dish here  

  na-ha=du=sabeo. 

  consume-IPFV-SPEC-IPFV 

‘While his father was building the house and splitting firewood, the kid said, 

“Dad, maybe we can eat the pandanus here?’ 

(13) 1. Aso, 

  wait 

2. nulo    gobe-si-lahilä  molö-ïe. 

  firewood  cook-BEN-SEQ consume-PURP 

‘“Wait,” the father said, “The firewood will burn so we can eat.’ 

(14) 1. Nulo    habe-lahilä 

  firewood  split-SEQ 

2. fëo  fö-sa=melë      wabu. 

  mat make-IPFV=NEW REP 

‘I’ll split the firewood make our mats.’” 

(15) 1. Ama-lebe,  

  do-CTREXP 

2. nado       gäheo    gugi       na-ha=du=sabeo,   fodolo. 

  1GEN-father  pandanus pandanus.dish  consume-IPFV-HSY now 

   

‘Doing that unexpected, and the kid said, “Dad, can we eat the pandanus? 

Now?’ 
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(16) 1. E-eedo     amo-ea  auau-lahilä   

  1GEN-father  that   ignore-SEQ 

2. nulo    habe-sa      ne-lo    wabu. 

  firewood  split.wood-IPFV  be-PAST  REP 

‘His father ignored that and was splitting firewood. 

(17) 1. Ama-lahilä 

  do-SEQ 

2. fëo  föi      wabu. 

  mat make-PAST REP 

‘He did that and made a mat.’ 

(18) 1. Ama-lahilä 

  do-SEQ 

2. nulo    gobe-sa  ne=wabeo-gi 

  firewood  burn-IPFV be-HSY-DS 

3. malö amo feda-i     amo däeo=hïgïmia asomoi. 

  kid  that ascend-PAST that cliff=valley  yonder-PAST 

‘While he did that, and was burning the fire, the kid went up the cliff of that 

valley over there.’ 

(19) 1. Fugau-la 

  thud-SIM 

2. awä-fufu=sabeo. 

  go-thud-ITER=HSY 

‘Thud. 51 He went thud, thud.’ 

(20) Fugau-ia hamo=sabeo. 

Thud   do=HSY 

‘He was thudding.’ 

                                                 

51 Gossner (p.c.) dislikes the gloss ‘thud’ for fugau, but it is not currently known how the 

word might be otherwise glossed. 
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(21) 1. Ama-lebe 

  do-CTREXP 

2. e=da    nulo    amo  gobe-si-lahilä, 

  3S=ATT firewood that burn-BEN-SEQ 

3. gobe-sa   ne-be   amo-gi, 

  cook-IPFV  be-IPFV REL-LOC 

4. ne-eedo    gäheo   gugi      di-hï-do       

  1GEN-father  pandanus pandanus.dish 2S-EMPH-EXCL  

  mu-malo=sabeo. 

  consume-IMP=HSY 

‘His father was burning wood and cooking the pandanus there, and the son 

said, “Dad, you eat the pandanus!’ 

(22) 1. Eedo   amo-ea  bea-ha-melöabe  malö amo=da 

  father  that   look-IPFV-PERJ kid  that=ATT 

  domalo-mu baggala   hamo-sa    maade-i, 

  body-ONLY white.bluff  become-IPFV finish-PAST 

2. busa duulu-mu  fisiga  ada-i    di-wabeo,         

  head head-ONLY send  up-PAST lie=HSY  

  ne=wabeo. 

  be=HSY 

‘The father was looking had him. The kid had finished becoming a white 

bluff. Just his head was pushed up and it was sitting on top. 

(23) 1. Ä  ne-ïe   malö obëgë-la. 

  yes 1S-GEN kid  return-SIM 

2. diga-mo 

  descend-IMM 

‘“Yes, son. Come back down,” he said.’ 
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(24) Alï gäheo   gugi      na-ha=du-o. 

1D pandanus pandanus.dish consume-IPFV=SPEC-VOC52 

‘“Maybe you and I will eat some pandanus.” 

(25) Ama-lebe   di-hï-do      mua-lo. 

do-CTREXP 2S-EMPH-EXCL consume-IMP 

‘The son yelled, “You eat it!”’ 

(26) Bagala    hamo-i   galö=wabeo. 

white.bluff  do-PAST narrate=HSY 

‘“I’ve become a white bluff”, so the story has been told.’ 

(27) 1. Di-hï-do      mu-malo-lahilä    

  2S-EMPH-EXCL consume-IMP-SEQ 

2. bagala    hamoi   galö=wabeo. 

  white.bluff  do-PAST narrate-HSY 

‘“You eat it. I’ve become a bluff.”’ 

                                                 

52 The vocative case implies a degree of friendliness. 
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(28) 1. Ama-se        amo-gi, 

  do-SUBORD.SEQ that-LOC 

2. eedo  amo-ea,  gäheo   gugi      gau-la 

  father that-ERG pandanus pandanus.dish hold-SIM 

3. feda-i      amo=da  malö amo-ïe   migalï-a  ami  

  ascend-NMLZ  that-ATT kid  3RD-GEN face-ALL there 

  nida-la, 

  shoot-SIM 

4. awä-i    wabu, 

  go-PAST REP 

5. gäheo   amo made  na-la. 

  pandanus that NEG  consume-SIM 

‘Once the son said that, the father picked up the pandanus, went up, and 

threw it at the face of the kid, the pandanus that he had not eaten.’ 

(29) 1. Ama-la 

  do-SIM 

2. hï     e=da   haea  ilagisë hamo-la 

  3S.EMPH 3S=ATT hawk  hawk  do-SIM 

3. ilua    sege-a   hagi-la  

  wilderness place-ALL fly-SIM 

4. awä-i    wabu. 

  go-PAST REP 

‘The father himself became an ilagisë hawk and flew to the wilderness.’ 

(30) 1. Hagi-la 

  fly-SIM 

2. ä-lahilä=da   

  go-SEQ-ATT 

3. udia   se-be-a     ami=da   made obëgë-i. 

  female  be-IPFV-LOC there-ATT NEG return-PAST 

‘He flew, but he did not go back to the place where the woman was sitting.’ 
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(31) 1. Haea hamo-la 

  bird do-SIM 

2. amisa-lea, 

  there be-PROG 

3. Gugubalebe    mi-a    ami. 

  Gugubalebe Bluff base-ALL there 

‘He became a bird, there at the base of Gugbalebe Bluff.’ 

(32) Malö amo=da  bagala    hamoi. 

kid  that=ATT white.bluff  do-PAST 

‘The kid became a bluff.’ 

(33) Agu-i. 

complete-PAST 

‘Finished.’ 

A.2.2 Charts 

A.2.2.1 Segmentation 

Although the wife/mother of the story is mentioned, she does not participate in 

any way to the story, and she is considered a prop or trivial participant of the story. 

The narrative is an interesting one to segment, because the father and son are in 

dialogue throughout, but at sentence 18, the son walks away from his father. Almost 

immediately aftter that, the son becomes a fixture of the landscape. 
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S# Participants Action Place Time 

1 Narrator Exposition None Present 

2 

3 Wife, son, 

father 

Sit, prep 

pandanus 

Home Past 

4 

5a 

5b Son, father Dialog Journeying 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 Set up 

house, 

dialog 

House site 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 Kid 

becomes 

bluff 

House 

site/bluff 19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 Father Flies Wilderness 

30 

31 Narrator Summation 

32 

33 None Present 

Chart 4: Bluff Segmentaiton 
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A.2.2.2 Notional and Surface Structures 

Sentence # Notional Structure Surface Structure 

1-2 Exposition Title 

3-5.4 Stage 

5.5-12.1 Inciting Event Prepeak Episode 

12.2-18.2 Developing Conflict Prepeak Episode 

18.3-29.1 Climax Peak 

29.2-30 Denouement Postpeak Episode 

31-32 Conclusion Closure 

33 Finis 

Chart 5: Bluff Notional and Surface Structure 

A.2.2.3 Participant Reference 

One of the interesting elements of this narrative is that it has more dialogue than 

the other narratives studied, and yet it lacks any sort of quote formula. The speaker and 

the addresse are identified instead by the context of the dialogue in each sentence. 

Sentence 11 is a transition sentence. It does not have have the cohesion of a tail-

head construction with Sentence 10, but the same two participants continue to be tracked 

with zero anaphora. 
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S
eq
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C
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n

te
x
t 

E
x
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o
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ti
o
n
 

Ti. 1   hauia bird calling         

S
et

ti
n
g
 

2     saying         

3   wife, son, 

EMPH-3PL-

EXCL, father 

sat F Int FL Int 

4 1 female sit         

  2 son-that-DU, 

father-that-

DU 

went to open 

pandanus 

I S1 I S1 

  3 Ø cooked T S1 T S1 

5 1 Ø cooked T S1 T S1 

  2 Ø slept T S1 T S1 

  3 Ø arose T S1 T S1 

  4 female that sat         

In
ci

ti
n
g
 I

n
ci

d
en

t 

P
re

p
ea

k
 E

p
is

o
d
e
 

  5 father-DU, 

son-DU 

went to 

wilderness 

B S1 B S1 

  6 Ø carried T S1 T S1 

6 1 Ø went T S1 T S1 

  2 Ø went T S1 T S1 

  3 Ø, "1GEN-

Father" 

(dialogue) T S1 N   

7 1 Ø (dialogue)     T S2 

  2 Ø (dialogue)     T   

8 1 Ø went got T   T   

  2 Ø (dialogue) T S2 N   

9   Ø (dialogue) N   T S2 

10   Ø (dialogue) T S2 N   

11 1 Ø ascended T S1 T S2 

  2 Ø built house T S1 T S1 

12 1 Ø building 

house 

T S1 T S1 
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D
ev

el
o
p
in

g
 C

o
n
fl

ic
t 

P
re

p
ea

k
 E

p
is

o
d
e
 

  2 father-that-

ERG 

splitting 

firewood 

    B S1 

  3 kid-that-ERG   BTh S4     

  

4 "1GEN-

father" 

(dialogue) T   N   

13 1 Ø (dialogue)     T S2 

  2 Ø (dialogue)     T S1 

14 1 Ø (dialogue)     T S1 

  2 Ø (dialogue)     T S1 

15 1 Ø did     T S1 

  2 Ø, "1GEN-

Father" 

(dialogue) T S2 N   

16 1 1GEN-father ignored him     R S2 

  2 Ø split wood     T S1 

17 1 Ø did     T S1 

  2 Ø made mat     T S1 

18 1 Ø did     T S1 

  2 Ø was burning 

firewood 

    T S1 

C
li

m
ax

 

P
ea

k
 

  3 kid that ascended B S2     

19 1 Ø thud T S1     

  2 Ø go thudding T S1     

20   Ø thudding do T S1     

21 1 Ø did T S1     

  2 3S=ATT burnt     Th S4 

  3 Ø was cooking     T S1 

  4 "1GEN-

Father", "2S-

EMPH-

EXCL" 

(dialogue) C S4 N   

22 1 father-that, 

kid-

that=ATT 

looked to see 

kid become 

bluff 

NTh   L S3 

  2   head was up     T S1 

23 1 Ø, "1S-GEN 

kid" 

(dialogue) N   T S1 

  2 Ø (dialogue)     T S1 

24   Ø, "1DU" (dialogue)     T S1 
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25   Ø, "2S-

EMPH-

EXCL" 

(dialogue) C S3     

26   Ø (dialogue) T S1     

27 1 Ø, "2S-

EMPH-

EXCL" 

(dialogue) C S1     

 
2 Ø (dialogue) T S1     

28 1 Ø did T S1      
2 father that-

ERG 

held     R S3 

 
3 Ø, that=ATT 

kid 

shot (threw) NTh   T S1 

 
4 Ø went     T S1  
5 

 
not eaten     T S1 

29 1 Ø did     T S1 

D
en

o
u
. 

P
o
st

p
ea

k
 E

p
. 

  2 3S.EMPH 

3S=ATT 

did ilagisë 

hawk 

    BTh S1 

 
3 Ø       T S1  
4 Ø       T S1 

30 1 Ø flew     T S1  
2 Ø went     T S1 

  3 Ø returned     T S1 

C
o
n
cl

u
si

o
n

 

C
lo

su
re

 31 1 Ø did bird     T S1  
2 Ø there was     T S1  
3 

 
      T S1 

32   kid that=ATT did bluff Th S4     

F
. 33     finished         

 

Chart 6: Bluff Participant Reference 
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A.3 Python 

By Duluba, 1991 

This is another traditional story. It has six participants, the most of any of the texts 

studied: two parents, three children and a black python. The parents are mentioned 

together and are treated as a single unit all but once. Similarly, except for a very short 

dialogue with Saubasilo addressing the two other children, the three children are treated 

together as a unit throughout the story. Nevertheless, more full noun phrases are used in 

this story than the others, most likely to disambiguate references. 

The story has one of the few references found of an animal being the subject of a 

sentence, but it is the subject for only for one sentence, (S11). The python continues to 

slither (S12), but the children holding on to the python become the subject of the 

remaining sentences of the episode. 

The story also has one of the clearest examples of restaging participants. The 

parents are introduced to the story, and then they leave (S8). After the children disappear, 

the parents are reintroduced to the story (S18).  

The climax of the story alternates between using zero anaphora to track 

participants and use of h-ele-do ‘EMPH-3DU-EXCL’. 

A.3.1 Interlinearized Text and Translation 

(1)    Siiba  hamo-i   sedalu ado    sä-ha. 

before do-NMLZ story  recount say-IPFV 

‘I would like to retell a story done before. 
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(2)    Udia    dolö ele-ïe    malö ohodoa  sogoba-i. 

woman  man 3DU-GEN kid  three   bear.child-PAST 

‘A couple had three children.’ 

(3)    Amo ili-ïe    ëi=da,    Legedama, Saubasilo, Mauanali. 

that 3PL-GEN name-ATT  Legedama, Saubasilo, Mauanali 

‘Their names were Legedama, Saubasilo, and Mauanali.’ 

(4)    Ili-ïe     eedo eme-la   h-ili-gila       se-fola-lea. 

3PL-GEN parents-COM  EMPH-3PL-COM  be-PL-PROG 

‘Their parents were with them. 

(5)    Eedo eme-lea  nuba  fayedilo    afädë  nea-i     

parents-PROG  snake black.python  one   get-PAST  

galöwabeo. 

narrate-HSY 

‘The parents got a black python.’ 

(6)    1. Amo nii      amo bea-la 

  that get-NMLZ  that look.at-SIM 

2. malësä  ohodoa  amo-li-a    nuba  nea-i     amo-gi  

  children three   that-3PL-ALL snake get-PAST  that-DS  

  eedo eme-le-ma  edefade-malä obeägi-i. 

  parents-3DU-IO  big-INT    rejoice-PAST 

‘When the three kids saw the snake, they were really happy with their 

parents.’ 
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(7)    1. Ama-la 

  do-SIM 

2. obeägi-sebe-gi  

  rejoice-IPFV-DS   

3. eedo eme-le-a    ili-ma  sä-halea, 

  parents-GEN-ALL 3PL-IO say-PROG 

4. dili-ea   nuba  nea-go beaha     mosöa     se-fola-mialo 

  2PL-ERG snake get-?  look.at-IPFV house-ALL be-PL-IMP 

5. alïa  nuba  gia-molö 

  1DU snake cook.in.hearth.oven-FUT 

6. wahalo  aba  awä-ha-melë-la 

  sago   chip go-IPFV-NEW-SIM 

7. sä-i 

  say-PAST 

‘While (the kids) cheered, the parents said to them, “You go to the house 

and look at the snake. We will cook it in the oven. We’re going to chop sago 

now.”’ 

(8)    1. Ama-la 

  do-SIM 

2. sä-la 

  say-SIM 

3. ïa-lahilä 

  give-SEQ 

4. eedo eme-le-a    mäsi ägüla 

  parents-3DU-ERG sago.bag carry-SIM  

5. momogolo hai-i         gau-la 

  stone    dismantle-NMLZ  hold-SIM 

6. gudu-lo      gau-la 

  hammer.NMLZ  hold-SIM 

7. wahalo  äbulö    as-i. 

  sago   chop-FUT go-PAST 

 

‘The parents carried a sago bag, a dismantled stone axe, and a hammer to go 

chop sago.’ 
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(9)    1. Awä-si-bua 

  go-PAST-WHEN 

2. malësä Legedama,  Saubasilo, Mauanali ili  nuba  amo  

  kids  Legedama  Saubasilo, Mauanali 3PL snake that 

  sigi      sa-lea   nea-la 

  watch.over  be-PROG get-SIM 

3. sa-lea   Saubasilo e-ea   sä-halea, 

  be-PROG Saubasilo 3S-ERG say-PROG 

4. Nuba  wea abilia  hamo-sebe=le-la 

  snake here how  do-PROG-INT-SIM 

5. mele-delä nilïa nuba  midifoi=we fisigä-ha=du-la 

  see-DESI 1PL snake bonds=here release-IPFV=SPEC-SIM 

6. sä-i. 

  say-PAST 

‘When they had gone, the kids Legedama, Saubasilo, and Mauanali were 

watching the snake. Saubasilo said, “How is the snake here doing? Maybe 

we can untie it?”’ 

(10) 1. Ama-la   

  do-SIM 

2. sä-sebe-gi    

  say-IPFV-DS 

3. äudä amo-le-ea=ge       

  two that-3DU-ERG-too   

4. ä   ama-lahilä 

  yes  do-SEQ 

5. nuba  midifoi  amo fisigä-i. 

  snake ties    that release.bonds-PAST 

‘While he was saying that, the other two were also saying, “Yes, let’s do 

that. Let’s untie the snake.”’ 
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(11) 1. Fisigä-i 

  untie-PAST 

2. ama-lebe 

  do-CTREXP 

3. nuba  amo sililia  awä-i, 

  snake that slither go-PAST 

4. amo=da   Alagabo diga-ia  gau  diga-la  

  that-ATT Alagabo fall-   hill  descend-SIM 

5. awä-i. 

  go-PAST 

‘Once they untied it, the snake slithered down the hill where Alagabo fell.’ 

(12) 1. Awä-se       amo-gi 

  go-SUBORD.SEQ that-DS 

2. h-ili-do       nuba  hobe-gi  ga-gau-la 

  EMPH-3PL-EXCL snake tail-LOC  ITER-hold-SIM 

3. Efelebo mi-do     neda-la 

  Efelebo base-PLACE descend-SIM 

4. Wamagula-gi   dala    aligi-i. 

  Wamagula-LOC  straight.to develop-PAST 

‘Holding tight to the snake’s tail, they went down do the base of Efelebo 

and then straight to the Wamagula River.’ 

(13) 1. Wamagula  dëgë-la 

  Wamagula  cross.river-SIM 

2. näï-ä-do          alä-madi     Waliame gau feda-la 

  other.side-ALL-PLACE  side-VICINITY Waliame hill  ascend-SIM 

3. Waliame  bia deadi-gi. 

  Waliame  top afternoon-TEMP 

‘They crossed the Wamagula. At the other side near Waliame they went to 

the top of Waliame Hill, to the top in the afternoon.’ 
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(14) 1. Deadi-gi-lahilä 

  afternoon-TEMP-SEQ 

2. Usubu gübido      awä-ha-lea 

  Usubu spring.of.water go-IPFV-PROG 

3. nuba  amo odoa-ea   hobe-gi  odoa-ea   semamia  

  snake that some-ERG  tail.LOC  some-ERG  tail 

  odoa-ea   odafa  ga-gau-ladigi-la 

  some-ERG  middle hold-hold-again-SIM 

4. awä-fia-ha   di-alea 

  go-3PL-IPFV be.PROG 

5. Ua gägo       semamia-nele Gudulube gägo 

  Ua immature.fruit  tail-      Gudulube immature.fruit 

  semamia-nele-lä  sä-sä-la 

  tail--        say-say-SIM 

6. awä-ha  difolalo. 

  go-IPFV be-PL-PAST 

‘They went to Usubu Spring, one holding on to the tail, one holding the tip 

of the tail, and one holding the middle. They went past Ua and Gudulube 

where the fruit was not ripe, and they were saying over and over, “Here we 

goǃ”’ 

(15) 1. Ama-la 

  do-SIM 

2. ä-lahilä 

  go-SEQ 

3. Hewa-ea   ilogo    saga-i-a       dabia-la 

  Hewa-ERG cordyline plant-NMLZ-ALL  cross.over-SIM 

4. Uami  nedei       neda-la 

  Uami  descend-NMLZ descend-SIM 

5. Ua oeabo bese-lagala-i. 

  Ua lake  arrive-PFV-PAST 

 

‘They went through Hewa’s cordyline garden, went down Uami’s descent, 

and came to Ua Lake.’ 
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(16) 1. Bese-lagala-lahilä   Usaba gau  feda-i     feda-la 

  arrive.PFV-SEQ  Usaba hill  ascend-NMLZ ascend-SIM 

2. Usaba gau-gi   igi   galaba amogi   nogi-i. 

  Usaba hill-LOC  stone  hole  that-LOC go.inside-PAST 

‘They went up the rise of Usaba Hill and went inside a hole in the rock.’ 

(17) 1. Amo-gi   nogi-la 

  that-LOC go.inside-SIM  

2. awä-la. 

  go-SIM 

3. ami  hogo-sa    hele-i 

  there  look.for-IPFV disappear-PAST 

‘They went inside and disappeared.’ 

(18) 1. Ama-la         

  do-SIM  

2. awä-i-bua 

  go-PAST-WHEN 

3. eedo eme-le  wahalo  aba  awä-i    amo mosö-a    obëgëla 

  parents-3DU  sago   chop go-PAST that house-ALL return-SIM 

5. bea-ha-melebe. 

  look.at-UNDESI 

‘When the children’s parents, who had been chopping sago, returned to the 

house, they looked around and were not happy.’ 

(19) Malësä  amo-la   nuba  nea-i     di-lo    amo-la 

children that-COM snake get-NMLZ  be-PAST  that-COM 

made mele-i. 

NEG see-PAST 

‘They did not see the children nor the snake they got.’ 
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(20) 1. Made  gabu-gi    

  NEG  have-DS 

2. h-ele-do       dïgï-la 

  EMPH-3DU-EXCL leave.behind-SIM 

3. nowe-lahilä 

  arise-SEQ 

4. eme-sala    isidagu-la    awä-i    amo bëgë-i. 

  mother-CAUS make.track-SIM go-NMLZ that follow.PAST 

‘Not seeing the children or the snake, they left the house behind. The father 

got up and told the mother to follow the tracks.’ 

(21) Bëgë-i     amo Wamagula-gi   dala    aligi 

follow-PAST that Wamagula-LOC  straight.to develop 

galöwabeo. 

narrate.HSY 

‘They followed the track straight to the Wamagula River.’ 

(22) 1. Ama-lahilä 

  do-SEQ 

2. ödä   dëgë-la 

  water  cross.river-SIM 

3. Waliame  gau  feda-la 

  Waliame  hill  ascend-SIM 

4. Usubu gübido      feda-la 

  Usubu spring.of.water ascend-SIM 

5. Hewa e-ea    ilogo    saga-i-a       dabia-i 

  Hewa 3S-ERG  cordyline plant-NMLZ-ALL  cross.over-PAST 

  galö-wabeo. 

  narrate-HSY 

‘They crossed the river, went up Waliame Hill, went up Usuba Spring, and 

went through Hewa’s cordyline garden.’ 
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(23) 1. Ama-se        amo-gi       

  do-SUBORD.SEQ that-LOC  

2. h-ele-do       bëgë-i     amo Uami  neda-la 

  EMPH-3DU-EXCL follow-PAST that Uami  descend-SIM 

3. Ua oeabo bese-lagala-lahilä 

  Ua lake  arrive-PFV-SEQ 

4. isidagu    negei    sisi-la   Usaba gau  feda-la 

  make.track  put-PAST mold-ABL Usaba hill  ascend-SIM 

5. igi  galaba amo-gi   nogi    galöwabeo. 

  stone cave  that-LOC go.inside  narrate-HSY 

‘Following the tracks, they went down to Uami, arrived at Lake Ua, and 

went inside the cave.’ 

(24) 1. Ama-se        amo-gi        

  do-SUBORD.SEQ that-LOC  

2. h-ele-do       Saubasilo-la    we-i       wabu 

  EMPH-3DU-EXCL Saubasilo-ABL summon-PAST REP 

 ‘They called out for Saubasilo.’ 

(25) Ama-se        amo-gi   we-i        amo 

do-SUBORD.SEQ that-LOC summon-PAST that 

idogo-sabeo. 

down.mid.distant=HSY 

‘They called and called down there.’ 

(26) 1. Legedama-o-la 

  Legedama-VOC-SIM 

2. we-se           amo-gi   we-i       amo 

  summon-SUBORD.SEQ that-LOC summon-PAST that 

  igi   galaba-gi  gidogo-mu. 

  stone  cave-LOC down.mid.distant-ONLY 

‘They called for Legedama in the cave down there.’ 
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(27) Mauanali we-se           amo-gi      we-i 

Mauanali summon-SUBORD.SEQ that-LOC summon-PAST 

amo gidogo-mu=sabeo. 

that down.mid.distant-CONT=HSY 

‘They kept calling for Mauanali.’ 

(28) 1. Ama-se        amo-gi       

  do-SUBORD.SEQ that-LOC  

2. h-ele-do       gudu-lo      gau-i     amo-ea   

  EMPH-3DU-EXCL hammer-NMLZ  hold-PAST that.ERG 

  igi  amo gudu-i       amo gudu-i      amo  

  stone that hammer-PAST that hammer-PAST that 

  we-i       amo     

  summon-PAST that 

  gidogo-mu. 

  down.mid.distant.ONLY 

‘Holding a hammer, they hammered and hammered and at the stone and 

called down there.’ 
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(29) 1. Ama-se        amo-gi       

  do-SUBORD.SEQ that-LOC  

2. h-ele-do       igi   amo gudu-i       

  EMPH-3DU-EXCL stone  that hammer-PAST 

3  gudu-i       amo we-i 

  hammer-PAST that summon-PAST 

4. amo  we-i       amo     

  that  summon-PAST that 

  gidogo-mu-se                amo-gi       

  down.mid.distant-CONT-SUBORD.SEQ that-LOC 

5  h-ele-do       memalä dadaba  nowe-la 

  EMPH-3DU-EXCL nothing mourn  arise-SIM 

6. äsolo-lahilä 

  conclude-SEQ 

7. h-ele-do       misi-hï-gi      obëgë-la 

  EMPH-3DU-EXCL gather-EMPH-LOC return-SIM 

8. obëge-i    wabu. 

  return-PAST  REP 

‘They hammered and hammered at the stone and called and called down 

there. Mourning, they got up and ended the search. They returned home.’ 

(30) Hä    amo. 

therefore that 

‘That’s all.’ 

A.3.2 Charts 

A.3.2.1 Segmentation 

No place is mentioned until sentence 7, but it is assumed that the setting of the 

first episode is a house. 
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S# Participants Action Place Time 

1 Narratator Narration None Present 

2 A woman, a man, and 

three children: 

Legedama, Saubasilo, 

Mauanali 

None Past 

3 

4 

5 Parents, children, and 

snake 

Get 

snake 6 

7 House 

8 

9 Children and snake Dialog 

10 

11 Hold 

onto 

slithering 

snake 

Away 

from the 

house 
12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 Parents Don't see 

anyone 

House 

19 

20 Followed 

tracks 

Away 

from the 

house 
21 

22 

23 

24 Call for 

children 

At the 

cave 25 

26 

27 

28 

29 Return 

30 Narratator Narration None Present 

Chart 7: Python Segmentation 
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A.3.2.2 Notional and Surface Structure 

Sentence 

# 

Notional 

Structure 

Surface 

Structure 

1-4 Exposition Stage 

5-8 Inciting Event Prepeak Episode 

9-10 Developing 

Conflict 

Prepeak Episode 

11-17 Developing 

Conflict 

Prepeak Episode 

18-19 Developing 

Conflict 

Prepeak Episode 

20-23 Developing 

Conflict 

Prepeak Episode 

24-29 Climax Peak 

30 Conclusion Finis 

Chart 8: Python Notional and Surface Structure Chart 

A.3.2.3 Participant Reference 

N
o
ti

o
n

a
l 

S
tr

u
ct

u
re

 

S
u

rf
a
ce

 S
tr

u
ct

u
r
e
 

S
en

te
n

ce
 #

 

C
la

u
se

 #
 

Gloss Action(s) P
a
re

n
ts

 

T
h

re
e 

C
h

il
d

re
n

 

P
y
h

to
n

 

E
x
p
o
si

ti
o
n
 

S
ta

g
e 

1     said       

2   woman-man 3DU-3DU, 

three kids 

bore children F F   

3   that 3PL-GEN names were   I   

4   3PL-GEN parents EMPH-

3PL 

parents with 

children 

I I   

In
ci

ti
n
g

 E
v
en

t 

P
re

p
ea

k
 E

p
is

o
d
e 5   parents, a python got B   F 

6 1 Ø, that looked at T   T 

  2 three children that-3PL, 

snake, parents-DU-IO 

happy N B T 

7 1 Ø did   T   

  2 Ø happy   T   
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  3 their parents, to them said T A   

  4 Ø (dialogue) T     

  5 Ø (dialogue) T     

  6 Ø (dialogue) T     

  7 Ø said T     

8 1 Ø did T     

  2 Ø said T     

  3 Ø gave T     

  4 parents-3DU carried T     

  5 Ø held T     

  6 Ø held T     

  7 Ø to chop went T     

9 1 Ø went T     

D
ev

el
o
p
in

g
 C

o
n
fl

ic
t 

P
re

p
ea

k
 E

p
is

o
d
e 

  2 kids Legedama Saubasilo 

Mauanali 3PL; that snake 

were watching 

over 

  B B 

  3 Saubasilo 3S said   I   

  4 Ø (dialogue)   T   

  5 Ø (dialogue)   T   

  6 Ø said   T   

10 1 Ø did   T   

  2 Ø said   T   

  3 two that-3DU (said)   I   

  4 Ø (dialogue)   T   

  5 Ø (dialogue)   T   

11 1 Ø untied   T   

  2 Ø did   T   

  3 snake that slithered     C 

  4 that=ATT descended     Th 

  5 Ø went     T 

12 1 Ø went     T 

  2 EMPH-3PL-EXCL held tail   L   

  3 Ø descended   T   

  4 Ø happened   T   

13 1 Ø crossed   T   

  2 Ø ascended   T   

  3 Ø afternoon   T   
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14 1 Ø afternoon   T   

  2 Ø went   T   

  3 some, some, some held-held   T   

  4 3PL going   T   

  5 Ø said-said   T   

  6 Ø (dialogue)   T   

15 1 Ø did   T   

  2 Ø went   T   

  3 Ø crossed   T   

  4 Ø descended   T    
5 Ø arrived   T   

16 1 Ø ascended   T    
2 Ø went inside   T   

17 1 Ø went inside   T    
2 Ø went   T    
3 Ø disappeared   T   

18 1 Ø did   T   

  2 Ø went   T   

D
ev

. 
C

o
n
fl

ic
t 

P
re

. 
E

p
. 

  3 parents-3DU chopped went R      
4 Ø returned T      
5 Ø looked at T     

19   Ø, children that, snake that not see T T T 

20 1 Ø not have T     

D
ev

el
o
p
in

g
 C

o
n
fl

ic
t 

P
re

p
ea

k
 E

p
is

o
d
e
 

 
2 EMPH-DU-EXCL leave behind B      
3 Ø arose T      
4 Ø, mother follow T     

21   Ø follow T     

22 1 Ø did T      
2 Ø crossed T      
3 Ø ascended T      
4 Ø ascended T     

  5 Ø crossed T     

23 1 Ø did T     

  2 Ø, EMPH-3DU-EXCL descended T T   

  3 Ø arrived T     

  4 Ø ascended T     

  5 Ø went inside T     
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24 1 Ø did T     

C
li

m
ax

 

P
ea

k
 

  2 EMPH-3DU-EXCL called for B     

25   Ø called for T     

26 1 Ø   T     

  2 Ø called for T     

27   Ø called for T     

28 1 Ø did T     

  2 EMPH-3DU-EXCL hammered, 

hammered 

C     

29 1 Ø did T     

  2 EMPH-3DU-EXCL hammered C     

  3 Ø called for T     

  4 Ø called for T     

  5 EMPH-3DU-EXCL mourn arose C     

  6 Ø concluded T     

  7 EMPH-3DU-EXCL returned C     

  8 Ø returned T     

C F 30             

Chart 9: Python Participant Reference 
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A.4 Cassowary 

By Duluba, circa 1991 

This is the story of an actual event. A cassowary is a very large bird, nearly the 

size of an ostrich, and it is one of the largest animals found in the entire region. It is an 

important source of meat. 

The cassowary in this story is one of the few examples of a non-human, sentient 

participant. It is introduced by one of the longest noun phrases in the texts, and yet the 

human participants are not reintroduced. This may indicate that the cassowary is not 

considered to be a participant by Edolo standards. 

A.4.1 Interlinearized Text and Translation 

(1)    1. Nogobe e  hï-e-do        segebi    Gabalä  bi-a 

     Nogobe 3S EMPH-3S-EXCL  mountain Gabalä  mountain-ALL  

  Fada    mosö  uli-molö-ïe    

  mountain house build-FUT-PURP 

2. ëfë  dusuga-la 

  vine pull-SIM 

3. as-i    wabu. 

  go-past  REP 

‘Nogobe went to Mt. Gabalä by himself, pulling vines along, to build the 

pastor's house, it's been said.’ 
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(2)    1. Ama-i     amo ëfë  dusuga-la as-i     amo 

  PROV-PAST that vine pull-SIM  go-PAST that 

2. ëfë  dusuga-la 

  vine pull-SIM 

3. gau-la 

  hold-SIM 

4. mosö-a    obëgë-salea  bea-ha-melöabe 

  house-ALL return-PROG look.at-IPFV-PERJ 

5. waibo       afädë  bë-i       diga-ha  ne-lo  

  curly.leaf.palm one   ripen-NMLZ  fall-IPFV be-PAST 

6. galö-wabeo. 

  narrate-HSY 

‘Returning home, pulling some vine along, he saw some fallen ripe, black 

palm fruit.’ 

(3)    1. Ama-i     amo bea-ha-melöabe    waibo      amo 

  PROV-PAST that look.at-IPFV-PERJ curly.leaf.palm that 

2. widaea   salë-lo   galö-wabeo. 

  cassowary trap-IRR  narrate-HSY 

‘Looking at the fruit he saw that cassowaries had been eating them.’ 
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(4)    1. Ama-se          amo-gi   wida      amo  

  PROV-SUBORD.SEQ that-LOC cassowary  that 

  ge-molö          helësë-lahilä 

  set.cassowary.snare-FUT think-SEQ 

2. ëfë  goome-lahilä 

  vine make.noose-SEQ 

3. imelë    aba  ä-lahilä 

  trap.spring chop go-SEQ 

4. waibo      mi-do     amo    gogo-la 

  curly.leaf.palm base-PLACE thatgo.around.SEQ 

5. amale-lahilä   

  encircle-SEQ  

6. ge-i             wabu. 

  set.cassowary.snare-PAST REP 

‘He thought to snare the cassowary. He made a noose, went to cut a trigger 

for it, and wrapped the vine around the foot of a black palm and set the 

trap.’ 

(5)    1. Ge-si-lahilä            deadi    obëgë-la 

  set.cassowary.snare-BEN-SEQ afternoon return-SIM 

2. maa-la 

  come-SIM  

3. mosö-a    adi     wabu. 

  house-ALL lie-PAST REP 

‘He set the trap, and he went back home and slept.’ 

(6)    1. Dia-la 

  sleep-SIM 

2. yose   mosö  amo ola  awä-fu  ma-fusa   ne-be-gi. 

  morning house that build go-ITER come-ITER be-IPFV-DS 

‘The next day he was going back and forth building the house.’ 
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(7)    1. Segeyo ohodoa  dialahilä 

  day   three   lie-SEQ 

2. biyidu-gi   ïe   udia   Faleme  ele-ea   e-efege   Magila  

  four-TEMP GEN woman  Faleme  3DU-ERG 3GEN-son Magila  

  ele-ea   sale gosa-I     amo abodo-la 

  3DU-ERG trap hang-NMLZ  that check.trap-SIM 

3. awä-i   wabu. 

  go-PAST REP 

‘After three nights, his wife Faleme and their son Magila went on the fourth 

day to check the trap he had set.’ 

(8)    1. Amo abodo-la 

  that check.trap-SIM 

2. ä-ha-melöäbe  wida    ge-i-a                sida 

  go-IPFV-PERJ cassowary set.cassowary.snare-NMLZ-ALL look 

  ga-ha-melöäbe 

  away-IPFV-PERJ 

3. wida    gei              amo fädäla fedei  

  cassowary set.cassowary.snare-NMLZ that clearly ascend-PAST 

  galö-wabeo. 

  narrate-HSY 

  ‘They checked the snare they saw that it had caught a cassowary.’ 

(9)    Wida    nimide  sä-molö asusuga-i    edefade-malä, 

cassowary very.big say-FUT confuse-NMLZ big-INT 

yabui  sä-molö asusuga-i    edefade-malä gau-i 

be.black say-FUT confuse-NMLZ big-INT    held-PAST 

di-wabeo. 

lie-HSY 

‘A cassowary so big that it boggled the mind, and so black it boggled the 

mind, lay there, snared.’ 
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(10) 1. Ama-se        amo-gi   bobagu-lahilä 

  do-SUBORD.SEQ that-LOC rush-SEQ 

2. awä-lahilä 

  go-SEQ 

3. emo gïgï  së-i      galö-wabeo. 

  leg  cramp hurt-PAST  narrate-HSY 

‘They ran away until their legs cramped and hurt.’ 

(11) 1. Abeahä-la 

  how-SIM 

2. nufu-lö=du-la 

  kill-FUT=SPEC-SIM 

3. helësë-lahilä. 

  think-SEQ 

‘They thought, how are we going to kill it?’ 

(12) 1. Ama-se       amo-gi    aso  made-lahilä 

  do-SUBORD.SEQ that-TEMP wait NEG-SEQ 

2. helebe-ea     baiala aba  nea-lahilä 

  bush.knife-ERG  club  chop get-SEQ 

3. nufide-delä   

  kill-DESI 

4. baiala gala-ia=da-i           amo-le 

  club  raise.weapon-LIG-ATT-PAST that-3DU 

5. wida    edefade-malä gau-i-de      amo hësa-lahilä 

  cassowary big-INT    hold-NMLZ-BIG that break.away-SEQ 

6. ele  dïgï-la 

  3DU leave.behind-SIM 

7. mo-molö-i    asi     wabu. 

  go-FUT-NMLZ go-PAST REP 

‘Without waiting, they got machetes and cutting clubs. They wanted to kill 

it. They raised their cutting clubs, but that big, snared cassowary broke away 

and left them behind.’ 
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(13) 1. Ama-se         

  do-SUBORD.SEQ 

2. amo-gi   wida    amo hä    nufu-lö  nege-i   amo hä 

  that-LOC cassowary that  therefore kill.FUT put-PAST that therefore  

  awä-i      amo gabu-la 

  go-NMLZ  that think-SEQ 

3. helësë-lahilä 

  have-SIM 

4. Faleme-le     efege-le  edefade-malä asigi-lahilä 

  Falemele-GEN son-GEN big-IN     think-SEQ 

5. gesami ä-lahilä 

  covet  go-SEQ 

6. wida    amo-gi      hame  ä-la 

  cassowary that-LOC want  go-SIM 

7. mosö-a    obëgë-la 

  house-ALL return-SIM 

8. ma-i     wabu. 

  come-PAST REP 

‘The chance to kill the cassowary had passed, they thought. Faleme and her 

son thought hard about how they really wanted that cassowary when they 

returned to the house.’ 
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(14) 1. Obëgë-la 

  return-SIM 

2. maa-la 

  come-SIM 

3. mosöa    deadi    Nogobe hamo-i   hamo-la 

  house-ALL afternoon Nogobe do-NMLZ do-SIM 

4. as-i     obëgë-sebe-gi 

  go-PAST return-IPFV-DS 

5. e-ma  sähalea, 

  3S-IO say-PROG 

6. Adagu-do, wida    somoda-labio    nege-i   gaso. 

  Adagudo, cassowary pull.out-CTRFACT put-PAST almost 

‘They came home that afternoon, and as Nogobe was returning from doing 

his work, she said to him, "Adagu-Father, we almost got the cassowary.’ 

(15) 1. Gau-i     nudu-sa    ne-be-gi 

  hold-NMLZ fight-IMPFV be-IPFV-DS 

2. bese-lagala-i. 

  arrive-PFV-PAST 

‘“It was held by the trap and fighting when we arrived. 

(16) 1. Ama-i   amo alï-a   nufi-de-delä   hamosa 

  do-NMLZ that 1D-ERG kill-INT-DESI  become-IPFV  

  ne-be-gi 

  be.IPFV-DS 

2. hësa-la       a-si=melë,  

  break-away-SIM go- -NEW 

3. ama-la 

  do-SIM 

4. säi     wabu. 

  say-PAST REP 

‘“The two of us really wanted to kill it, but it broke away”, she said. 
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(17) 1. Ama-la sä-sebe-gi 

  do-SIM say-IPFV-DS 

2. Nogobe-ea    sä-halea, 

  Nogobea-ERG  say-PROG, 

3. Edefade-malä hame  ä-lahilä 

  big-INT    want  go-SEQ 

4. Nogobe-ea=ge   edefade-malä hame  ä-lahilä sie, 

  Nogobe-ERG-too big-INTS   want  go-SEQ dejection 

5. ama-la  sä-i     wabu. 

  do-SIM go-PAST REP 

‘Nogobe said, “I really want to go.” He wanted go but was dejected.’ 

(18) 1. Ama-la 

  do-SIM 

2. sä-lahilä 

  go-SEQ 

3. dia-la 

  sleep-SIM 

4. yose   amo-gi    wida    hësä-la       as-i 

  morning REL.TEMP cassowary break.away-SIM  go-PAST 

  amo oböla 

  that then 

5. Nogobe hï bu    bea   as-i     wabu. 

  Nogobe 3S.EMPH look.at go-PAST REP 

‘He slept and, the morning after the cassowary broke away, Nogobe himself 

went to look.’ 

(19) Bea  ä-ha-melöäbe  wida    amo hä   dofä mo-holö-i 

look go-IPFV-PERJ cassowary that therefore true go-FUT-NMLZ 

as-i     galö-wabeo. 

go-PAST narrate-HSY 

‘The cassowary truly had gone. 
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(20) Emesa-i       amo bëgë-la-melöabe 

make.track.NMLZ that follow-SIM-PERJ 

ügülo gau-la 

dog  hold-SIM 

bëgë-la-melöabe 

follow-SIM-PERJ 

bëgë-la-melöabe. 

follow-SIM-PERJ 

‘He followed the tracks with a dog. And followed. And followed. 

(21) Hä     adabo-molöï adaboi bea-la 

therefore  escape-POT escape look-SIM 

hame  ä-lahilä 

want  go-SEQ 

fisi-molöï fis-i     wabu. 

cease-POT cease-PAST REP 

‘So escaping was possible and he wanted to go. Then he might stop and he 

did.’ 

(22) Hä    amo. 

therefore that 

‘That’s it.’ 

(23) Agui. 

finish-PAST 

 

‘Finished.’ 
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A.4.2 Charts 

A.4.2.1 Segmentation 

S# Participants Action Place Time 

1 Nogobe Pull vines Mt. Gabalä 

top 

Past 

2 Set trap Return to 

house 3 

4 

5 

6 Building a 

house 

House Past, 

next 

day 

7 Faleme, 

Magila 

Found 

cassowary 

Trap 

location 

Past, 

three 

days 

later 

8 

9 

10 

11 Attempt to 

kill 

cassowary 
12 

13 

14 Faleme, 

Nogobe 

Faleme 

tells what 

happened 

House 

15 

16 

17 

18 Nogobe Looks for 

cassowary 

Trap Site 

19 

20 

21 

22 Narrrator Summation None Present 

23 

 

Chart 10: Cassowary Segmentation 
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A.4.2.2 Notional and Surface Structures 

Sentence 

# 

Notional 

Structure 

Surface 

Structure 

1-2.3 Exposition Stage 

2.4-6.2 Inciting Event Prepeak Episode 

7-10 Developing 

Conflict 

Prepeak Episode 

11-14.2 Climax Peak 

14.3-18.4 Denouement Postpeak Episode 

18.5-21 Postpeak Episode 

22 Conclusion Closure 

23 Finis 

Chart 11: Cassowary Notional and Surface Structures 

A.4.2.3 Participant Reference 
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t 

S
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1   Nogobe 3S 3S.EMPH-

EXCL 

pull vines, 

build house 

F     

  2 Ø   T     

  3 Ø   T     

2 1 Ø pull vines T     

  2 Ø   T     

  3 Ø   T     

P
re

p
ea

k
 E

p
is

o
d
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  4 Ø return to 

house 

T     

  5 Ø saw fruit T     

  6 Ø   T     

3 1 Ø look fruit T     

  2 Ø to set trap T     

4 1 Ø thought set 

snare 

T     
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  2 Ø made noose T     

  3 Ø chopped 

spring 

T     

  4 Ø went around T     

  5 Ø encircled T     

  6 Ø set snare T     

5 1 Ø returned T     

  2 Ø came T     

  3 Ø slept T     

6 1 Ø slept T     

  2 Ø built house T     

D
ev

el
o
p
in

g
 C
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fl
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P
re

p
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k
 E

p
is
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d
e
 

7 1   was       

  2 woman Feleme 3DU 

3GEN-son Magila check trap 

  F   

  3 Ø went   T   

8 1 Ø check trap   T   

  2 PL, PL look       

  3 cassowary trap sprung     F 

9 1 Ø, great big cassowary 

beyond words and 

black beyond 

description 

lie   T I 

10 1 Ø rushed   T   

  2 Ø went   T   

  3 Ø legs 

cramped 

  T   

C
li

m
ax

 

P
ea

k
 

11 1 Ø thought how   T   

  2 Ø kill   T   

  3 Ø think   T   

12 1 Ø not wait   T   

  2 Ø got knife   T   

  3 Ø wanted kill   T   

  4 that-3DU, very big 

cassowary hold-

NMLZ-BIG 

broke away   C R 

  5 Ø, 3DU leave behind   N T 

  6 Ø went     T 

13 1 Ø thought to 

kill passed 

    T 
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  2 Ø, cassowary that thought   T N 

  3 Ø have   T   

  4 Faleme, son thought 

much 

  T   

  5 Ø coveted   T   

  6 Ø went   T   

  7 Ø returned   T   

  8 Ø came   T   

14 1 Ø returned   T   

  2 Ø came   T   

D
en

o
u
em

en
t P
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st

p
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 E

p
is
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  3 Nogobe did N     

  4 Ø returned   T   

  5 Ø said   T   

  6 "Adagudo", 

"cassowary" 

(dialogue) N T N 

15 1 Ø (dialogue)   T   

  2 Ø (dialogue)   T   

16 1 1D (dialogue)   T   

  2 Ø (dialogue)   T   

  3 Ø (dialogue)   T   

  4 Ø said   T   

17 1 Ø said   T   

  2 Nogobe-ERG said R     

  3 Ø (dialogue) T     

  4 Nogobe-ERG wanted go T     

  5 Ø went T     

18 1 Ø did T     

  2 Ø went T     

  3 Ø slept T     

  4 cassowary went T     

P
o
st

p
ea

k
 E

p
is

o
d
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  5 Nogobe 3S.EMPH went B     

19   Ø went T     

20 1 Ø followed T     

  2 Ø dog held T     

  3 Ø followed T     

  4 Ø followed T     

21 1 Ø escaped T     

  2 Ø went T     
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  3 Ø ceased T     

C
o
n
. 

C
. 

22   Ø         

F
. 23   Ø finished       

 

Chart 12:Cassowary Participant Reference
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A.5 Payback 

Author unknown53, circa 1992 

Like the story of The Cassowary, this is also a story of an actual event. However, 

this is an account of a historical event passed down through the generations. It is 

unknown how old the story is. 

Subjects in Edolo narratives are nearly always human, and occasionally animals, 

but this narrative has a rare occurrence of anthropomorphic taro plants personified as 

talking to each other in the wind (S5). This is “a reference to the leaves turning in the 

wind like they are talking to each other” (Gossner 1995, narrative notes). 

On first glance, it appears that only Wasaweido are carrying taro back to their 

brothers. However, it soon becomes apparent that some men are traveling with them. As 

noted in Section 3.5.2, individual members of the group may be singled out but not 

necessarily part of a different subject. In (S8) to (S1), the Wasaweido group is considered 

the same subject. Nouns and pronouns are used in ordinary tracking to disambiguate 

between group members. 

In the surface structure, two stories together join together to form a whole. First, a 

woman is killed and the first peak is marked by three instances of h-ili-do ‘EMPH-3P-

EXCL’ when the men find her in (S20). The second story has to do with the woman’s 

                                                 

53 Gossner thinks the author may have been Dagili, husband of Nuba. It may also have 

been Guabo, husband of Nawali. Both men are deceased (Gossner, narrative notes). 

Written permission to use the story was given by Duluba and is on file. 
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brother Busa. He offers a soliloquy filled with a grief, then he raises an army to exact 

revenge. The second peak occurs when the army returns home in victory, amid shouts of 

celebration. However, in the deeper, notional level, the conflict keeps building the army 

returns victorious. 

A.5.1 Interlinearized Text and Translation 

(1)    1.  Gabulusado e-yaua-la         ili-ea    dolö ado nii Nabula 

   Gabulusado 3GEN-forefather-ABL 3PL-ERG man enemy Nabula 

  fii  mosö  gobe-i   amo ado. 

  clan house burn-past that talk 

‘The story of the Gabulusado forefathers burning down the houses of their 

Nabula enemies.’ 

(2)    Siiba-falï   Isäba idogo       ilo       damu-la näu  

before-INT Isäba down.mid.distant virgin.jungle  cut-SIM taro  

saga-i    wabu. 

plant-PAST REP 

‘A long, long time ago, Isäba Village down below cut down the virgin junge 

and planted taro.’ 

(3)    Näu  saga-i     amo malei  bäui     wabu. 

taro plant-NMLZ  that many  grow-PAST REP 

‘Many taro plants grew.’ 

(4)    Näu  malei  bäui     amo di-alea. 

taro many  grow-PAST that be-PROG 

‘There were many of those plants growing.’ 

(5)    Näu  amo-li-ea    ado  diga-lo  amo hamo=sabeo. 

taro that-3PL-ERG  talk fall-IRR that do.HSY 

‘The taro leaves talked to each other.’ 
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(6)    1. Ama-se        amo-gi        

  do-SUBORD.SEQ that-LOC 

2. ili-ea    näu  saga-i amo   gisi  no-lahilä   

  3PL-ERG taro plant-NMLZ  that grass weed-SEQ  

  näu  aligi-mäia    bea-ha     se-fola-lo   wabu 

  taro develop-HORT look.at-IPFV be-PL-PAST  REP 

‘The people weeded the grass from the taro and were looking to grow it. 

(7)    1. Bea-ha     se-fola-lo-lahilä     

  look.at-IPFV be-PL-PAST-SEQ  

2. näu  amo aligi-i      di-be   amo-gi   näu 

  taro that develop-PAST  be-IPFV that-LOC taro  

  amo besela-la     

  that take.out-SIM   

3. udia dolö odoa-gali sogo-i      wabu. 

  people   some-DAT share-PAST  REP 

‘The people pulled up some of the taro they had been growing shared some 

of it.’ 

(8)    1. Ama-lahilä näu  amo-gi   odoa beselalahilä  

  do-SEQ   taro that-LOC some take.out-SEQ 

2. ägü-la 

  carry-SIM 

3. Wasaweido udia   e-elefi-gali           ägü-la  

  Wasaweido woman  3GEN-opp.sex.sibling-DAT carry-SIM 

4. Wamagula  mi-gi    Alusi-gi   dëgë-molö    awä-i    wabu. 

  Wamagula  base-LOC Alusi-LOC cross.river-FUT go-PAST REP 

 ‘The women of Wasaweido Village carried some of the taro they had pulled 

to take to their brothers, crossing the Wamagula River at the Alusi crossing.’ 
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(9)    1. Awä-i    amo idiafa     ödä   ëi    Dalowogi    

  go-PAST that along.the.road water  name  Dalowo-LOC 

  dia-halea  sïdë-ea     baago-sebe-gi, 

  be-PROG hunger-LOC  dying.from.hunger-IPFV-DS 

2. wahalo  nafade afädë  Nabula  fii  mi-a     aba-i     wabu. 

  sago   be.bad one   Nabula  clan base-ALL chop-PAST REP 

 ‘Going down the path along the riven named Dalowo, they were dying from 

hunger, and they chopped down a bad sago owned by the Nabula clan at the 

base. 

(10) 1. Aba-la 

  chop-SIM 

2. sadia  idogo-lahilä, 

  throw down.mid.distant-SEQ 

3. fudu  amo doge-i       wabu. 

  sheath that peel.away-PAST REP 

‘They chopped it down and peeled away the outer sheath of the palm.’ 

(11) 1. Fudu  doga-la  

  sheath peel-SIM 

2. nege-si-lahilä 

  put-BEN-SEQ 

3. a-di-di-i       wabu. 

  ITER-sleep-PAST  REP 

‘They peeled away and threw out the sheath, and slept and slept.’ 

(12) 1. Dia-la 

  sleep-SIM 

2. yose   amo-gi   wahalo  amo ga-la  

  morning that-LOC sago   that split-SIM 

3. gudu-i      wabu. 

  hammer-PAST REP 

‘They rose the next morning, split the sago, and hammered it out.’ 
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(13) 1. Gudu-la 

  hammer-SIM 

2. nege-si-lahilä 

  put-BEN-SEQ 

3. udia   afädë  amo-ea    däila-ha  na-mialo-lahilä, 

  woman  one   that-ERG  beat-IPFV stand-IMP-SEQ 

4. dolö ohodoa  amo-li  hogo-i    hogo-la 

  man three   that-3PL hunt-NMLZ hunt-SIM 

5. awä-fia-i    wabu. 

  go-PL-PAST REP 

‘Once they had hammered and taken care of the sago, they told the woman 

to stay and beat it, and the three mem went hunting.’ 

(14) 1. Hogo-la 

  hunt-SIM 

2. awä-i-bua 

  go-PAST-WHEN 

3. udia   amo hïdo    wahalo  däila-ha  nelo wabu 

  woman  that 3S.EMPH sago   beat-IPFV be  REP 

 ‘When they went hunting, the woman herself was (alone) beating the sago.’ 
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(15) 1. Hï-do       wahalo  däila-ha  nee-be  amo-gi, 

  3S.EMPH-EXCL sago   beat-IPFV be-IPFV that-LOC 

2. wahalo e-edo      Nabula  fii  amo bese-lagala-lahilä 

  sago  3GEN-owner Nabula  clan that arrive-PFV-SEQ 

3. ili-le    wahalo  aba-i     gabu-ia-lahilä 

  3PL-GEN sago   chop-PAST have-?-SEQ 

4. udia   amo dadia  nida  baago-la 

  woman  that bow  shoot  die-SIM 

5. negesi-lahilä 

  put-SEQ 

6. awä-i    wabu. 

  go-PAST REP 

‘That woman herself was beating sago there and the Nabula Clan sago 

owners arrived, their sago was chopped. They shot the woman with their 

bows and she died. They put her aside and they went away.’ 

(16) 1. Udia   nufuda nege-si-la 

  woman  kill   put-BEN-SIM 

2. walio  made  awä-i-bua     e-goa-la-li 

  today  NEG  go-PAST-WHEN 3GEN-husband-COM-3PL 

  hogo-i    hogo-la 

  hunt-NMLZ hunt-SIM  

3. awä-i 

  go-PAST 

‘They killed the woman more than a day after her husband and the other 

hunters went hunting.’ 

(17) Amo deadi    bese-lagala-ha-melebe  udia   amo made  

that afternoon arrive-PFV-IPFV-?   woman  that NEG 

galö-wabeo. 

narrarate-HSY 

That afternoon, the woman was not there. 
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(18) 1. Ama-se        amo-gi   abilia  hamo-i=du=la   

  do-SUBORD.SEQ that-LOC how  do-PAST=SPEC=COM 

  hogo-salea-melebe  

  look.for-PROG-?    

2. wahalo  däila-i-a      ami nufuda nege-i    

  sago   beat-NMLZ-ALL there kill   put-PAST 

  diwabeo. 

  lie-HSY 

‘They looked around to see how it might have happened, and the dead 

woman lying there. 

(19) 1. Ama-se        amo-gi   h-ili-do       didigao-sa 

  do-SUBORD.SEQ that-LOC EMPH-3PL-EXCL wail-IPFV 

  di-fola-lo-lahilä 

  be-PL-PAST-SEQ 

2. nea-la 

  get-SIM 

3. nege-si-lahilä 

  put-BEN-SEQ 

4. abodo-di-la 

  which-SIDE-SIM 

5. maa-la 

  come-SIM 

6. nufuda nege-si-la 

  kill   put-BEN-SIM 

7. awä-i    walebele=la    bea-ha-melebe 

  go-PAST question=COMP look.at-IPFV- 

8. Nabula fii  mosö-a    awä-lo   idi  amo-gi   awä-la 

  Nabula clan house-ALL go-IRR path that-LOC go-SIM 

9. awä-i  galö-wabeo. 

  go-PAST narrate-HSY 

‘They were wailing. They questioned which side the enemy came, killed 

her, and went away. They saw a path going off to the Nabula clan 

longhouse.’ 
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(20) 1. Ama-se        

  do-SUBORD.SEQ 

2. amo-gi   h-ili-do       bea-la 

  that-LOC EMPH-3PL-EXCL look.at-SIM 

3. ami-lahilä 

  there-SEQ 

4. h-ili-do       nufi-i     amo gau-la 

  EMPH-3PL-EXCL kill-NMLZ that hold-SIM 

5. h-ili-do        misi  wabu. 

  EMPH-3PL-EXCL come  REP 

‘When they saw that there, they carried the dead woman and came back.’ 

(21) 1. Gau-la    

  hold-SIM  

2. ma-i      amo ma-i      amo ma-i      amo maa-la, 

  come-NMLZ that come-NMLZ that come-NMLZ that come-SIM 

3. Salado bese-lagala-la 

  Salado arrive-PFV-SIM 

4. baago-i   amo maa-la 

  die-NMLZ  that come-SIM 

5. ödä   Migi-gi  daala    aligi-la 

  water  Migi-LOC straight.to develop-SIM 

6. dëgë-la 

  cross.river-SIM 

7. we-di   gau  amo feda-la 

  here-SIDE hill  that ascend-SIM 

8. deadi-gi-la        maala  

  afternoon-TEMP-SIM  come-SIM 

9. Isäba  baui   wabu. 

  Isäba  mortuate REP 

‘Holding her, they came, and came, and came. They arrived at Salado 

Village with the dead. They went straight to the Migi River, crossed over, 

and went up in the afternoon. They went to Isäba Village and put her 

remains on a burial platform.’ 
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(22) 1. Bausi-la 

  mortuate-SIM 

2. sa-lea  elefi       Busaea  gomalä  dï-i     wabu. 

  be-IPFV opp.sex.sibiling Busa-ea like.this cry-PAST REP 

‘Putting her on the platform, her brother Busa cried out like this:’ 

(23) 1. Ne-elefi-e,          di  nufu-lö  dadi-ea   sögi-la 

  1S-opp.sex.sibilng-VOC 2S kill-FUT bow-INS  pull-SIM  

2. gau-la 

  hold-SIM 

3. maa-sebe-gi=da 

  come-IPFV-DS-ATT 

4. dia=da  ne=la=da     sä-i-le. 

  be-ATT 1S-COMP-ATT say-PAST-INT 

  ‘“My sister! While they were coming to pull the bowstring to kill you, 

did you say anything to me?”’ 

(24) 1. Ne=la    asigi-i=le     ma di-hï-do     bobodoala  

  1S-COMP think-PAST=INT or 2S-EMP-EXCL ruin     

  baago-la 

  die-SIM 

2. diga-i=le=la       dï-i     wabu. 

  fall-PAST-INT-COMP cry-PAST REP 

“‘Did you think anything, or were you so ruined you died and fell?” 

(25) 1. Ama-la 

  do-SIM 

2. dïi-sa    ne-lo-lahilä     

  cry-IPFV be-PAST-SEQ  

3. elefi       amo-ea   dolö hobe nea-i     wabu. 

  opp.sex.sibling that-ERG man army get-PAST REP 

‘After crying, the brother got an army of men.’ 
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(26) 1. Hobe nea-la 

  army get-SIM 

2. agu-lahilä 

  complete-SEQ 

3. mosö  gobe-la  

  house burn-SIM 

4. nufu-lö  awä-fia-i    wabu. 

  kill-FUT go-PL-PAST REP 

‘He finished getting an army. They went to go burn down houses and to 

kill.’ 

(27) 1. Awä-fia-halea ili-ea    mibe dëdë-la  

  go-PL-PROG 3PL-ERG bark write-SIM 

2. udia   bigisia hamola  

  woman  picture do-SIM 

3. dolö bigisia hamo-lahilä 

  man picture do-SEQ 

4. gau-la 

  hold-SIM 

5. awä-i    wabu. 

  go-PAST REP 

‘They drew a picture of a woman on bark and a picture of a man. They 

carried these as they went.’ 

(28) 1. Amo hamo-la 

  that do-SIM 

2. gau-lahilä 

  carry-SEQ 

3. dolö hobe nea-i     amo awä-fia-i    wabu. 

  man army get-NMLZ  that go-PL-PAST REP 

‘Doing that, the army went out.’ 
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(29) 1. Awä-fia-la 

  go-PL-SIM 

2. Wamagula dëgë-la 

  Wamagula cross.river-SIM 

3. Wamagale fisale  dabia-la 

  Wamagele ridge  cross.over-SIM 

4. Bugule-gi   daa-la  

  Bugule-LOC  straight.to-SIM 

5. Bugule dëgë-la 

  Bugule cross.over-SIM 

6. Mealü bese-lagala-lahilä, 

  Mealü arrive-PFV-SEQ 

7. Mealü fele  neda-la 

  Mealü ridge descend-SIM 

8. Nabula  fii  mosö-a    bese-laga-lalahilä 

  Nabula  clan house-ALL arrive-PFV-SEQ 

9. mosö  gobe-la 

  house cook-SIM 

10. udia dolö   malësä  sä-molö asusuga-i   amo nufi wabu. 

  men women  children say-FUT confuse-PAST that kill  REP 

‘They crossed the Wamagula River, crossed Wamagale Ridge, and went 

straight to the Bugule River. They crossed that, arrived at Mealü, and went 

down Mealü Ridge. They arrived at the Nabula Clan and burned the houses. 

Men, women, and children would say it boggled the mind how many were 

killed.’  

(30) 1. Nufuda-ha maade-lahilä 

  kill-IPFV finish-SEQ 

2. nufi amo dagabo-la 

  kill  that cut-SIM 

3. ägü-i  wabu. 

  carry  REP 

‘They finished killing, butchered those they had killed and carried them 

away.’ 
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(31) 1. Odoa  sagäï      dea-la 

  some  butcher.scraps take.up-SIM 

2. gobe-la 

  cook-SIM 

3. na-ha       difolalo-lahilä, 

  consume-IPFV be-PL-PAST-SEQ 

4. dolö dagabo-i   amo ägü-la 

  man cut-NMLZ  that carry-SIM 

5. mo-fia-i     wabu. 

  come-PL-PAST REP 

‘They picked up some of the scraps, cooked, and ate them. They carried 

back some of the cuts of men with them.’ 

(32) 1. Maa-la 

  come-SIM 

2. Bugule  dëgë-la 

  Bugule  cross.river-SIM 

3. maa-la 

  come-SIM 

4. Wamagula dëgë-i       wabu. 

  Wamagula cross.river-PAST REP 

‘They came back and crossed the Bulule River. They came back and crossed 

the Wamagula river.’ 
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(33) 1. Wamagula dëgë-la 

  Wamagula cross.river-SIM 

2. we-di   gau  amo feda-la 

  here-SIDE hill  that ascend-SIM 

3. Isäba  h-ili     mosö-a    bese-lagala-lahilä 

  Isäba  EMPH-3PL house-ALL arrive-PFV-SEQ 

4. bulubulu-la 

  ITER-shout-SIM 

5. mosö-a    bese-lagala-i    wabu. 

  house-ALL arrive-PFV-PAST REP 

‘They crossed the Wamagula and came up that side of the hill. Isäba arrived 

at the house shouting and shouting.’ 

(34) 1. Bulu-bulu-la 

  ITER-shout-SIM 

2. bese-lagala-sebe-gi, 

  arrive-PFV-IPFV-DS 

3. mosö-a    se-fola-lo   

  house-ALL be-PL-PAST   

4. amo-li-ea   dolö nufuda-la 

  that-3PL-ERG man kill-SIM 

5. ägü-la 

  carry-SIM 

6. maa-halea   bulu-bulu-la 

  come-PROG  ITER-shout-SIM 

7. maa-sebe-la 

  come-IPFV-SIM 

8. helësë-lahilä 

  think-SEQ 

9. obeägï-i     wabu. 

  rejoice-PAST REP 

‘When they arrived shouting and shouting, those in the houses thought the 

men who had gone out to kill were coming back, carrying their kill and 

shouting, and they were happy. 
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(35) 1. Ili  dolö nufi-i     amo gia-la. 

  3PL man kill-NMLZ that cook-SIM 

2. ma-i       wabu 

  consume-PAST REP 

‘They cooked the men killed and ate them.’ 

(36) 1. Dolö Nabula   fii amo=da     yafie  fi-i     gaso, 

  man Nabula  clan that=ATT  many  sit-PAST  but 

2. Gabulusado-ea  nufuda-ha maade-lahilä, 

  Gablulsado-ERG kill-IPFV finish-SEQ 

3. Nabula  fii  sege elabu   dia-lea. 

  Nabula  clan place deserted be-PROG 

‘The men of Nabula Clan were many, but the Gabulusado Clan killed them 

all. The Nabula Clan’s place is now now deserted. 

(37) Hä    amo. 

therefore that 

‘That’s all.’ 

(38) Agu-i. 

finish-PAST 

‘Finished.’ 

 

A.5.2 Charts 

A.5.2.1 Segmentation 

S# Participants Action Place Time 

1 Narrator Narration None Present 

2 Isäba Village Plant taro Garden A long time 

before 3 

4 

5 
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6 

7 

8 Wasaweido 

Village people 

Made sago Dalowo River 

Path 9 

10 

11 

12 Next morning 

13 Men go hunting, 

woman made sago 14 

15 Nabula clan 

owners 

Shot remaining 

Wasaweido 

woman 
16 

17 Wasaweido men Inspected scene That 

afternoon 18 

19 

20 Return Path, Isäba 

Village 21 

22 Busa (the dead 

woman's brother) 

Soliloquy Isäba Village Past 

23 

24 

25 Busa and the 

army of men 

Busa builds an 

army 26 

27 

28 Army Conquered Nabula 

Clan 

Nabula Clan 

houses 29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 Celebration Isäba Village 

35 

36 Narrator Narration 

37 None Present 

38 

 

Chart 13: Payback Segmentation 
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A.5.2.2 Notional and Surface Structures 

Sentence 

# 

Notional 

Structure 

Surface 

Structure 

1 Exposition Title 

2-8.2 Stage 

8.3-11 Inciting Incident Prepeak Episode 

12-14 Prepeak Episode 

15-16 Prepeak Episode 

17-22.1 Peak 

22.2-25.2 Developing 

Conflict 

Prepeak Episode 

25.3-28.2 Prepeak Episode 

28.3-35 Climax Peak 

36 Conclusion Closure 

37-38 Finis 

 

Chart 14: Payback Notional and Surface Structures 

A.5.2.3 Participant Reference 
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  3 people shared taro T             
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12 1 Ø slept   T           
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  3 Ø hammered   T           
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  3 one woman beat     F         
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20 1 Ø did       T       
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EXCL 
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30 1 Ø killing 
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            T 

  2 Ø cut             T 
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            T 
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            T 

33 1 Ø crossed 
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            T 
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  4 Ø, that-3PL killed T           N 
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A.6 Duluba’s Fall 

By Duluba, 1991 

This first-person narrative given by Duluba tells of his fall from a tree.  

Much of the narrative simply tells of events as they happened. The first fourteen 

sentences tell details of the hunting trip before the fall, and the sentences following the 

fall tell of the time and place of his hospital stays. 

One of the longest sentences in the texts occurs in this account, and the sentence 

is distinctive in that it has three different subjects: Duluba, Sifino, and the hornbill they 

were hunting. 

A.6.1 Interlinearized Text and Translation 

(1)    1. Salele ede-gi   suguli sä-lahilä deadi    ne neda-la        

  Sunday-TEMP church.do-SEQ afternoon 1S descend-SIM 

2. Salado ne-base-bälä     adi-i. 

  Salado 1GEN-wife.siblings sleep-PAST 

‘After church on Sunday, I went with my brother-in-law down to Salado and 

stayed the night.’ 
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(2)    1. Dia-la    

  sleep-SIM  

2. yose   nilï  molö ägü-la    

  morning 1PL food carry-SIM  

3. gabi gau-la    

  ax  hold-SIM 

4. ügülo äudä sigi      gau-la     

  dog  two  watch.over  hold-SIM 

5. iloloba öhoeo       hogo-go-la     

  jungle small.mammal  ITER-hunt-SIM  

6. awä-fia-i. 

  go-PL-PAST 

‘In the morning, carrying food and an ax, we took two dogs and went 

hunting in the jungle for small game.’ 

(3)    Hogogo-la  

ITER-hunt-SIM 

awä-fia-halea öhoeo      ohodoa  nufuda-la  

go-PL-PROG small.mammal  three   kill-SIM 

ägü-i. 

carry-PAST 

‘We made three kills on the hunt and carried the game with us.’ 

(4)    1. Öhoeo      ohodoa  amo deadi    gia-la  

  small.mammal  three   that afternoon mumu-SIM 

2. ma-i. 

  consume-PAST 

‘We cooked them in a mumu that afternoon and ate them.’ 
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(5)    1. Gia-la  

  mumu-SIM 

2. na-la 

  consume-SIM 

3. dia-la  

  sleep-SIM 

4. yose   öhoeo      bu   elö   hogo-la 

  morning small.mammal  again  other look.for-SIM 

5. as-i. 

  awä-PAST 

‘After cooking, eating, and sleeping, we again went hunting for small game 

the next morning.’ 

(6)    1. Hogo-salea äudä nufuda-la 

  hunt-PROG two kill-SIM 

2. ägü-i. 

  carry-PAST 

‘We killed two more in the hunt and carried them with us.’ 

(7)    1. Amo-mu   ägü-la  

  that-ONLY carry-SIM 

2. mosö-a    bahï-la   mis-i. 

  house-ALL leave-SIM come-PAST 

‘Those are the only two we carried with us when we left the house.’ 

(8)    1. Maa-lahilä 

  come-SEQ 

2. öhoeo      igi  gobe-la 

  small-mammal stone cook-SIM 

3. gia-lahilä 

  mumu-SEQ 

4. ma-i. 

  consume-PAST 

‘We went back, cooked the game in a mumu, and ate it. 
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(9)    1. Na-la 

  eat-SIM 

2. dia-la 

  sleep-SIM 

3. yose   bu   elö  hogo-la 

  morning again  other hunt-SIM 

4. as-i. 

  go-PAST 

‘We ate and slept, and in the morning went hunting again.’ 

(10) 1. Hogo-sa   nawe-sa    ne-a    öhoeo      ohodoa   

  Hunt-IPFV go.arond-IPFV be-PROG small.mammal  three 

  wala gogäeo foä-la 

  grub grub   chop.out-SIM 

2. ägü-la 

  carry-SIM 

3. deadi-falï   së         gä-gä-la 

  afternoon-INT cicada.nocturnal  ITER-bird.cicada.call-SIM 

4. mosö-a    obëgë-i. 

  house-ALL return-PAST 

‘Hunting around, there were three animals, and we chopped out gogäeo 

grubs. We carried these back and returned to the house late in the afternoon, 

when the cicadas sing.’ 

(11) 1. Mosö-a   bese-lagala-lahilä   nulo    habe-la 

  house-ALL arrive-PFV-SEQ  firewood  split.wood-SIM 

2. igi   gobe-i. 

  stone  cook-PAST 

‘Arriving at the house, we split some wood, and cooked our game.’ 
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(12) 1. Igi gobe-i       amo dea-la  

  stone mumu-NMLZ that take.up-SIM 

2. öhoeo      gogäeo  amo-la     gia-i. 

  small.mammal  grub   that-COM  mumu-PAST 

‘We took the heated stones from the mumu and cooked the game and grubs 

together with them.’ 

(13) 1. Gia-si-la sulolahilä  

  Mumu-BENE-SIM 

2. gia-i        di-i. 

  be-NMLZ-SEQ take.up-PAST 

‘After the food was cooked for us we took some of it.’ 

(14) 1. Dea-lahilä 

  take.up-SEQ 

2. odoa  na-halea     odoa  mosöa    ägü-la 

  some  consume-PROG some  house-ALL carry-SIM 

3. mo-holö nege-si-la  

  go-FUT put-BEN-SIM 

4. adi-di-i. 

  ITER-sleep-PAST 

‘Eating some of it, we carried some to the house to take with us, and we 

slept and slept.’ 
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(15) 1. Dia-la 

  sleep-SIM 

2. yose   amogi    ne-base     ele-ea   dafidi-la  

  morning that-TEMP 1S-wife.sibiling 3DU-ERG be.first-SIM 

3. udia   malö äudä mogo-gi   aligi-la 

  woman  kid  two middle-LOC develop-SIM 

4. mo-fia-i. 

  go-PL-past 

‘The next morning, my brother-in-law went first, then the two girls in the 

middle.54 

(16) 1. Mo-fia-halea  i   auwa afädë-gi   haea bobadoba di-be-o amo  

  go-PL-PROG tree auwa  one-LOC bird hornbill  be-IPFV-VOC 

  nufide-delä-lahilä 

  kill-DESI-SEQ 

2. i   aba-gala-i. 

  tree chop-PFV-PAST 

‘As we were going, there was a bobadoba hornbill in an auwa tree that we 

want to kill, so we chopped down the tree.’  

(17) 1. I    aba-gala-i    amo delegegi-la 

  tree chop-PFV-NMLZ that twist-SIM 

2. digalebe  basiä   mo-fia-i. 

  descend abandon go-PL-PAST 

‘The tree twisted as it fell, and we abandoned it.’ 

                                                 

54 There may be taboos with in-laws that could be affecting how Duluba is telling the 

story (Gossner, 2018, p.c.). 
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(18) Mis-i      amo maa-halea haea bobadoba i   auwa-gi  elö 

come-PAST55 that come    bird hornbill  tree tree-LOC another 

di-be-o. 

be-IPFV-VOC 

‘Continuing on from there, there was a hornbill in another auwa tree.’ 

(19) Hä    dofä di-be   amo-gi i  auwa amo aba-ha-la       

therefore true be-IPFV that-LOC auwa that chop-IPFV-comp 

didiä-i. 

discuss-PAST 

‘We talked about chopping down the tree if it was really there.’ 

(20) 1. Didiä-lahilä   

  discuss-SEQ  

2  dofä  di-be=le=la         

  true  be-IPFV=INT=COMP 

3  na    bea   feda-ha=melë=la  

  1S.ERG look.at ascend-IPFV=NEW=COMP 

4  sä-sio,    Sifino-ea. 

  say-EXP  Sifino-ERG 

‘After talking about whether it was so, Sifino said, “I’ll go up and see.”’ 

                                                 

55 It is uncertain why the hunting party was going in the previous sentence and coming in 

this sentence. 
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(21) 1. Ama-lahilä, 

  do-SEQ 

2. Sifino i   gobaeo  amo-gi   feda-sio    amo gaalu  

  Sifino tree tulip.tree that-LOC ascend-EVID that while 

3. ne naga-daia  ne-lo    amo gaalu 

  1S ground-ON be-PAST  that while 

4. e  feda-i      amo gobaeo  dögö mogo amo-gi    

  3S ascend-NMLZ  that tulip.tree top  middle that-LOC 

  feda-lahilä, 

  ascend-SEQ 

5. bobadoba dofä di-be=melë=la       sä-sebe-gi, 

  hornbill  true be-IPFV=NEW=COMP  say-IPFV-DS 

6. na    helësë-salea i   auwa amo aba-seda, 

  1S.ERG think-PROG tree auwa that chop-COND, 

7. aba-ha    negi  gasimolö    gabu, 

  chop-IPFV  be-DS be.dark-FUT  have 

8. be    feda-seda, 

  however ascend-COND 

9. aabe-la   nufuda-la ägü-la   mo-holö gabu=la    asigi-i. 

  quick-SIM kill-SIM  carry-SIM go-FUT have=COMP think-PAST 

‘While Sifinio climbed the tulip tree, I stayed on the ground. He went up to 

the middle of the top of the tree and said, “The hornbill is up here.” I was 

thinking, if I chop down that auwa tree it will be dark before I finish, but if I 

climb quickly, I can kill it and carry it back.” 
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(22) 1. Ama=la   asigi-lahilä, 

  do=COMP  think-SEQ 

2. ne i   auwa nee-be  amo gaalu    

  1S tree auwa be-IPFV that while   

3. i   elö  neebe  amo-gi feda-lahilä, 

  tree other be-IPFV that-LOC ascend-SEQ 

4. i   dögö mogo-gi    medela-molö-lahilä,  

  tree top  middle-LOC  cross.over-FUT-SEQ 

5. feda-i. 

  ascend-PAST 

‘Thinking that, I thought I would climb the tree and cross over to the middle 

of the top of the other tree.’ 

(23) 1. Feda-i     dögö mogo-gi    deadi-gi-lahilä 

  ascend-NMLZ top  middle-LOC  afternoon-TEMP-SEQ 

2. i   adomo amogi   naaboea gau-lahilä  

  tree branch that-LOC arm-INS hold-SEQ 

3. i   auwa amogi   medela-ia    alogo-i. 

  tree auwa that-LOC cross.over-LIG that.mid.level-PAST 

‘I went to the middle of the top in the afternoon. I held the branch of the 

auwa tree and crossed over. 

(24) 1. Medela-ia    alogo-i      amo-le   i   adomo na  

  Cross.over-LIG DEIX-mid-level that-3DU tree branch 1S.ERG 

  naabo-ea gau-la 

  arm-INS hold-SIM 

2. nelo    amo dagabo-lagala-i  gabio. 

  be-PAST  that break-PFV-PAST INFER 

‘I crossed over to their tree and held the branch, but it broke. 
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(25) Amo dagabo-lagala-se=da       ni-hï    mel-ï-,  

that break-PFV-SUBORD.SEQ=ATT 1S-EMPH see-PAST 

be    diga-se        amoda    na    made melï. 

however fall-SUBORD.SEQ that=ATT  1S.PRG NEG see.PAST 

‘I saw it break, but I didn’t see it fall.’ 

(26) Daimu 11:00 gi-lo     amogi    ne diga-i   amo=da    

time  11:00 doff-NMLZ that-TEMP 1S fall-PAST that=ATT  

dia-lea-mu      gasi-gi    daimu 7:00 gi-lo     amogi  

sleep-PROG-CONT dark-TEMP time  7:00 doff-NMLZ that-TEMP 

ne nowe-lagala-i. 

1S regain.consciousness-PFV-PAST 

‘I fell at 11:00. I was unconscious until dark at 7:00 when I regained 

consciousness.’ 

(27) 1. Ne nowe-lahilä 

  1S regain.consciousness-SEQ 

2. bea-ha-melebe  nïe    domalo emo nïe    gegelo giwi  

  look.at-IPFV-? 1S-GEN body   leg  1S.GEN sternum bone 

  nïe    bagi giwi sulubadela dagabo-dasi-sa  maade-i    gabio. 

  1S.GEN back bone all     break-ITER-IPFV finish-PAST  INFER  

‘Regaining consciousness, I saw that my leg, sternum, and backbone were 

all broken.’ 

(28) 1. Ama-lebe   ne baago-molö 

  do-CTREXP  1S die-FUT 

2. gabu-la 

  have-SIM 

3. helësë-i. 

  think-PAST 

‘I thought, I’m going to die.’ 
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(29) 1. Ama-la   

  do-SIM 

2. helësë-lahilä 

  think-SEQ 

3. ili-ma  sä-halea, 

  3PL-IO say-PROG 

4. Dili sa-mialo      ne baago-molö gabumelëla 

  2PL stay.behind-IMP  1S die-FUT   have-NEW-SIM 

5. sä-la    

  say-SIM  

6. ï-i. 

  give-PAST 

Thinking that, I said, “You two stay here. I’m going to die.” 

(30) 1. Ama-la 

  do-SIM 

2. sä-la 

  say-SIM 

3. ïa-lahilä 

  give-SEQ 

4. ne së  sä-molö       

  1S hurt say-FUT  

5. dïi-sa-mu 

  cry-IPFV-CONT 

6. asusuga-i    së-salea   sulo. 

  confuse-NMLZ hurt-PROG exist 

‘I said, “It’ll hurt.” I was crying, confused, and hurt.’ 

(31) 1. Gasi-gi      amo-gala-mu   ilia     dafu asa-lahilä 

  be.dark-TEMP  that-PFV-CONT  3PL-ERG litter weave-SEQ 

2. gasi-gi       gaula      

  be-dark-TEMP hold-SIM  

3. mis-i     gabio. 

  come-PAST INFER 

‘It was dark. They wove a stretcher in the dark and came for me in the dark.’ 
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(32) 1. Gau-la   maa-ha   nea-mu  segeyo saga-lahilä 

  hold-SIM come-IPFV  get-CONT day   plant-SEQ 

2. gau-la    

  hold-SEQ  

3. äh-a   nea-mu  Dodomona  olo mosö-a   nege-si  gabio. 

  go-IPFV get-CONT Dodomona  aid post-ALL put-BEN INFER 

 ‘They carried me and we went to the aid post at dawn.’ 

(33) Ami  alögoda-ea  ne milï         gäwi-ladigi ödä   famu  

There doctor-ERG 1S hyperdermic.needle jab-again   water  pump 

ifo-ladigi  gabio. 

settle-again INFER 

‘A doctor there stuck me with a needle again and hung an IV bag again.’ 

(34) Ama-lahilä gasi afädë ami adi-i. 

do-SEQ   night one  there lie-PAST 

‘I slept there one night.’ 

(35) 1. Ami  

  do-SEQ  

2. dia-lahilä 

  lie-SEQ 

3. di-be-gi   yose-falï      ülo    9:00 gi-lo-gi  

  be-IPFV-DS morning-INT  airplane 9:00 doff-IRR-TEMP 

  maa-lahilä 

  come-SEQ 

4. ne nea-la  gaula     

  1S get-SIM hold-SIM 

5. olo mosöa Mendi gau-la 

  aid post  Mendi hold-SIM 

6. as-i    gabio. 

  go-past  INFER 

‘It was morning and the airplane came at 9:00 and took me to the airport in 

Mendi.’ 
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(36) 1. Ama-lahilä 

  do-SEQ 

2. ne Mendi olo mosöa   ami di-lo    ami di-be-gi    

  1S Mendi aid post-ALL there lie-PAST there be-IPFV-DS 

  alögoda ili-a    ne milï         gäwi-ladigi ödä  

  doctor  3PL-ERG 1S hyperdermic needle jab.again   water 

  famu  ifo-ladigi   ne emo giwi dagabo-I    amo dagabo-ladigi. 

  pump settle-again 1S leg  bone break-NMLZ that break-again 

‘While I was there at the Mendi hospital the doctors gave me another IV and 

reset my broken leg.’ 

(37) 1. Ama-la hamo-sa nee-be  amo gaalu  ne molö made  na-la 

  that-SIM do-IPFV be-IPFV that while  1S food NEG  consume-SIM  

2. dia-lea-mu     aube  äudä as-i     amo ne ödä-mu  

  lie-PROG-CONT month two go-PAST that 1S water-ONLY 

  na-ha   ne-lo. 

  consume be-PAST 

  ‘I didn’t eat for two months while I was there. I just drank water.’ 

(38) 1. Ama-lahilä 

  do-SEQ 

2. molö  holöfalï nabibi-sa  nea  hä   hedabo-la na-ha  

  food small   taste-IPFV get   therefore good-SIM consume-IPFV 

  ne-lo. 

  be-PAST 

‘Then I got a small taste of food, so it was good to eat.’ 

(39) Olo mosö-a  amimu   nea aube  gifalädalïa as-i. 

Aid post-ALL there-CONT get month seven   go-PAST  

‘I was at the aid post seven months.’ 
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(40) 1. Aube  gödö-gi=da    ne Laeolo mosö-a    ä-lahilä 

  month eight-TEMP=ATT 1S Lae aid post-ALL go-SEQ 

2. aube  äudä ne-lo. 

  month two be-PAST 

‘In the eighth month I want to the Lae hospital and I was there two months.’ 

(41) 1. Aube  äudä ne-lo-lahilä 

  month two be-PAST-SEQ 

2. ülo    Talair diga-di     nea-lahilä 

  airplane Talair descend-SIDE get-SEQ 

3. maa-la   Hageni    diga-la     aligi-lahilä 

  come-SIM Mt. Hagen  descend-SIM develop-SEQ 

4. Hageni   olo mosöa ami  adi. 

  Mt. Hagen aid post  there lie-PAST 

‘A Telair airplane came to get me. I landed at the Mt. Hagen hospital and 

stayed there.’ 

(42) Dia-la   yose   galo basi nea-la  maa-la   Mendi maa-la 

sleep-SIM morning car   bus  get-SIM come-SIM Mendi come-SIM 

ad-i. 

lie-PAST 

‘I stayed the night and the next morning a bus came and took me to Mendi.’ 

(43) Ami salele afädë  ne-lo-lahilä 

there week  one   be-PAST-SEQ 

age-gi    ülo    MAF  nea-la  Dodomona  diga-i. 

one-TEMP  airplane MAF  get-SIM Dodomona  descend-PAST 

‘I was there a week and an MAF airplane took me to Dodomona, where we 

landed.’ 

(44) Ama-la hamoi   amo ne=da  walio  sa-lea=we-la  

do-SIM do-NMLZ that  1S=ATT today  be-PROG=HERE-SIM 

sä-ha. 

say-IPFV 

‘That’s how I’m here talking today.’ 
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(45) Hä     amo. 

therefore  that 

‘That’s it.’ 

(46) Agu-i. 

complete-NMLZ 

‘Finished.’ 

A.6.2 Charts 

A.6.2.1 Segmentation 

S# Participants Action Place Time 

1 Duluba 

(Narrator) 

Go to Salado To Salado After church 

2 Duluba and 

hunting party 

Go hunting Jungle Next morning 

3 

4 3:00 PM 

5 Next morning 

6 

7 

8 

9 Next morning 

10 Late 

afternoon 11 

12 

13 

14 

15 Duluba, a 

brother-in-law, 

an unnamed 

person, two 

girls, Sifino 

Hunting 

hornbills 

In the trees Next morning 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 Duluba 

22 

23 
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24 

25 

26 Lying with 

broken bones 

On the ground 7:00 PM 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 Recovery Dark 

32 

33 Aid Post 

(Clinic) 

One night 

34 

35 Airplane 9:00 AM 

36 Mendi 

Hospital 

Seven months 

37 

38 

39 

40 Lae Hospital Two months 

41 To Mt. Hagen 

42 To Mendi Morning 

43 To Dodomona One week 

44 "Here" "Today" 

45 

46 

Chart 16: Duluba's Fall Segmentation 
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A.6.2.2 Notional and Surface Structure 

Sentence 

# 

Notional 

Structure 

Surface 

Structure 

1-14 Exposition Stage 

15-20 Inciting Incident Prepeak Episode 

21-25 Climax Peak 

26-30 Denouement Postpeak 

Episode 

31-43 Final Suspense Postpeak 

Episode 

44 Conclusion Closure 

45-46 Finis 

Chart 17: Duluba's Fall Notional and Surface Structure 

A.6.2.3 Participant Reference 

Sentences 4-14 are episodic in nature and have no participant references. They 

have been condensed into one line in the chart below. Similary, Sentences 34-43 are also 

episodic and have only an occasional 1S pronoun. These sentences have been condensed 

to one line in the chart as well. 

Concl. = Conclusion and C. = Closure. 

N
o
ti

o
n

a
l 

S
tr

u
ct

u
re

 

S
u

rf
a
ce

 S
tr

u
ct

u
r
e
 

S
en

te
n

ce
 #

 

C
la

u
se

 #
 

Reference Action(s) D
u

lu
b

a
 

H
u

n
ti

n
g
 P

a
rt

y
 

S
if

in
o
 

  

S
ta

g
e 

1 1-

2 

1S/Ø go down, 

sleep 

F     

2 1-

5 1PL/Ø 

planted taro   F   

3   PL killed   I   
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4-

14 

  Ø hunting   T   

In
ci

ti
n
g
 I

n
ci

d
en

t 

P
re

p
ea

k
 E

p
is

o
d
e
 

15 1   sleep       

  2 brother-in-law, 

3DU 

be first       

  3 two girls happened       

  4 Ø went       

16 1 PL was going   T   

  2 Ø chopped   T   

17 1 Ø twisted   T   

  2 PL abandoned   T   

18   Ø come   T   

19   Ø discussed   T   

20 1 Ø discussed   T   

  2 Ø be true   T   

  3 Ø (dialogue)       

  4 Sifino said     F 

21 1 Ø did     T 

C
li

m
ax

 

P
ea

k
 

  2 Sifino ascended     L 

  3 1S was on 

ground 

R     

  4 3S ascended     L 

  5 Ø said     T 

  6 1S chopped L     

  7 Ø be dark T     

  8 Ø ascended T     

  9 Ø think T     

22 1 Ø think T     

  2 1S being T     

  3 Ø ascend T     

  4 Ø cross over T     

  5 Ø ascended T     

23 1 Ø afternoon T     

  2 Ø held T     

  3 Ø cross over T     

24 1 that 3DU, 1S held L     

  2 Ø broke T     

25 1 1S-EMPH saw C     
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  2 1S didn't see T     
D

en
o
u
em

en
t 

P
o
st

p
ea

k
 E

p
is

o
d
e 

26   Ø regain 

consciousness 

T     

27 1 1S regain 

consciousness 

B     

  2 Ø broken T     

28 1 1S will die T     

  2 Ø had  T     

  3 Ø thought T     

29 1 Ø do T     

  2 Ø think T     

  3 Ø, 3PL saying T     

  4 Ø (monologue) T     

  5 Ø said T     

  6 Ø gave T     

30 1 Ø did T     

  2 Ø said T     

  3 Ø (monologue) T     

  4 Ø (monologue) T     

  5 Ø cried T     

  6 Ø hurt T     

F
in

al
 S

u
sp

en
se

 

P
o
st

p
ea

k
 E

p
is

o
d
e 

31 1 3PL wove   B   

  2 Ø held   T   

32 1 Ø came   T   

  2 Ø   T T   

  3 Ø   T T   

33   1S   T     

34-

43 

  Ø/1S   T     

C
o
n
cl

. C
. 

44   1S=ATT being say BTh      

F
in

is
 

45   Ø         

46   Ø         

Chart 18:Duluba's Fall Participant Reference 
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APPENDIX B: Grammar Notes 

Gossner provides the groundbreaking work in Edolo Grammar with his master’s 

thesis (1994). A few notes here fill in the areas of the grammar that he does not. 

B.1 Medial and Final Clauses in Clause Chaining 

A distinctive feature of Papuan languages that Edolo shares is the use of clause 

CHAINING, is defined as a “series of contiguous nuclear clauses in a sentence where 

medial or consecutive clauses (with dependent and not fully inflected verbs) are linked to 

final or initial clauses (with independent and fully inflected verbs, for tense, aspect, 

and/or mood)” (Longacre and Hwang (2012, 212).  Roberts (1997, 104) uses a similar 

description. 

Longacre and Hwang further define a MEDIAL CLAUSE as a “base clause not last in 

a sentence of a chaining language; it is dependent in surface structure with a verb not 

fully marked for tense, aspect, and mood” (Longacre and Hwang, 2012, 219). For 

example, in the following sentence, both obëgëla ‘return’ and maala ‘go’ are medial 

verbs, having only the suffix -la ’SIM’. The final verb ifoi ‘settled’ is inflected for past 

tense with -i: 

(47) obëgë-la   maa-la  h-ili-le        Edolo      

return-SIM go-SIM EMPH-3PL-EXCL Edolo.people  

sege-a    ifo-i     wabu 

place-ALL  settle-PAST REP 

They returned and set the leeches free in Edolo territory! 
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The term “final clause” originated with Stephen Wurm in the early part of the 

1950s, according to Thurman (1979, 10), and Thurman implies that Wurm also coined 

the term “medial clause” at the same time. A FINAL CLAUSE is “the last clause of a 

sentence in head-final changing languages; it has [an] independent, fully inflected verb” 

(Longacre and Hwang 2012, 216). By 1970 the use of “medial” and “final” was 

“customary” (Longacre 1970, 151).  Longacre further writes: 

By no means are all field researchers in New Guinea languages 

content with talking about ’medial’ versus ’final’ verbs. Some prefer 

to speak of independent versus dependent verbs, for the simple reason 

that the so-called ‘final’ verb is not always final. Others, for example 

Lyle Sholz, prefer to speak of primary, secondary, (and as we will see 

later, tertiary) verbs. Hurd, for Nasioi on the island of Bougainville, 

prefers to speak of main versus satellite type clauses with their 

accompanying verb forms. (Longacre 1972, 3-4) 

Farr (1999, 21) initially used the terms internal verb and terminal verb in her work 

on the Korafe language, but Farr herself used “medial verbs” as well as “final verb” later 

in the same chapter. Both terms have been firmly entrenched in Papuan linguists’ 

vocabulary for decades, and will not likely change at this point. 

B.2 Paragraphs in Papuan Chaining Languages 

Given that only the final verb carries inflection in Edolo and other chaining 

languages, and the medial verbs refer to the final verb for inflection, linguists have 
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typically analyzed all the chained verbs together with the final verb as a single sentence. 

However, a number of linguists argue that clauses having both medial verbs and final 

verbs are individual sentences, and the final verb ends a paragraph. 

James (1970) constructs a set of transformational-generative rules for the Siane 

language. She writes, “a single very general set of constituent structure rules will 

generate the underlying structures of widely differing types of surface constructions,” 

including sentence-medial and sentence-final clauses. The surface structure trees quite 

clearly output sentences with medial verbs together with sentences with final verbs. 

In the same year, Longacre challenges a pair of assumptions. The first is that “the 

final verb is to be identified with the independent verb in the Indo-European languages 

while the medial verb is to be identified with the dependent or subordinate verb in such 

languages. The second is equating the whole chain of medial verbs, terminating in a final 

verb, with the sentence” (Longacre 1970). This led Longacre to the conclusion that “this 

implies more grammatical closure the paragraph than we are accustomed to find in 

English; and less grammatical independence for the sentence than we are accustomed to 

find in English.” Longacre also writes in the preface for a monograph on Fore grammar 

“stereotyped ideas of sentence and paragraph, especially those derived from our 

European linguistic background, are not adequate to describe similar units in New 

Guinea–and very probably in other parts of the world as well” (Scott 1973, v). The 

chaining or linking of numerous medial verbs together with a single final verb appears (to 

an English speaker) to be a single, long sentence the size of a paragraph. It appears to be 

too long to be a sentence, but to call it paragraph loses the notion of sentence altogether. 
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The alternative, an extremely complex sentence structure, raises more problems (Scott 

1973, 34). 

Longacre writes unequivocally in 1972, “There are languages where the medial-

final chain should be interpreted as a paragraph rather than a sentence” (Longacre 1972, 

27). Having said that, he wrote in a footnote, “Much useless breath (not to speak of pen 

and ink) can be squandered here on whether  the terms ’paragraph’ and ’sentence’ are 

legitimately used in this section” (Longacre 1972, 50). 

Forty years later, Longacre and Hwang write in more moderate tones of Migabac 

chaining: “The sentences can be a long chain of clauses that resemble a paragraph 

structure” Longacre and Hwang (2012, 103). 

B.3 Focus 

Focus traditionally has been used to describe NEW INFORMATION in a sentence. 

(See, for instance, Kroeger 2004, 136; Comrie 1989, 63). The term ‘focus’ has been 

expanded and redefined for a variety of languages, such that the concept of contrast has 

become more important than newness, and the principal meaning of focus has to do with 

the most relevant or salient information given. In particular, many West African 

languages make use of special particles to give a sort of prominence to certain parts of the 

sentence, and current research describes this as “focus” (Schaefer 2009, 56-67; Bearth 

1999, 134; Aboh, Hartmann and Zimmermann 2007). While Edolo is not an African 

language, it too has particles that give prominence to certain parts of a sentence. 
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B.3.1 New Information and Contrast 

In linguistic terminology, the link between FOCUS and NEW INFORMATION began 

as early as 1967: 

Information focus reflects the speaker’s decision as to where the main 

burden of the message lies…What is focal is ‘new’ information; not in 

the sense that it cannot have been previously mentioned…but in the 

sense that the speaker presents it as not being recoverable from the 

preceding discourse (Halliday 1967, 204). 

For Halliday, recoverable information is that which can be represented by 

anaphoric reference (1967, 206). Comrie also defines focus as “The essential piece of 

new information that is carried by a sentence” (Comrie 1989, 63). 

Similarly, SIL’s online glossary refers to focus that refers to information in a 

sentence that: 1) is new, 2) is of high interest, 3) is marked by stress, 4) typically occurs 

late in the sentence, and 5) complements the presupposed information typically presented 

early in the sentence. New information is further defined by this glossary as information 

that is assumed by the speaker not to be known or assumed by the addressee, or not 

previously established in the discourse (SIL 2018). These definitions highlight the notion, 

at least from this perspective, that focus exists in the context of the sentence, and it 

includes some form of prosodic stress. Both Halliday and Kroeger incorporate these 

aspects in their concepts of focus, but Kroeger also includes the notion that focus can be 

“unpredictable” information (Kroeger 2004, 161). 
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For Dooley and Levinsohn, focused material can be new, but it can also be 

contrastive: 

Material in focus typically (1) adds new information or (2) changes 

what is already present in an activated proposition network, either by 

replacement or by selecting between alternatives. This means that 

focused material is generally (1) new or (2) contrastive. (Dooley and 

Levinsohn 2000, 62) 

B.3.2 Focus and Salience 

Dooley and Levinsohn further define focus as “that part which indicates what the 

speaker intends as the most important or salient change to be made in the hearer’s 

representation” (Dooley and Levinsohn 2000, 62). Dik also defines focus in terms of 

salience. He describes focus as “That information which is relatively the most important 

or salient in the given communicative setting, and considered by S[peaker] to be the most 

essential for A[ddressee] to integrate into his pragmatic information” (Dik 1997, 326).  

Schaefer extends Dik’s concept of focus to having both new and constrastive 

information, as well as other kinds of focus strategies. For instance, questioning focus can 

be used to indicate an information gap. Completive focus relates to the traditional 

“newness of information” definition of focus. More commonly, at least in African 

languages, focus indicates some sort of contrast. The variety of focus strategies Schaefer 

identifies in African languages and Arabic is found in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7: Differences in the Communicative Point of Focus (Schaefer 

2009, 64, after Dik 1997, 331) 

Bearth, in a review of the ways African languages and linguistics has affected the 

theory of focus, expresses  “wholesome doubt” about the dichotomy of old and new 

information for focus. Instead, focus appears to be the status of instantiation, not its 

newness. However, more work needs to be done with the concept of contrast, which 

tends to be a catch-all for linguistic residue not accounted for by information structure 

theory (Bearth 1999, 134, 150). 

In any case, as a result of Bearth’s work and other studies, such as Aboh, 

Hartmann and Zimmermann (2007), Schaefer takes the position that the principal 

meaning of focus is not with the newness as such, but it instead refers to the most 

relevant or SALIENT information in a given discourse (Schaefer 2009, 60). 

B.3.3 Focus and Prominence 

Salience as focus has a close resemblance to PROMINENCE, and the connection 

between focus and prominence is not a new one; Halliday similarly connects focus with 

prominence. In Halliday’s terms, information focus involves selection of certain element 

or elements as “points of prominence” (1967, 203).  
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Callow subsumes focus under the heading of prominence, defining prominence as 

“any device whatever [sic] which gives certain events, participants, or objects more 

significance than others in the same context” (Callow 1974, 50). She further maintains 

that all types of prominence fall into three subtypes: thematic, focus, and emphatic. 

Levinsohn (2015, 53-65), following Callow, lists these as: 

• FOCAL: A device used to give a constituent prominence. 

• THEMATIC: “What I am talking about”. 

• EMPHASIS: To express strong feelings about an item, or to indicate an 

unexpected event.56 

Callow and Grimes both use the analogy of a spotlight in a play to explain focus 

(Callow 1974, 53, Grimes 1975, 327). Like Calloway, Dik also recognizes several types 

of prominence: 

• Prosodic prominence with an “emphatic accent”, which is similar to 

Calloway and Levinsohn’s notion of an emphasis subcategory of 

prominence 

• Special constituent order 

• Special focus markers 

                                                 

56 As noted above, Kroeger (2004, 161) includes unexpected information in focus rather 

than in emphasis. 
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• Special focus constructions 

These four types of prominence are exemplified by the following example (Dik 

1997, 327,  Schaefer 2009, 62-63): 

(48) a.  John loves Mary—prosodic prominence on Mary. 

b. Mary John loves—special initial constituent position for Mary. 

c.  John loves FM Mary—a special focus marker FM. 

d. (it) (be) Mary (who) John loves—a special focus construction. 

It is the FM or focus marker (line c. of 30) that is of interest for Edolo. 

B.3.4 Scope of Focus 

Lambrecht proposes three types of focus structure: sentence focus, predicate 

focus, and argument focus.57 For instance, in answer to the question “What happened?” 

The entire sentence of the following reply will be in SENTENCE FOCUS, where the 

CAPITAL LETTERS indicate primary stress and the underlined letters indicate 

secondary stress: 

(49) Your daughter just killed a BEAR. (Dooley and Levinsohn 2000, 62) 

 

But in answer to a question like “What’s going on with my daughter?”, the 

predicate ‘just killed a bear’ would be in PREDICATE FOCUS. In answer to the question, 

“What did my daughter just kill?” the argument ‘bear’ would be in ARGUMENT FOCUS. 

                                                 

57 The source is assumed to be from Lambrecht (1994:223). The citation of Lambrecht is 

from Dooley and Levinsohn (2000, 62-63). 
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Building on Dik’s work, Schaefer produces a similar analysis of the differences in the 

scope of focus (Schaefer 2009, 63, after Dik 1997, 331). 
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activate, 52 

active participant, 53 

addressee, 72 
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global VIP, 52 
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